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Robert Grosseteste's Conclusiones and the 

Commentary on the Posterior Analytics1 

David Bloch 
University of Copenhagen 

Abstract 
This article examines the nature of Robert Grosseteste s commentary on Aristotle s 
Posterior Analytics with particular reference to his "conclusions" ( conclusiones ). It is 
argued (using book 1, chapter 2, of the commentary as a case study) that the simple 
demonstrative appearance of the commentary, which is very much the result of the 64 
conclusions, is in part an illusion. Thus, the exposition in the commentary is not sim- 
ply based on the strict principles of the Posterior Analytics and on the proof-procedures 
of Euclidean geometry; rather the commentary is a complicated mixture of different 
elements of twelfth-century texts and the scholarship of Grosseteste s day. 

Keywords 
Robert Grosseteste, Aristode, Posterior Analytics, medieval logic, demonstrative science 

I. Introduction 

Robert Grosseteste s commentary on the Posterior Analytics is a somewhat idio- 
syncratic piece of work.2 It is, of course, a literal commentary, but there is a 
long way to the more regular type of the thirteenth century. In a relatively 
recent article, Sten Ebbesen even used the heading "Literal Commentary 
without Principles" to describe this particular commentary, meaning that 
Grosseteste does not have a standard procedure in the individual chapters, but 

1} Texts are cited from both printed editions and medieval manuscripts in the present article. 
However, I have sometimes made changes in orthography and/or punctuation. All translations 
are my own. I owe thanks to Sten Ebbesen and the editorial board of Vivarium for comments 
and criticism. 
2) Robertus Grosseteste, Commentarius in Posteriorum Analyticorum Libros , ed. Pietro Rossi 
(Firenze 1981). 
© Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 2009 DOI: 10.1 163/156853408X383015 
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rather allows himself to comment, explain, define, conclude etc. in the order 
he sees fit.3 In this article I shall examine the commentary and try to establish 
its nature more precisely. In particular, I shall focus attention on the conclusio- 
nes as relevant to this purpose. 

At first reading the commentary seems to be composed on strict and sound 
methodological principles. Grosseteste proceeds chapter by chapter - although 
his divisions into chapters do not always correspond with the ones used nowa- 
days. In each chapter he interprets Aristotle's text, of course, but it is done 
with the use of his own conceptual tools: "definitions" (< definitiones ), "supposi- 
tions" (. suppositions ) and "conclusions" (< conclusiones ) in particular. The first 
two correspond roughly to the Euclidean definitions and postulates, whereas 
the conclusions are apparently supposed to parallel the theorems.4 In Grosse- 
teste s terminology, definitions set forth the essential descriptions of different 
items to be used in the argument,5 and suppositions state truths that cannot 
be disputed within the science in which they are used; that is, they are hypoth- 
eses or, in Euclidean terms, postulates. These two together (definitions and 
suppositions) form the foundation of Grossetestes method of exposition, and 
based on these he states the conclusions which are clearly meant to be con- 
ceived as deductions performed on the basis of the definitions, the supposi- 
tions and any previous deductions. 

3) S. Ebbesen, 'Medieval Latin Glosses and Commentaries on Aristotelian Logical Texts of the 
Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries', in Glosses and Commentaries on Aristotelian Logical Texts. The 
Syriac, Arabic and Medieval Latin Traditions , ed. C. Burnett (London, 1993), 129-77, at 141, 
143-44. Contra B. G. Dod, "The Study of Aristotle's Posterior Analytics in the Twelfth and Thir- 
teenth Centuries: The Translators, Glossators, and Commentators and Their Methods' (unpub- 
lished B. Litt, thesis, Oxford 1970), 98-99, who believes that Grosseteste does use a general 
standard method of exposition. For an intermediate position, see J. Hackett, 'Robert Grosseteste 
and Roger Bacon on the Posterior Analytics ', in Erkenntnis und Wissenschaft/Knowledge and 
Science. Probleme der Epistemologie in der Philosophie des Mittelalters/Problems of Epistemologa in 
Medieval Philosophy, ed. M. Lutz-Bachmann, A. Fidora and P. Antolic (Berlin 2004), 161-212, 
at 161-64. 
4) See also the preface to Version III of Euclid's Elements , printed in M. Clagett, 'King Alfred and 
the Elements of Euclid', Isis 45 (1954), 269-77, at 275: "Haec [seil, principia] autem distingu- 
untur per axiómata, petitiones, et conceptiones. Axioma dignitas interpretatur. Explicat enim 
rerum definitiones. Petitiones sunt quibus concessis secundum hypothesim nullum sequatur 
inconveniens". 
5) On an Aristotelian theory, one is actually allowed to dispute definitions, but in medieval 
practice, and certainly in Grosseteste's commentary, definitions seem often to work simply as 
axioms. See also G. R. Evans, 'Boethian and Euclidean Axiomatic Method in the Theology of the 
Later Twelfth Century', Archives internationales d'histoire des sciences 30 (1980), 36-52, at 50, on 
Nicholas of Amiens. 
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Thus, Grosseteste s commentary is not only an interpretation of a text that 
sets forth a demonstrative method; it is also itself based on demonstrative 
(axiomatic-deductive) principles. But the tradition of demonstrative science 
was not completely uniform in Grosseteste's days. In the twelfth century 
demonstrative theories developed in different directions, and thus the scien- 
tific foundation of Grossetestes work on demonstration and demonstrative 
methods in the early thirteenth century was potentially very complex. One 
might say, using a terminology which is partly medieval, that there are three 
kinds of procedure within the demonstrative texts of the twelfth century: 

1 . Texts that both (a) demonstrate, while (b) upholding a clear distinction 
between premisses (axioms) and conclusions (theorems), and (c) teach 
how to demonstrate. Aristotle's Posterior Analytics is, of course, by far 
the most prominent example, but especially Boethius' De Hebdomadi - 
bus, lectured on by notable thinkers such as Gilbert of Poitiers and Thi- 
erry of Chartres as well as the latter s pupil Clarembald of Arras,6 and 
scattered remarks in his other writings (in particular a description of 
demonstration in Boethius' second commentary on Porphyry's Isagoge ), 
were also used as aids.7 

2. Texts that (a) demonstrate, while (b) upholding a clear distinction 
between premisses (axioms) and conclusions (theorems), but (c) do not 
teach how to demonstrate. Euclid's Elements is the leading work in this 
group, but there were others in use, such as Euclid's Optics , Archimedes' 
On the Quadrature of the Circle and Ptolemy's Almagest .8 

3. Texts that (a) demonstrate, but (b) do not uphold a clear distinction 
between the premisses (axioms) and conclusions (theorems); instead 

6) The Commentaries on Boethius by Gilbert of Poitiers, edited by N. M. Häring (Toronto, 1966); 
Commentaries on Boethius by Thierry of Chartres and his School , edited by N. M. Häring (Toronto, 
1971); Life and Works of Clarembald of Arras. A Twelfth-Century Master of the School of Chartres , 
edited by N. M. Häring (Toronto, 1965). 
7) G. Schrimpf, Die Axiomenschrift des Boethius (De Hebdomadibus) als philosophisches Lehrbuch 
des Mittelalters (Leiden, 1966); C. Burnett, 'Scientific Speculations', 'm A History of Twelfth-Cen- 
tury Western Philosophy, ed. P. Dronke (Cambridge, 1988), 151-76. 

On Euclid in the twelfth century, see e.g. M. Clagett, 'The Medieval Latin Translations from 
the Arabic of the Elements of Euclid, with Special Emphasis on the Versions of Adelard of Bath', 
Isis 44 (1953), 16-42; J. E. Murdoch, 'The Medieval Euclid: Salient Aspects of the Translations 
of the Elements by Adelard of Bath and Campanus of Novara , Revue de Synthèse 89 (1968), 
67-94; J. E. Murdoch, 'Euclid: Transmission of the Elements' , Dictionary of Scientific Biography 4 
(1971), 437-59. On other mathematical works using demonstrative methods, see Burnett, 'Sci- 
entific Speculations', 161-62. 
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they deduce everything (at least ideally) from a single first proposition, 
(c) These texts do not teach how to demonstrate. The Liber de Causis is 
the model of this kind of procedure. 

The first two kinds are explicitly acknowledged by the medievais,9 whereas the 
third kind is implicitly acknowledged, as Charles Lohr has shown.10 Therefore, 
Grosseteste is likely to have operated (consciously or unconsciously) with 
this kind of division of demonstrative sciences. Apparently, these three kinds 
exhaust the possibilities of demonstration, as it was known and used in the 
twelfth and early thirteenth centuries.11 

Grossetestes commentary on the Posterior Analytics is undeniably a demon- 
strative text. Therefore, we ought to be able to place it in one of these three 

groups, but the more exact classification depends on the precise nature of his 
method, and in particular on the conclusiones. 

In the only study known to me devoted solely to the conclusiones in this 

commentary, Gillian Evans tried to show that Grosseteste was not just being 
his idiosyncratic self but was actually following a twelfth-century tradition as 

regards methodology, although the final result was certainly original.12 Works 
such as Allan of Lilies Regulae Caelestis Iuris10 and Nicholas of Amiens Ars Fidei 

9) See the preface to Version III of Euclid's Elements , printed in Clagett, 'King Alfred and the 
Elements', 275: "Est autem demonstratio argumentatio, arguens ex primis et veris in illorum 
conclusionibus. Sic enim ars proposita contexta est quod sequentia necessario accidunt ex prem- 
issis aut principiis deinceps. Est enim scientia demonstrativa quae docet demonstrare et demon- 
stran ut Posteriores Anale ti(ci), et quae demonstrat et non docet demonstrare, ut geometria". A 
similar view of Aristotle's procedure ("Aristoteles demonstrando docuit demonstrare") is attrib- 
uted to "Alexander" and accepted in an anonymous set of quaestiones in Ms. Cordoba Bibl. del 
Excellentissimo Cabildo 52: 82ra. See partial edition (including the relevant part) in C. Marmo, 
'Anonymus Cordubensis, Questiones super primům librum Posteriorum. A Partial Edition: Pro- 
logue and qq. 1-5', CIMAGL6 1 (1991),. 107-39. 
10) C. H. Lohr, "The Pseudo- Aristotelian Liber de Causis and Latin Theories of Science in the 
Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries', in Pseudo-Aristotle in the Middle Ages, ed. J. Kraye, W. F. Ryan 
and C. B. Schmitt (London, 1986), 53-62; Burnett, 'Scientific Speculations', 165-66. See also 
M. Dreyer, 'Regularmethode und Axiomatik Wissenschaftliche Methodik im Horizont der artes- 
Tradition des 12. Jahrhunderts', in Scientia und Ars im Hoch- und Spätmittelalter, ed. I. Craemer- 
Ruegenberg and A. Speer = Miscellanea Mediaevalia 22/ 1 (Berlin-New York, 1994), 145-57. 
1 u Of course, one could also distinguish demonstrative theories on the basis of their different 
uses of axioms, definitions and suppositions (hypotheses/postulates). On this, see Evans, 'Boethian 
and Euclidean Axiomatic Method'. 
12) G. R. Evans, 'The "Conclusiones" of Robert Grosseteste's Commentary on the Posterior Ana- 
lytics , Studi medievali, serie terza, 24 (1983), 729-34. 
13) Edition in N. M. Häring, Alanus de Insulis. Regulae Caelestis Iuris , AHDLMA (1982), 
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CatholicaeH exhibit very similar features in deducing conclusions on the basis 
of undisputed axioms, and Euclid was the primary foundation, or rather: the 

major inspiration, of all such attempts.15 In this way, Grossetestes commen- 
tary becomes an axiomatic-deductive system in which conclusions are deduced 
from fundamental premisses. Therefore, quite a few scholars have without 
reflection translated conclusiones with the word "theorems".16 However, in rela- 
tion to Grosseteste, Evans and others do not seem to take into account that 
thinkers of the twelfth century did actually distinguish between different sorts 
of demonstrative theories. Thus, a more precise categorisation of Grossetestes 
work can be made, thereby revealing more about its nature and Grosseteste s 
general methodology. I shall use book 1, chapter 2 (hereafter = 1.2), of his 
commentary as a case study in which I will focus on the use of the structural- 
ising concepts: definitions, suppositions and, in particular, conclusions. 1.2 
may with some justification be called the most important chapter of the work, 
since it lays the foundation for everything to come.17 

II. Analysis: In Analytica Posteriora 1.2 

Grosseteste's 1.2 also corresponds to Aristotle's Posterior Analytics 1.2. 
18 His 

1.1 is introductory and contains no definitions, suppositions or conclusions 
that form part of the science in question; the chapter is simply used to posit 

97-226. See also Dreyer, 'Regularmethode und Axiomatik', 147-50 and 147 n. 7 for further 
bibliography. 
14) For an edition and interpretation see M. Dreyer, Nikolaus von Amiens: Ars Fidei Catholicae - 
Ein Beispielwerk axiomatischer Methode (Münster, 1993). See also Dreyer, 'Regularmethode und 
Axiomatik', 146-50. 
15) But see also Lohr, 'The Pseudo-Aristotelian Liber de Causis (for use of, and inspiration 
from, the Liber de Causis) and J. Marenbon, 'The Twelfth Century", in Medieval Philosophy, ed. 
J. Marenbon (London-New York, 1998), 150-87, at 177-78 (for the possible influence of Gil- 
bert of Poitiers on the axiomatic-deductive theories of the twelfth century). 
I6) See e.g. Ebbesen, 'Medieval Latin Glosses', 143-44; P. Rossi, 'Robert Grosseteste and the 
Object of Scientific Knowledge', in Robert Grosseteste: New Perspectives on his Thought and Schol- 
arship, , ed. J. McEvoy (Turnhout, 1995), 57-75, at 72-73. In accordance with earlier practice, 
Grosseteste uses theorema when speaking about deductions in geometry: Robertus Grosseteste, 
InAPo. 1.1.52 (ed. Rossi, Firenze 1981), p. 95. Note, however, that Nicholas of Amiens is will- 
ing to use the term in his theological work. 
17) For analyses of this chapter, see also Dod, 'The Study of Aristotle's Posterior Analytics", 115- 
18; Evans, 'The "Conclusiones" of Robert Grosseteste's Commentary', 732-33. 
18) Robertus Grosseteste, In APo. 1.2 (ed. Rossi, Firenze 1981), pp. 99-104; Arist., APo. 1.2, 
71b9-72b4. 
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the existence of demonstration and knowledge, since these facts cannot be 
treated within the science of demonstration itself.19 In 1.2, on the other hand, 
he begins the interpretation and analysis of demonstrative science as such. 
Almost immediately the structuralizing concepts (definition, supposition and 
conclusion) play the dominant role in Grosseteste s work. 

According to Grosseteste, Aristotle puts forward two definitions and one 
supposition, on the basis of which he presents the first conclusion of the sci- 
ence of demonstration: 

1. Definition 1 (Dl): Of knowledge. We have knowledge when we know 
the cause {causa) of some phenomenon simp liciterà 

2. Supposition 1 (SI): "Everything that is known is known through 
demonstration."21 

3. Definition 2 (D2): Of demonstration. "Demonstration is a deduction 
that produces knowledge."22 

4. Conclusion 1 (Cl): "Demonstrative science is based on principles/ 
premisses that are true, primary, immediate, as well as prior to, better 
known than and causes of the conclusion."23 

Thus, Grosseteste clarifies what he believes to be the structure of the Posterior 

Analytics with the use of his conceptual tools: "definition", "supposition" and 
"conclusion"; and he further believes that the structuralising method that he 
uses is actually used also in the Posterior Analytics itself. That is, he believes that 
Aristotle himself has structured his work using definitions, suppositions and 
conclusions, although he has not, of course, explicitly used the terms. Gros- 
seteste defines knowledge and demonstration, a supposition is added to the 
definition of knowledge, and from these principles he apparently deduces the 
first conclusion concerning the foundation of demonstrative science. This, to 
put it briefly, is the procedure and the result of 1.2. On the surface, this is, 
then, a very clear and fair kind of (demonstrative) interpretation, and to the 

19) In APo. 1.1.12-13 (ed. Rossi, Firenze 1981), p. 93: "quia nullius artifìcis est stabilire suum 
subiectum vel quod est ante suum subiectum, ne artem transgrederetur . . .". 
20) In APo. 1.2.5-8, ed. Rossi, p. 99. Cf. Arist .,APo. 1.2, 71b9-12. 
21) In APo. 1.2.29-30, ed. Rossi, p. 100: "[0]mne quod scitur, per demonstrationem scitur"; see 
also idem, In APo. 2.6.76-79, ed. Rossi, p. 406, and Arist., APo. 1.2, 71 bl2-l 3. 
22) In APo. 1.2.36-40, ed. Rossi, p. 100: "[DJemonstratio est syllogismus faciens scire". See 
Arist., APo. 1.2, 71bl7-18. 
23) In APo. 1.2.41-42, ed. Rossi, p. 100: "[Dļemonstrativa scientia est ex veris et primis et imme- 
diatis et prioribus et notioribus et causis conci usionis". Cf. Arist., APo. 1.2, 71b 19-22. 
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best of my knowledge it has been generally accepted as such by modern schol- 
ars working on the commentary.24 However, when one examines Grosseteste's 
commentary more carefully, and compares it with Aristotle's original text, 
some problems seem to arise.25 These problems are of two kinds: (1) Problems 

concerning Grossetestes interpretation of Aristotle, and (2) problems con- 

cerning the demonstrative procedures of Grosseteste s commentary. Both types 
of problems are treated in the following; most of them are of type 1 , but the 
most important are, in my opinion, the type 2 problems. 

D 1 (that is, the need to know the cause of some phenomenon simpliciter , if 
we are to have real knowledge) is based on a passage in the Aristotelian text 
where the Philosopher is actually uncharacteristically clear.26 Grosseteste, on 
the other hand, presents a more elaborate description which is designed to pull 
the reader in a rather different direction from that intended by Aristotle 

according to most modern interpretations. In fact, D1 is never presented in 
the form of a single clear proposition; instead Grosseteste simply explains that 
the purpose of D1 is to state what knowledge is. Thus, he begins with a brief 
statement: 

The first definition determines what it is "to know", because to know is per se the purpose 
of this science.27 

This is in complete accord with the Aristotelian text. But then he immediately 
proceeds to a description of different types of knowledge.28 The different kinds 

24) See e.g. Dod, "The Study of Aristotle's Posterior Analytics, 102; Evans, 'The "Conclusiones" of 
Robert Grosseteste's Commentary'. 
25) Contra Dod, 'The Study of Aristotle's Posterior Analytics , 118: "G. s general analysis is sound. 
His grasp of the overall structure of the text is impressive, and his basic thesis of a series of con- 
clusiones' springing from a fundamental complex of definitions provides a most effective ana- 
lytical tool, by means of which the important elements in the chapter are brought clearly into 
focus." 
26) Arist., APo. 1.2, 71b9-12 (the passage is cited in note 50 below). 
27) In APo. 1.2.5-6, ed. Rossi, p. 99: "Prima autem definido est eius quod est scire, quia scire est 
per se finis huius scientiae". 
28) In APo. 1.2.9-22, ed. Rossi, p. 99: "Sed non lateat nos quod scire dicitur communiter et 
proprie et magis et maxime proprie. Est enim scientia communiter veritatis comprehensio, et 
sic sciuntur contingentia erratica; et dicitur scientia proprie comprehensio veritatis eorum quae 
semper vel frequentius uno modo se habent, et sic sciuntur naturalia, scilicet contingentia nata, 
quorum est demonstratio communiter dieta. Dicitur edam scientia magis proprie comprehensio 
veritatis eorum quae semper uno modo se habent, et sic sciuntur in mathematicis tam principia 
quam conclusiones. Cum autem Veritas sit illud quod est et comprehensio veritatis sit compre- 
hensio eius quod est, esse autem eius quod dependet ab alio non cognoscitur nisi per esse eius a 
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of knowledge, Grosseteste says, has different kinds of certainty, ranging from 
the common usage of knowing the ever-changing particulars to the most cer- 
tain form of knowledge, which is the demonstrative. This kind of knowledge, 
about which the term is used in the original and primary sense, is "through 
understanding of a cause that is immutable in its being and its causal effect".29 
With these words, Grosseteste refers to God, as is clear from the phrasing, and 
as he has already made clear in 1.1; for there God has been made ultimately 
responsible for our knowledge of true principles.30 Thus, even though Aristo- 
tle is actually quite clear in this particular passage ( APo . 71b9-12), and does 
not, of course, mention or imply the need to refer to any god, Grosseteste 

changes the focus of the passage by giving only a brief description of Aristotle's 
view without bothering about the more precise content. Grosseteste also seems 
to distort Aristotle's view by claiming that all other kinds of knowledge are 

"sophistical" in comparison with the demonstrative.31 In the passage in ques- 
tion, Aristotle was focusing on the distinction between secundum se and secun- 
dum accidens , which is not quite the same as the distinction between true and 

sophistical, as Grosseteste implies. In particular, the knowledge produced by 
the mathematical sciences is no less certain than the final form in Grosseteste s 
division, and thus it cannot be categorised as sophistical.32 And furthermore, 
Grosseteste focuses not so much on the cause as the important part of the 
definition but rather on the fact that there is a greatest cause (God) which is 
the original cause of all true knowledge, and in comparison to which all other 
causes and kinds of knowledge are sophistical. This, as so much else in the 

commentary, is Augustinián theory,33 or at least inspired by Augustine, and it 

quo dependet, manifestum est quod maxime proprie dicitur scire comprehensio eius quod 
immutabiliter est per comprehensionem eius a quo illud habet esse immutabile, et hoc est per 
comprehensionem causae immutabilis in essendo et in causando". 
29) In APo. 1.2.21-22, ed. Rossi, p. 99: per comprehensionem causae immutabilis in essendo et 
in causando". 
30) In APo. 1 . 1 .26-36, ed. Rossi, p. 94, in particular lines 32-36: Nec solum illud voco doctri- 
nam quod ab ore doctoris audimus, sed scripturam etiam loco doctoris accipio; et, si verius 
dicamus, nec qui exterius sonat docet nec littera scripturae exterius visa dočet, sed solum movent 
haec duo et excitant; sed verus doctor est qui interius mentem illuminât et veritatem ostendit". 
With this passage, compare e.g. In APo. 1.7.96-103, ed. Rossi, p. 139; In APo. 1.17.38-48, ed. 
Rossi, pp. 240-41. 
31) In APo. 1.2.21-2, ed. Rossi, p. 100: "et respectu huius scire [seil, scire propriissime dictum] 
vocat Aristoteles alios modos sciendi sophisticos et secundum accidens". 
32) Elsewhere, Grosseteste seems to be well aware of this, see In APo. 1.11.141-42, ed. Rossi, 
p. 179: "In solis enim mathematicis est scientia et demonstratio maxime et principaliter dicta". 
33) See E. Serene, 'Demonstrative Science', in The Cambridge History of Later Medieval Philoso- 
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has no role to play in Aristotles text or in an interpretation of it. On an Augus- 
tinián view, the principles of knowledge are recognised through the light of 
God, who is, then, the first and original cause of knowledge. Grosseteste is 

thinking along similar lines in distinguishing between different levels of causes 

culminating in the highest one which is "immutable in its being and its causal 
effect"; and the Augustinián divine light, as is well-known, is echoed through- 
out the commentary.34 Aristotle, on the other hand, does not in this place 
elaborate on his conception of "cause", and his discussions elsewhere show 
that it is very different from the one that Grosseteste attributes to him.35 One 

might at first glance think it strange that Augustine's conception of knowledge 
and divine light has any part to play in Grosseteste s text, but even apart from 
the authority of Augustine there are at least two obvious reasons and a third 

possible, but philosophically more interesting, reason. First, the Posterior Ana- 

lytics and the theory of demonstration that is put forward in this work was not 
assimilated into medieval thought until well into the thirteenth century (not 
least as a result of Grossetestes efforts), and prior to this assimilation Augus- 
tine was an important source and inspiration. Thus, it was only natural that he 
should play a part in the first thorough Western interpretations of the Posterior 

Analytics. Second, one might also speculate that Grosseteste, who was an 
extremely religious man even for his time, found it satisfying to follow one of 
the most respected religious authorities even in matters of science. Third, and 
finally, an Augustinián theory of light solves one of the major problems in 
Aristotle's theory of demonstrative knowledge: that our cognition of the ulti- 
mate principles must be more certain than any knowledge deduced from 
them. Aristotle could only refer to intuitive cognition (voûç) and strong believe 
(7cí<mç)36 as the foundation of certainty; but Grosseteste can argue that God 
warrants the certainty, and this obviously puts him in a much stronger posi- 
tion than Aristotle's.37 Still, it must be stressed that, even though divine light 

phy , ed. N. Kretzmann, A. Kenny and J. Pinborg (Cambridge, 1982), 496-517. For warnings 
against attributing a well-structured and coherent theory of this kind to Augustine, see S. Mar- 
rone, William of Auvergne and Robert Grosseteste. New Ideas of Truth in the Early Thirteenth Cen- 
tury (Princeton, New Jersey, 1983), 3-23. 
34) See e.g. InAPo. 1.1.26-36 (ed. Rossi, p. 94); InAPo. 1.7.96-103 (p. 139); InAPo. 1.17.38-48 
(pp. 240-41); InAPo. 1.19.29-69 (pp. 279-81); InAPo. 2.6.103-107 (pp. 407-408). 
35) See, in particular, Arist., Phys. II. 3, 194bl6-195b30; Metaph. V.2, 1012b34-10l4a25. 
36) As regards 7cíaxiç, it should, however, be noticed that the Greek word also signifies proof, 
albeit in a vague sense. Still, this connotation perhaps made the original Aristotelian theory of 
cognition of principles seem stronger and more certain than it does to us. 
37) On this particular point, see also Serene, 'Demonstrative Science', 503. 
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is, of course, an un-Aristotelian feature of Grossetestes theory, the result, i.e. 
certainty concerning the principles of knowledge, is one that Aristotle would 
presumably have liked if he had been in a position to accept the reasons for 
it. This third explanation, then, is the philosophical reason for adopting an 

Augustinián stance on this particular issue.38 
The rather long description of different types of knowledge was probably 

adopted from the Latin translation of Themistius' paraphrase of the Posterior 

Analytics of which Grosseteste made extensive use.39 The divisions of knowl- 

edge are, however, important for Grosseteste for reasons irrelevant to Themis- 
tius' purpose, since they make Dia more substantial foundation for Grosseteste 
to build on; for the better we understand the concept of "cause", the more 
solid and convincing will D 1 appear. Thus, he has good reasons to discuss and 

present such divisions of causes, but they are not found explicitly in Aristotle s 
text.40 

D2, that is, "demonstration is a deduction that produces knowledge", also 
suffers from some problems of clarity as well as some additional ones con- 
cerned with the demonstrative appearance of the commentary. As regards the 

38) As regards Augustinián influence on Grosseteste in general, see Serene, 'Demonstrative 
Science', 501-504 and, in particular, Marrone, William of Auvergne and Robert Grosseteste. Since 
the subject is probably the most carefully examined part of Grossetestes commentary of the 
Posterior Analytics , I shall not, however, go deeper into the matter. 
39) J. R. O'Donnell, 'Themistius' Paraphrasis of the Posterior Analytics in Gerard of Cremona's 
Translation', Mediaeval Studies 20 (1958), 239-315, at 247-48. See also Hackett, 'Robert Gros- 
seteste and Roger Bacon', 165-66. 
40) Dod, 'The Study of Aristotle's Posterior Analytics , 118, would even regard this section as a 
"blemish (from an Aristotelian point of view)". On the other hand, W. Detel, 'Aristotle's Logic 
and Theory of Science', in A Companion to Ancient Philosophy , ed. M. L. Gill and P. Pellegrin 
(Maiden, MA., 2006), 245-69, is a modern interpreter who finds in the Posterior Analytics a 
distinction between perfect science and possible science. For general information about Grosse- 
teste's classifications of different kinds of knowledge, see R. J. Palma, 'Grossetestes Ordering of 
Scientia' The New Scholasticism 50 (1976), 447-63; P. Rossi, 'La classificazione delle scienze in 
Roberto Grossatesta', in L'homme et son univers au moyen âge , vol. II, ed. C. Wenin = Philosophes 
Médiévaux 27 (Louvain-La-Neuve, 1986), 646-5 1 ; J- Longeway, 'Medieval Theories of Demon- 
stration', in The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Fall 2005 Edition) , ed. E. N. Zalta, URL = 
<http:// plato.stanford.edu/ archives/ fall2005/ entries/ demonstration-medieval/>. A. C. Crombie, 
Robert Grosseteste and the Origins of Experimental Science 1100-1700 (Oxford, 1953) contains 
much interesting material, even if it is out-dated in some parts; see e.g. E. Serene, 'Robert Gros- 
seteste on Induction and Demonstrative Science, Synthese 4 0 (1979), 97-1 15, and S. P. Marrone, 
'Robert Grosseteste on the Certitude of Induction', in L'homme et son univers au moyen âge , 
vol. II, ed. C. Wenin = Philosophes Médiévaux 27 (Louvain-La-Neuve, 1986), 481-88, for sub- 
stantial criticism of central points in Crombie's views. 
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problems of clarity, Grosseteste begins 1.2 by explicitly stating that Aristotle 
sets forth two definitions and one supposition as the foundation of the first 
conclusion.41 But Grosseteste does not at this point present all of them to 
the reader in the form of propositions; only D 1 is mentioned (and, as I have 
already argued, this particular definition is not even provided explicitly in the 
form of a single and clear proposition), and it is obvious from the following 
text where D2 is presented. In fact, Grosseteste does not use D2 until well into 
the chapter,42 and not even then does he identify it explicitly as the definition 
(D2) to which he previously referred. It is simply stated that a new definition 
is needed at this point in the text to support S 1 and the following part of the 
commentary; he does not say that the one provided is the fundamental D2.43 
That is, one might easily mistake D2 for a simple supporting definition instead 
of recognising its fundamental role in the entire argument that Grosseteste s 
original statement at the beginning of 1.2 implied. In particular, this lack of 
clarity is bothersome, because D1 is never even explicitly stated in proposi- 
tional form. That is, we have two definitions: of the first one (a) we are 
informed about the general, but not about the particular and precise, content, 
and (b) it is mentioned that this is the definition in question; while for the 
second (a) we have the precise contents in propositional form, (b) but it is 
never explicitly referred to as the second definition mentioned at the begin- 
ning of the chapter. This is something that the reader will have to figure out 
for himself. Thus, the hierarchical structure is difficult to follow, or at least not 
as clear as it could be, even in this crucial part of the commentary in which the 
foundation of the entire work is laid. 

Even more importantly, Grosseteste explicitly states that this definition is 
put forward because of the previous arguments, and its function is partly to 
clarify the supposition, as he also states in the text.44 This produces problems 
as regards the demonstrative procedure; for, assuming a bottom-up hierarchy45 

41) InAPo. 1.2.1-5, ed. Rossi, p. 99: "Explanato modo quo contingit scire et solvere oppositiones 
destruentium scire, inchoat Aristoteles scientiam quam intendit in hoc libro docere primo 
ponens duas definitiones et unam suppositionem, ex quibus consequenter concludit primam 
conci usionem huius scientiae". 
42) InAPo. 1.2.38-39, ed. Rossi, p. 100. 
43) InAPo. 1.2.36-39, ed. Rossi, p. 100: "Ergo propter explanationem praecedentis suppositionis 
et propter sequentia subiungit Aristoteles hanc definitionem: demonstratio est syllogismus faciens 
scire". 
44) InAPo. 1.2.36-38, ed. Rossi, p. 100. See the previous note. 
45) Note that the bottom-up hierarchy is used only as an illustration. One might equally well 
have used a top-down hierarchy to illustrate the point. 
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with the basic and fundamental elements at the bottom and the derived and 

secondary above the former, he must as a result place D2 above Dl, since the 
definition of knowledge is a precondition of understanding the content of D2, 
but presumably below S 1 in the hierarchy, since the correct understanding of 
SI presupposes D2. But his method in 1.2, then, produces the result that Dl 
is the fundamental definition to which SI is added,46 and only then is D2 
added for clarification and future use. Therefore, the original appearance at 
the beginning of the chapter of these as equals is apparently incorrect. Further- 
more, D2 was already used in the discussions in 1.1 - which, by the way, are 

supposed to be discussions that do not use the science in question47 - without 

any hint that it was of fundamental importance for the whole work.48 
The major problem of the foundation presented in 1.2 is, however, SI, 

which Grosseteste also attributes to Aristotle: that all knowledge (scientia) 
comes from demonstrative science. First, this simply cannot be supported by 
the Aristotelian text.49 What the Latins actually had from Aristotle's hand, in 
the translation made by James of Venice, is the following: 

We think we have knowledge simpliciter of some object - and not in the sophistical and 
accidental way - when we think we cognise the cause through which the object is, [that is, 
when we think we cognise] that it is the cause of the object, and that this cannot be other- 
wise. Thus, it is clear that to have knowledge is such a thing.50 

Aristotle claims that we possess knowledge when we recognise the cause of a 

particular phenomenon, and are aware (1) that this is the sufficient cause of 
the phenomenon in question, and (2) that the phenomenon must necessarily 
exist and be exactly as it is when the cause is present. But he does not say any- 
thing to indicate that this is the only kind of knowledge, or, in fact, that dem- 
onstration is the only way to reach such knowledge. In the following part of 
Aristotle's Posterior Analytics 1.2, and in the next chapters, it is clear that this 
is a question on which he has not yet taken a position; and in the end, he actu- 

46) In APo. 1.2.29-30, ed. Rossi, p. 100. 
47) In APo. 1.1.9-17, ed. Rossi, p. 93. 
48) See In APo. 1.1.6-9, ed. Rossi, p. 93. 
49) Even though he did not understand the Posterior Analytics in several other respects, John of 
Salisbury got this particular point right, see Metalogicon 4.8.3-14 (ed. J. B. Hall and K. S. B. 
Keats-Rohan, Turnhout 1991), 146. 
50) Arist., APo. 1.2, 71 b9-l 3 (transi. Iacobi): "Scire autem opinamur unumquodque simpliciter, 
sed non sophistico modo qui est secundum accidens, cum causamque arbitramur cognoscere 
propter quam res est, quoniam illius causa est, et non est contingere hoc aliter se habere. Mani- 
festum igitur est quod huiusmodi aliquid scire sit". 
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ally believes that there are other kinds of knowledge.51 In the passage quoted 
above, all Aristotle really says is that at least the state that we are in when we 

cognise the cause of something must be called "knowledge"; but there may 
still be other kinds. That is, at the fundamental level Grosseteste has made 
much more specific demands from a theory concerned with obtaining knowl- 

edge, and in fact the whole discussion of knowledge at the beginning of 1.2 
(see above) also shows that Grosseteste s S 1 is a very strong view ignoring the 
details of the very difficult concept of scientia. Furthermore, a little later in the 
commentary he is seen to be aware of the "the ambiguity of the word 'knowl- 

edge'" {ambiguitas huius nominis 'scire), and thus to recognise that not all 

knowledge derives from demonstration.52 Thus, Grosseteste must mean that 
stricto sensu all knowledge is a result of the demonstrative syllogism, but even 
this, as I have indicated, is very doubtful as an interpretation of Aristotle. 

Second, it is clear from Aristotle's text that he did not intend the proposi- 
tion in question as a basic supposition of the Grossetestean kind by means 
of which the remaining part of the theory of science could be deduced. On 
the contrary, Aristotle used the phrase to sum up his preceding argument in 
a sentence that reads more like a summary conclusion than something to 
be used as one of the fundamental axioms of the entire science in question. 
Grosseteste, on the other hand, states that the supposition must be adopted on 
two grounds:53 (1) the discussion of the deduction (syllogism) in the Prior 

51) See APo . 1.2, 7 1 b 1 6- 1 7 (transi. Iacobi), and, in particular, 1.3, 72bl8-20: "Nos autem 
dicimus ñeque omnem scientiam demonstrativam esse. . .". Grosseteste argues by strengthening 
the Aristotelian distinction between intellectus and scienti and thus claims that there can be no 
true knowledge ( scientia ) of fundamental principles, only intuitive understanding ( intellectus ): In 
APo. 1.2.91-102, ed. Rossi, p. 103. For a more cautious approach, see Robert Kilwardby's com- 
mentary in D. Cannone, 'Le Notule Libri Posteriorum di Robert Kilwardby nella tradizione eseg- 
etica latina medievale del XIII secolo', vol. II (unpublished PhD Thesis, Rome 2003-2004), 
p. 13: "Item, bene dicit [seil. Aristoteles] 'doctrina et disciplina' et non 'cognitio', quia non omnis 
intellectiva cognitio fit ex praeexistente cognitione, sed humana solum. Item, melius dicit 'doct- 
rina et disciplina' quam 'scientia , quia scientia proprie conclusionum est tantum, sed intellectiva 
cognitio humana est tam prineipiorum quam conclusionum". 
52) In APo. 1.3.3-38, ed. Rossi, p. 105; and, in even stronger terms, In APo. 1.3.24-38 (p. 106). 
In the latter passage he explicitly states that it all depends upon what kind of scire we are talking 
about, referring, of course, to the distinctions made at the beginning of 1.2 (see the discussion 
above). 
53) In APo. 1.2.29-39, ed. Rossi, p. 100: "Consequenter subiungit Aristoteles hanc suppositionem: 
omne quod sci tur, per demonstrationem scitur'. Haec autem suppositio partim sumitur a libro 
Priorům et partim cognoscitur in cognoscendo quid est quod dicitur per hune terminům 'dem- 
onstratio'. Demonstratur enim in Analeticis Prioribus quod omne quod cognoscitur postquam fuit 
dubium vel opinionis contrariae per syllogismum cognoscitur; ergo, cognito quod demonstratio 
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Analytics , and (2) some sort of cognition that arises when one comes to recog- 
nise the meaning of "demonstration" (< demonstratio ); for, Grosseteste says, 
in the Prior Analytics it is shown that every recognition of something that 
was previously doubtful or unknown occurs through a deduction, and by 
D2 demonstration is the deduction that produces knowledge. These two 
points combine to establish S 1 , according to Grosseteste. 

However, this explanation seems to cause some obscurity; for the condition 
that some sort of cognition arises when one comes to recognise the meaning 
of "demonstration" by its own nature presupposes D2, that is, "demonstration 
is a deduction that produces knowledge", which Grosseteste has not even 
stated yet. Of course, adding D2 to clarify S 1 is a valid method of demonstra- 
tion, but at the very least the hierarchy between the basic definitions and sup- 
positions is unnecessarily blurred by this procedure, and a circular argument 
threatens. One should also notice the peculiar uses of "therefore" {ergo) in the 
relevant passage.54 The first (1. 34) helps to state the conclusion that SI is 

recognised as soon as one recognises the truth of D2; and therefore (1. 36) 
Grosseteste simply posits D2 as a fact. This would appear to be somewhat like 

saying: "We need X to establish Y; therefore X." 
Still, on this foundation {His . . . principiis positis ), Grosseteste states CI, that 

is, the first of 64 conclusions (32 in each book): "Demonstrative science is 
based on principles/premisses that are true, primary, immediate, as well as 
prior to, better known than and causes of the conclusion." This is in accor- 
dance with Aristotle's work. But in Aristotle the conclusion is based simply on 
the description and analysis of demonstration, and his foundation is less com- 

plicated - or, one might perhaps say, not as rigidly deduced. Grosseteste con- 
ceives CI strictly as a direct consequence of D 1-2 and SI on the basis of a 
chain of thought like the following: (a) Since knowledge consists of recognis- 
ing the sufficient, eternal, immutable and exact cause(s) (Dl), one must natu- 
rally seek such cause(s), if one wants to obtain knowledge;55 (b) and the road 
to knowledge must go through demonstration (SI);56 (c) finally, it has been 
established that demonstration is a special kind of deduction, that is, a special 
kind of the syllogismus that Aristotle describes and analyses in the Prior Analytics, 

est syllogismus faciens scire, non potest esse dubium quin quicquid scitur, per demonstrationem 
sciatur. Ergo propter explanationem praecedentis suppositionis et propter sequentia subiungit 
Aristoteles hanc definitionem: demonstratio est syllogismus faciens scire". 
54) See the text in note 53. 
55) InAPo. 1.2.22-24, ed. Rossi, pp. 99-100. 
56) InAPo. 1.2.29-30, ed. Rossi, p. 100. 
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viz. deductions from well-structured premisses to a conclusion (D2).57 
(d) Knowledge of an object as the result of knowing its cause is therefore iden- 
tical with knowing a conclusion through knowing the principles of this con- 
clusion (CI). That is, the conclusion is, in Grossetestes view, directly derived 
from D 1-2 and SI. Still, even though Grosseteste has certainly with this anal- 

ysis elaborated the foundation of CI beyond Aristotle's own text, he has done 
so in an Aristotelian spirit. The features described above, and not least the 
clear-cut road which leads to CI, are to a large extent Grossetestes own elabo- 
ration, but they are not per se un- Aristotelian. In particular, one may notice 
that CI, the fundamental and most important conclusion of the entire com- 

mentary, is a statement which is found in Aristotle's own text (see above). 
Even this truly Aristotelian CI is, however, unclear in important respects. The 

theories of the Posterior Analytics and of Grosseteste's commentary both belong 
to material logic, not to purely formal logic, and thus the premisses must not 

only be well-formed; they must also be true and live up to other demands 

imposed by reality. Therefore, Grosseteste (following the Aristotelian text) feels 
forced to add a number of conditions that the premisses must fulfil, if they are 
to honour the demands of D 1-2 and SI (see the following). But the whole 
intention in a deductive system of this kind is that the conclusions follow natu- 

rally and clearly from the premisses, in this case D 1-2 and SI, and the need for 
further clarification proves that this has not happened in Grosseteste's 1.2. 

In fact, and most importantly, CI contains a number of undefined predi- 
cates of demonstrative knowledge: "true", "primary", "immediate", "prior to", 
"better known than" and "causes", and more are added as Grosseteste pro- 
ceeds, e.g. "necessary", "universal", "eternal", "incorruptible" etc.58 These are 
not clarified and substantiated until the following part of the commentary; in 

particular, quite a substantial part of the commentary on book 1 (1.1-1.11) 
is used to treat these predicates; that is, a section of almost 90 pages is used 
to clarify, discuss and substantiate the foundation of CI.59 Grosseteste knows 

very well, and even tries to defend the fact, that the following part of the 

57) InAPo. 1.2.36-40, ed. Rossi, p. 100. 
58) See the text in the next note. 
59) InAPo. 1.2.61-1.11.296, ed. Rossi, pp. 101-87. See InAPo. 1.12.1-8 (p. 188): "A principio 
libri usque ad locum istum [= APo. 1.1-11, 71al-77a35] demonstravit Aristoteles quod demon- 
stratio est ex primis et veris et immediatis et prioribus et notioribus et causis et necessariis et per 
se inhaerentibus et universalibus et perpetuis et incorruptibilibus et ex propriis tam principiis 
quam interrogationibus et conclusionibus; et hae omnes conditiones non aggregantur simul nisi 
in demonstratione maxime et propriissime dicta, quae acquirit scientiam propriissime dietam, 
secundum quod diffinitum est scire in principio". 
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commentary constitutes a clarification and an analysis of Cl,60 but this brings 
him dangerously close to a circular argument of the kind that an Aristotelian 
philosopher must reject: If the following conclusiones are to be directly deduced, 
or at least derived, from Cl, then they cannot themselves on Aristotelian and 
Euclidean principles be used to clarify the first conclusion;61 they would have 
to be definitions or suppositions instead of conclusions. But if they are not 
deduced/derived from Cl, the axiomatic hierarchy of conclusiones would seem 
to be an illusion, and Grosseteste will have instead a number of equally funda- 
mental principles of science and scientific theory. 

In fact, it should be noticed that Grosseteste himself may have been aware 
that the deduction of Cl from D 1-2 and SI is not as clear-cut as he would 
have liked it to be. For in the introduction to the chapter, before the analyses 
proper, he states unhesitatingly that the conclusion is established "from these" 
(ex quibus ), that is, from D 1-2 and SI.62 But after having stated and analysed 
D 1-2 and SI he no longer says "from these", but instead he informs us that 
Cl "is added" (subnectitur) as the result of the former principles. This seems to 
be a much weaker description on Grosseteste s part. 

At first sight, then, Book 1 , chapter 2, of Grosseteste s commentary appears 
to be the solid foundation of a demonstrative theory of knowledge. But when 
the particulars are examined a little more closely, there would seem to be sub- 
stantial problems. First, one might dispute some essential parts of Grosseteste s 
interpretation of Aristotle's text. Second, and much more importantly, the 
demonstrative procedures of the commentary sometimes, and in crucial 
respects, seem questionable, in particular concerning the conclusions. 

III. Aristotle's Intention and Demonstrative Sciences 

Grosseteste was no fool. On the contrary, he was a singularly independent and 
clear-headed thinker.63 Therefore, the problems connected with D 1-2, SI and 

60) See In APo. 1.2.51-64, ed. Rossi, p. 101: "Praedicatum autem huius primae conclusionis, 
quia coniunctum est ex multis, dividitur ut particulatim facilius probetur, sicut pluries fit in 
scientiis demonstrativis; et postquam considerata fuerint singula particulatim, manifesta erit 
haec propositio: omne faciens scire est ex veris et primis et immediatis et prioribus et notioribus 
et causis conclusionis . . .". 
61) See Evans, 'The "Conclusiones" of Robert Grossetestes Commentary', 732: "The essence of 
Euclid's method is the demonstrable dependence of all more advanced principles upon those earlier 
shown to be either self-evident or to be themselves dependent upon self-evident first principles." 62) See the text in note 41 above. 
63) On the more general aspects of Grosseteste s thought, see e.g. J. McEvoy, The Philosophy of 
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Cl are not simply mistakes or careless work on his part. I suggest that Gros- 
seteste has two, partly interrelated reasons for structuring 1.2 (and the com- 

mentary in general) the way he does. 
First, one must consider the nature of the Posterior Analytics and what Gros- 

seteste wants to accomplish with his exposition. The Posterior Analytics is one 
of the most difficult Aristotelian works, and the structure and coherence of the 
text are not easily established. Nowadays most scholars would argue, I sup- 
pose, that this is partly at least because the treatise is not a finished work, 
perhaps not even a single work but rather several treatises brought together by 
Andronicus of Rhodes or some other editor.64 But, Aristotle being the author 
of the text, Grosseteste reasonably expected coherence in the work, and if it 
was not easily found, it was most likely because we did not understand the 

Philosopher rightly. It is the job of the commentator to bring out this coher- 
ence of the work clearly to the reader, and a demonstrative exposition is by far 
the most compelling way of doing so. But, for Grosseteste (although perhaps 
he did not consciously see it that way65), this produced a clash between a literal 

interpretation of the often rather difficult and (seemingly) incoherent text and 
the clear intentions of the Philosopher, viz. the construction of a demonstra- 
tive theory of science and a theory of how one demonstrates. I think it is cer- 
tain that Grosseteste believed that he perceived Aristotles intentions, and they 
were what he primarily expounded.66 That is, Grosseteste comments on what 
he perceives to be Aristotle's theory, not so much on the text itself. But, even 

though Grosseteste is exceptionally good at this, it sometimes makes the com- 
mentary incompatible, or at least not easily compatible, with the Aristotelian 
original. This explanation, viz. that Grosseteste works on the basis of his own 
perception of Aristotle's intention rather than on the basis of the text itself, 
also accounts for some of the most striking features of the commentary: 
(a) Grosseteste s method of commenting is unusually personal, and he himself 

Robert Grosseteste (Oxford, 1982); Robert Grosseteste: New Perspectives on his Thought and Scholar- 
ship , ed. J. McEvoy (Turnhout 1995). 
64) Aristotle's Prior and Posterior Analytics, ed. with introd. and comm. D. Ross (Oxford, 1949), 
6-23, 75; Aristotle: Posterior Analytics, transi, with comm. J. Barnes (Oxford, 19932 [19751]) 
xi-xxii. 
65) But see In APo. 1.9.1-177, ed. Rossi, pp. 162-69, for a chapter which indicates that Grosse- 
teste did perhaps sometimes consciously embrace this procedure. 
66) See the very first words of the commentary, In APo. 1.1.1-2, ed. Rossi, p. 93: "Intendo Aris- 
totelis in hoc libro est investigare et manifestare essentialia demonstrationis". Generally, phrases 
such as "intendo Aristotelis" or "intendit Aristoteles" are frequently found in the commentary. 
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takes responsibility for many of the arguments;67 (b) the commentary is very 
general and rarely pays close attention to individual passages and phrases in 
Aristotle's text.68 These features are striking if one compares Grossetestes com- 
mentary with those of later thirteenth-century thinkers such as Robert Kilwardby 
or Thomas Aquinas. One might say that Grosseteste is making the Aristotelian 
theory appear more coherent than it actually is by rhetorical means and by 
avoiding close literal comments. But this would certainly not be Grossetestes 
own view of the situation, and it would not be completely fair either. For in 
many instances he may very well be right about the Aristotelian intention. 

Second, and related to the former point, different demonstrative methods 
were, as stated in the "Introduction" above, available in the twelfth and thir- 
teenth centuries. Of the three kinds of demonstrative treatises previously men- 
tioned, the Posterior Analytics itself belongs to type 1 , namely texts that both 
demonstrate and teach how to demonstrate, and Grossetestes commentary 
ought to belong to the same category.69 But the analysis of Grossetestes 
1 .2 above revealed a number of difficulties concerning the hierarchy of defini- 
tions, suppositions and, in particular, conclusions. CI is supposed to be the 
basis of later conclusiones , but these are often used to clarify and expand on CI , 
which should not be possible on a traditional axiomatic-deductive theory of 
type 1 . Thus, type 1 in the above list of demonstrative sciences in the twelfth 
century70 must be supplemented by type 3, which is actually more suited to 
describe Grossetestes commentary. It is certainly constructed as a deductive 
system, and on a first reading it would appear that each conclusion is derived 
from the preceding one(s). But on further analysis, the conclusions are actu- 

67) See e.g. In APo. 1.1.26-36; 1.2.77-102; 1.5.1-82, ed. Rossi, pp. 94, 102-103, 117-20. In 
these passages and in many others Grosseteste settles the problems in sections beginning with an 
explanation of the problem and then a ¿//co-section, that is, "Here is my (authoritative) view". 
On Grosseteste lending his own authority to the argument, see also R.W. Southern, Robert Gros- 
seteste. The Growth of an English Mind in Medieval Europe (Oxford, 19922 [19861]), 37-38, citing 
the thirteenth-century Oxford Franciscan William of Alnwick. 
68) On this point, see also Evans, "The "Conclusiones" of Robert Grosseteste s Commentary', 
730-31; Ebbesen, 'Medieval Latin Glosses', 143-44. Contra Dod, "lhe Study of Aristotle's Poste- 
rior Analytics", 98 ("primarily an ad litteram exposition of Aristotle's text"). 
69) Dod, "lhe Study of Aristotle's Posterior Analytics', 102-103 and Serene, 'Robert Grosseteste 
on Induction', 104 and 1 15 n. 35 (citing John Longeway for the same view), seem to think that 
it is a particularly clever and interesting move by Grosseteste to use the theory of the Posterior 
Analytics to expound the very same text. But, as I stated in the "Introduction" above, this kind of 
demonstrative procedure (that is, demonstrating and teaching how to demonstrate) was well- 
known also in the twelfth century. 
70) See the "Introduction" above. 
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ally interrelated in ways that do not always make it clear which are primary 
and which are derived from the others, or rather: which make it clear that 
there is not always such a hierarchy. However, it seems that D1 alone is never 
disputed or thought to need additional support, and in this respect too Gros- 
setestes commentary resembles type 3 (that is, in using a single fundamental 
principle for the entire theory, like the Liber de Causis , while the relationships 
between the deduced conclusions are more uncertain).71 

The commentary is a combination of nos. 1 and 3, then, but even more can 
be said about its specific nature, and in particular about the nature of the con- 
clusiones. Euclids Elements provided the twelfth century with the most impor- 
tant example of applied demonstrative science, that is, type 2 in the list. 
However, Euclid was not simply Euclid in the twelfth century.72 The first 
known version was Boethius' translation, but it was only partial, and impor- 
tantly almost all the proofs were missing, that is, the readers could not see how 
the individual theorems were derived from previous theorems. In the course of 
the twelfth century, the Elements was translated several times, and the tradi- 
tion was rather unstable with frequent contamination from the different 
sources for the text. As regards the most widely used version of the Elements 
(Version II), Charles Burnett makes the following important remark: 

The most widely copied twelfth-century version of the Elements omits Euclid's proofs alto- 
gether and replaces them by instructions showing the reader which earlier theorems to use 
in order to obtain the proof. The framework of the argument is given, but the reader is left 
to fill in the details himself.73 

71) See also InAPo. 1.2.5-8, ed. Rossi, p. 99: "Prima autem definido est eius quod est scire, quia 
scire est per se finis huius scientiae; finem autem oportet esse primům in intentione et cogniti- 
one, quia secundum exigentiam finis convenit omnia cetera moderari"; In APo. 1.12.1-8, ed. 
Rossi, p. 1 88: "A principio libri usque ad locum istum demonstravit Aristoteles quod demonstra- 
tio est ex primis et veris et immediatis et prioribus et notioribus et causis et necessariis et per se 
inhaerentibus et universalibus et perpetuis et incorruptibilibus et ex propriis tam principiis quam 
interrogationibus et conclusionibus; et hae omnes conditiones non aggregantur simul nisi in 
demonstratione maxime et propriissime dicat, quae acquirit scientiam propriissime dietam, 
secundum quod definitum est scire in principio". 
72) On the reception of Euclid in the Middle Ages, see note 8 with references. 
73) Burnett, 'Scientific Speculations', 161. See also e.g. S. Brentjes, 'Remarks about the Proof 
Sketches in Euclid's Elements , Book I as Transmitted by Ms. Paris, B. N., fonds latin 10257', in 
Mathematische Probleme im Mittelalter. Der lateinische und arabische Sprachbereich , ed. M. Folk- 
erts (Wiesbaden 1996) 1 15-37; C. Burnett, 'The Latin and Arabic Influences on the Vocabulary 
Concerning Demonstrative Argument in the Versions of Euclid's Elements associated with Ade- 
lard of Bath', in Aux origines du lexique philosophique européen. L'influence de la latinitas , ed. 
J. Hamesse (Louvain-La-Neuve, 1997), 117-35. 
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Grossetestes commentary is very much indebted to Euclid's Elements. Evans 
has even suggested that Grosseteste tried to "superimpose Euclid upon Aristo- 
tle as a means of tidying and ordering what Aristotle is saying" by "following 
the sequence of Aristotle's argument but maintaining his own progression 
from conclusio to conclusiď J 4 I think this is exactly right, but only in the sense 
of the Euclid who, in the words of Burnett, "omits Euclid's proofs", perhaps 
not "altogether", since Grosseteste often posits arguments and explanations, 
but to a certain extent, and in particular the lack of proof is a very conspicuous 
feature of the very first and most important conclusion of the commentary in 
1.2Š We cannot at present say precisely which versions of Euclid were known 
to Grosseteste,75 but he clearly had very good sources when it came to obtain- 
ing even rare works. Thus, he cannot have been unfamiliar with this kind of 
Euclidean tradition. 

Euclid's Elements seems, then, to have methodologically inspired Grosse- 
teste, but this text may not be the only inspiration for type 2 elements in the 
commentary. In the De Hebdomadibus , one of the most important texts on 
demonstrative science used by scholars of the twelfth century, Boethius explic- 
itly claims to use a mathematical deductive method.76 Thus, he states nine 
regulae from which he claims to be able to deduce the conclusions that he 
needs. But it is notable that Boethius never actually explains which regulae to 
use and how to use them in the individual passages. Instead he wants the 
reader to perform this task himself;77 that is, Boethius has given him the fun- 
damental axioms and the conclusions that should be reached, but he has not 
told him when and where the individual regulae are to be used. This was left 
to the twelfth-century commentators on the text, and they all did so; Clarem- 
bald of Arras, in particular, with much zeal, but neither Thierry of Chartres 

74) Evans, 'The "Conclusiones" of Robert Grossetestes Commentary', 731. For Euclidian influ- 
ence on Grossetestes commentary, see also P. Rossi, 'Un contributo alla storia della scienza nel 
Medioevo', Rivista di fibsofia neo-scolastica 67 (1975), 103-10. 
75) But see W. R. Knorr, 'Falsigraphus vs. adversarius: Robert Grosseteste, John of Tynemouth, 
and Geometry in thirteenth-century Oxford', in Mathematische Probleme im Mittelalter. Der 
lateinische und arabische Sprachbereich, ed. M. Folkerts (Wiesbaden, 1996), 333-59. 
76) Boethius, De Consolatone Philosophiae, Opuscula Theologica , ed. C. Moreschini (Munich- 
Leipzig, 2000), 186-94, at 187. For a translation, see Boethius, The Theological Tractates and the 
Consolation of Philosophy, ed. H. F. Stewart, E. K. Rand and S. J. Tester (Cambridge, Mass., 
19732 [19181]), 38-51, at 38-41. 
77) Boethius, De Consolatone Philosophiae, Opuscula Theologica , 188: "Sufficiunt igitur quae 
praemisimus; a prudente vero rationis interprete suis unumquodque aptabitur argumentis". See 
also Evans, 'Boethian and Euclidean Axiomatic Method', 37, 43-44, who is, however, mistaken 
in saying that a similar procedure is not found in the Euclidean tradition. 
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nor Gilbert of Poitiers ignores the task.78 The Boethian method, then, is not a 
clear-cut example of the type 1 demonstrative science described in the "Intro- 
duction" above; for it also contains features that are very similar to the Euclid- 
ean ones described as type 2, and these texts - Boethius' and Euclids - were 
well-known in the twelfth century. There can be no doubt that Grosseteste was 
acquainted with both of them. 

Thus, the conclusiones of Grosseteste's commentary may be conceived as 
theorems by their author, but the demonstrative arguments to prove them are 
often lacking. Even though he is sometimes careful to point out the connec- 
tions between the individual definitions, suppositions and conclusions there is 
often no real argument involved; it is done simply by using words and phrases 
such as consequenter or subnectitur haec conclusion To repeat, these are not 
demonstrative arguments but rather "instructions showing the reader which 
earlier theorems [that is, in Grosseteste s case, definitions, suppositions, expla- 
nations and conclusions] to use in order to obtain the proof" (Burnett cited 
above). I believe that this particular feature of the commentary also explains at 
least most of the difficulties that the analysis of book 1, chapter 2, revealed. 
For if the relationships between the definitions, suppositions and conclusions, 
were clear to Grosseteste, as indeed he felt they were (see also the "Conclusion" 
below), then it may sometimes have escaped him that not every single one of 
his conclusions could be demonstratively deduced, the reason for the over- 
sight being that he followed the procedure of some versions of Euclid's 
Elements , and was most likely also inspired by Boethius' De Hebdomadibus , 
and this may be the reason why he did not explicitly state the proofs. But still, 
he knew that the conclusions were right; that is, not only were they Aristote- 
lian, they were simply true. 

It seems, then, that Grosseteste's commentary is the result of several influ- 
ences, and these are, or so I have tried to argue, much more intricately 
connected and combined than has so far been suspected. When one adds the 
fact that Grosseteste was one of the most remarkable individuals of medieval 
thought, it is no wonder that the commentary is truly sui generis .80 

78) For the texts, see the editions mentioned in note 6. On the commentaries, see also Evans, 
'Boethian and Euclidean Axiomatic Method', 43-44. For earlier commentaries on Boethius' 
Opuscula Sacra , see E. K. Rand, Johannes Scottus (Munich, 1906). 
79) Evans, "The "Conclusiones" of Robert Grosseteste's Commentary', 733. 
80) Interestingly, Grosseteste's commentary on the Physics seems to consist of notes for a similar 
structure, but, as is well-known, it is transmitted in a much less finished state than the commen- 
tary on the Posterior Analytics . See Roberti Grosseteste Episcopi Lincolniensis Commentarius in 
VIII Libros Physicorum Aristotelis, ed. R. C. Dales (Boulder, Colorado, 1963). 
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IV. Conclusion 

All this adds up to a rather peculiar mixture of praise and blame of Grosse- 
teste s commentary on the Posterior Analytics. His commentary is not always 
easy to use as an aid to understanding the original Aristotelian text, but it is 
the first extant Latin commentary on this treatise,81 it is a remarkable intel- 
lectual effort, and the commentary was very influenciai in the later scholastic 
treatment of the text. Prior to Grosseteste s work, we know of no Latin scholar 
to have mastered this Aristotelian treatise; on the contrary, there is much 
evidence that scholars usually avoided it throughout the twelfth century, and 
when they did not, they often made bad mistakes of interpretation.82 Grosse- 
teste s interpretation may be somewhat idiosyncratic, and it may not generally 
satisfy the modern reader as an interpretation of Aristotle. Perhaps the medi- 
evais were not themselves completely satisfied, because the methodology and 
structure of Grossetestes commentary is apparently not found in any com- 
mentaries of the following century;83 in this context it is perhaps also signifi- 
cant that the methods of Alain of Lilies Regulae Caelestis Iuris and of Nicholas 
of Amiens Ars Fidei Catholicae were apparently not reproduced either in the 
theological literature.84 

But certainly Grosseteste did in fact master the Posterior Analytics in his own 
way, and to him the text was, as Evans points out,85 luminously clear. That is, 
Grosseteste truly grasped many Aristotelian intentions, and although he some- 
times went too far in his interpretations, in particular as the result of his 

81) On a possible commentary by James of Venice, see S. Ebbesen, 'Jacobus Veneticus on the 
Posterior Analytics and Some Early thirteenth Century Oxford Masters on the Elenchi , CIMAGL 
21 (1977), 1-9 for the argument in favour. I have presented an argument against such a com- 
mentary in D. Bloch, 'James of Venice and the Posterior Analytics', CIMAGL 78 (2008) 37-50. 
At least parts of Philoponus' commentary on the Posterior Analytics had been translated by James, 
and Grosseteste used them, but only fragments are now extant. See S. Ebbesen, 'Anonymus 
Aurelianensis II, Aristotle, Alexander, Porphyry and Boethius. Ancient Scholasticism and twelfth 
Century Western Europe', CIMAGL 16 (1976), 1-128, at 89-107; P. Rossi, 'Tracce della versione 
latino di un commento greco ai Secondi analitici nel Commentarius in Posteriorum Analyticorum 
Libros di Roberto Grossatesta, Rivista di filosofia neo-scolastica 70 (1978), 433-39; S. Ebbesen, 
'New Fragments of "Alexander s" Commentaries on Analytica Posteriora and Sophistici Elenchi , 
CIMAGL 60 (1990), 1 13-20. 
82) I plan to treat the early reception of the Posterior Analytics in a future article. 
83) See Ebbesen, 'Medieval Latin Glosses', 143-44, who also points out some of the most inter- 
esting Grossetestean features of later periods; in particular, Walter Burley s commentary on the 
Politics has some interesting affinities with Grossetestes commentary on the Posterior Analytics. 
84) See Evans, 'Boethian and Euclidean Axiomatic Method', 36. 
85) Evans, "The "Conclusiones" of Robert Grossetestes Commentary', 734. 
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Augustinián inclinations and his divine light metaphysics, he often produced 
a more vivid and coherent theory of demonstration than was ever found in the 

original Aristotelian treatise or in any other commentary on the text. Aristot- 
le's Posterior Analytics has been hailed as "one of the most brilliant, original, 
and influential works in the history of philosophy";86 Grossetestes is one of 
the few commentaries on this text which actually shows why this statement is 
true, while also making an independent contribution to the theory of demon- 
stration. His commentary gave the Latin tradition of the Posterior Analytics 
not only a very capable and inspiring beginning but also a challenging one. 

861 Jonathan Barnes in Aristotle: Posterior Analytics-, transi, with comm. J. Barnes (Oxford, 19932 
[19751]) xiv. 
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Simplicius and James of Viterbo on Propensities* 

Antoine Côté 
Université d'Ottawa 

Abstract 
The paper examines Simplicius s doctrine of propensities ( epitedeioteis ) in his commen- 
tary on Aristotles Categories and follows its application by the late thirteenth century 
theologian and philosopher James of Viterbo to problems relating to the causes of 
volition, intellection and natural change. Although he uses Aristotelian terminology 
and means his doctrine to conflict minimally with those of Aristode, James s doctrine 
of propensities really constitutes an attempt to provide a technically rigorous dressing 
to his Augustinián and Boethian convictions. Central to Jamess procedure is his rejec- 
tion, following Henry of Ghent, of the principle that "everything that is moved is 
moved by another". James uses Simplicius' doctrine of propensities as a means of 
extending the rejection of that principle, which Henry had limited to the case of the 
will, to cognitive operations and natural change. The result is a theory of cognition and 
volition that sees the soul as the principal cause of its own acts, and a theory of natural 
change that minimizes the causal impact of external agents. 

Keywords 
intellection, volition, seminal reasons, propensities, aptitudes, innatism 

Introduction 

In a series of quodlibets disputed between 1293 and 1296, James of Vit- 
erbo who succeeded Giles of Rome as regent master of theology for the 
order of the Hermits of Saint Augustine at the University of Paris, defended 
the view that the intellect, the will and matter are endowed with natural, 
that is, innate, potencies he called propensities ( idoneitates ) or aptitudes 

An earlier version of this paper was presented at a session of John Marenbons History of 
Philosophy seminar at Trinity College, Cambridge (May 2007). I wish to thank members of the 
audience for their questions on that occasion. 

© Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 2009 DOI: 10.1 163/156853408X345909 
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(aptitudines) } Although the thesis that the intellect possesses innate knowl- 

edge of some of its objects was not unfamiliar to scholastics, and indeed 
seemed to enjoy some degree of favor in the Arts Faculty from the 1230s to the 
mid-60s,2 major philosophers who accepted the authority of Aristotle were 
near-unanimous in rejecting it. One of the many reasons for this rejection was 
that the view was deemed to be inconsistent with Aristotle's conception of the 
intellect as a tabula rasa. Writing some thirty to forty years after these authors, 
James of Viterbo provided a systematic and unapologetic defense of a very 
similar view. One author who played a key role in the shaping of James s the- 

ory is the 6th century Neoplatonist Simplicius whose commentary on Aristo- 
tle's Categories was translated by William of Moerbeke in the last quarter of the 
thirteenth century.3 Simplicius, of course, would exercise considerable influ- 
ence in various ways on many thirteenth and fourteenth century authors, not 

just on James of Viterbo. His doctrine of qualities, for instance, is discussed at 

length by Thomas Aquinas in ST I-IIae qq 49-50, who seems to be the first 
Scholastic to discuss his views at any length.4 Simplicius is also an important 
source for medieval discussions on the intension and remission of forms.5 Late 
thirteenth century and fourteenth century authors also make heavy use of his 
doctrine of relations.6 But Simplicius plays a particularly vital role for James of 

!) The only single complete overview of James's metaphysics and noetics is still P. Fidel Casados 
'El pensamiento filosófico del Beato Santiago de Viterbo', La Ciudad de Dios 163 (1951), 437-54; 
164 (1952), 310-331; 165 (1953), 103-144; 282-302; 489-500. Metaphysics: 163 (1951), 
437-54; seminal reasons: 164 (1952), 301-14; real distinction: 314-331; analogy 165 (1953), 
103-117; psychology 117-144; the will: 283-293; beatitude: 293-302. I will be using almost 
exclusively James s four quodlibetal questions edited, as almost all of James of Viterbo s hitherto 
edited works, by Eelcko Ypma: Disputationes de quolibet , 4 vols. (Würzburg, 1968-1975). Unless 
otherwise noted, references to James's quodlibets will provide the quodlibet number first - which 
corresponds to the volume number - , followed by the number of the question, the page number 
and lineation in the Ypma edition. 
2) See, Anonymi, Magistři Artium (c. 1245-1250), Lectura in librum de anima a quodam discí- 
pulo reportata (Ms. Roma. Naz. V. E. 828), ed. R. A. Gauthier (Grottaferrata [Romae], 1985), 
editor's introduction, 21*. See also R. A. Gauthier, 'Le cours sur Xethica nova d'un maître ès arts 
de Paris (1235-1240)', Archives d'histoire doctrinale et littéraire du Moyen Age 42 (1975), 83-92. 
3) The list of works translated by William of Moerbeke is given in Guillaume de Moerbeke. Recueil 
d'études à l'occasion du 700e anniversaire de sa mort ( 1286), ed. J. Brams and W. Vanhamel (Leu- 
ven, 1989), 403-404. 
4) See Vivian Boland, 'Aquinas and Simplicius on Dispositions - A Question in Fundamental 
Moral Theory', New Blackfriars 82 (2001), 467-478. 
5) See James's discussion in Quod. II, 3, p. 33-50. See Richard Sorabji, preface, Simplicius, On 
Aristotle Categories 7-8 , xiv. 
6) For an overview of the influence of Simplicius's commentary on Aristotle's Categories on 
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Viterbo, as it is he who provides James with the important notion of idoneitas 
that is at the center of James's noetics, his theory of volition and his natural 
philosophy. 

In this paper I examine the way in which James picks up and expands upon 
ideas culled from Simpliciuss commentary in order to develop an original, 
though ultimately problematic, doctrine of propensities ( idoneitates ) that 
strives to avoid what are in Jamess view the pitfalls of both Platonism with its 
belief in the pre-existence of actualized ideas, and Aristotelianism with its 
insistence on the passivity of the human soul. The outcome should be a better 
understanding of James of Viterbo s unique form of innatism, and a better 
appreciation of the sometimes unexpected ways in which philosophical doc- 
trines influence each other. 

I start out by presenting Simplicius s discussion of Aristotle's doctrine of 
quality in his commentary of Categories , chapter 8. I then examine James's 
applications of Simpliciuss doctrine of propensities in what are probably 
James of Viterbo's most important philosophical quodlibetal questions, viz., 
quodlibet I, 7, which deals with the cause of the will's motion, quodlibet I, 12, 
which deals with the distinction between active and passive intellect and 
quodlibet II, 5, devoted to the discussion of seminal reasons. 

Simplicius on Powers and Propensities 

In chapter 8 of the Categories Aristotle defines quality, rather unhelpfully, 
as "that by which men are qualified," noting that it is "one of the things 
which are spoken of in several ways."7 There are in fact four main kinds or 
"species" of quality according to Aristotle. The first species comprises states 
{hexeis) and conditions {diatheseis). Hexeis are stable characteristics, "not easily 
dislodged" such as knowledge and the moral virtues; diatheseis are passing 
conditions such as health and illness. The second sort of quality refers to some- 

thing "in virtue of which we say that someone has the makings of a good 

the Scholastics see A. Pattin s introduction to his edition of William of Moerbekes translation: 
Simplicius, Commentaire sur les Catégories d'Aristote. Traduction de Guillaume de Moerbeke , ed. 
A. Pattin (Louvain, Paris, 1971). For a detailed examination of Themistius s (and Philoponos's) 
influence on James, see E. P. Mahoney, 'Themistius and the Agent Intellect in James of Viterbo 
and Other Thirteenth Century Philosophers (Saint Thomas, Siger of Brabant and Henry Bate)', 
Augustiniana 23 (1973), 422-467. Finally, for the importance of William of Moerbekes transla- 
tions in the development of later medieval thought see Guillaume de Moerbeke. 
7) Categories , 8b25-26. 
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boxer or a good runner." Aristotle calls this a natural power ( dunamin phusikēn) 
as opposed to a power or capacity that results from conditioning or training. 
The third sort of quality are "affective qualities and affections," that is, qual- 
ities that "cause affections in our senses." Examples are tastes and colors, 
heat and coldness. Finally, the fourth species are the figures and shapes of 
objects. 

Aristotelian Commentators were puzzled by this list.8 If the four classes of 
quality are species, must they not fall under a common genus or share a com- 
mon feature? Finding such a common feature, however, is difficult for a reason 
stated by Iamblichus whom Simplicius quotes approvingly, namely that we 
"are seeking a common feature in something that is "enmattered and has 
parts;" or, put another way, we are "drawn to the determinate characteristics in 
which the common feature inheres" (and drawn away from the forms).9 
Because qualities are qualities-of-particulars some philosophers went so far as 
to deny that qualities exist outside of particulars.10 But for a Neoplatonist such 
as Simplicius - and Iamblichus - for whom the existence of common features 
at one level of reality must be explained in terms of prior entities found at a 
higher level of reality, the suggestion that qualities should be reducible to mat- 
ter is senseless.11 Qualities cannot exist only as "particulars and compounds," 
they must also "have prior existence as an effective prior cause."12 This is in fact 
why, according to Simplicius, chapter 8 of the Categories is entitled "Concern- 
ing the qualified and quality:" The term "quality" refers to the "incomposite 
form" or characteristic, whereas "the qualified" is a reference to what "par- 
takes" of the form.13 

Yet, although it is necessary to distinguish two levels in order to provide an 
adequate metaphysical account of quality, quality properly speaking, that is, 
that to which we refer when we say, e.g., that Socrates is wise or that Peter 

8) On Neoplatonic commentaries on the Categories , see S. Strange, 'Plotinus, Porphyry and the 
Neoplatonic interpretation of the 'Categories',' in Aufitieg und Niedergang der römischen Welt , 
ed. W. Haase and H. Temporini, II. 36. 2 (1987), 955-974. 
9) Simplicius, Commentary, ed. Pattin (see n. 6), 221, 24. In the following I shall be supplying 
in parentheses the Greek original according to Kalbfleisch's edition [= K] {Simplicii in Aristotelis 
categorias commentarium , ed. C. Kalbfleish, [Berolini, 1907]), followed by William of Moer- 
beke's Latin in Pattin's edition [=P]. 
10) Antisthenes, K 208, 28-31/ P 286, 00-02; 216, 12-14/ P 296, 91-3. 
n) See K 218, 11-13; P 298, 64-299, 1. 
12) K 216, 28; P 297, 7. 
,3) K 207, 29; P 285, 64-5. 
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would make a good boxer, is the character qua enmattered.14 And it is to qual- 
ity thus understood that Simplicius turns most of his attention. 

To discuss qualities in this second sense Simplicius uses the Neoplatonic 
concept of logos which Barrie Fleet, in the notes to his translation of Simpli- 
cius s commentary, has described as "the principle by which forms receive their 

expression in matter as qualities."15 Qualities are defined as "logoi that give 
form to the qualified."16 They co-exist with the matter of each qualified thing 
but without forsaking their substantial per se , immaterial existence. They are, 
however, distinct from the incomposite form. Thus, to use Simpliciuss own 

example, the logos of whiteness is not the Platonic Form (of whiteness) but 

something existing within the qualified thing.17 This leads to the following 
definition: 

Properly speaking a quality is named as that which supervenes second after the form and 
co-exists in the pre-existing substance as something implanted in composite natures, and 
everything that participates has the presence of such an account as something one and the 
same inherent.18 

This general metaphysical explanation of quality as involving the reception of 
the Form in the matter applies to all species of quality, including natural 

capacity, the second species of quality, as we shall now see. 

Following Porphyry s lead, Simplicius refers to a natural capacity as a pro- 
pensity (i epitedeiotēs ), which William of Moerbeke translates as idoneitasP He 

,4) K218, 29-31; P 299, 85-7. 
15) B. Fleet, in Simplicius, On Aristotle Categories 7-8 (London, 2002), 171, n. 234. On the 
notion of logos see C. Steel, The Changing Self. A Study on the Soul in Later Neoplatonism: Iambli- 
chus, Damascius and Priscianus (Brussels, 1978), 126. Steel discusses the concept in connection 
with the commentary on the De anima that has traditionally been ascribed to Simplicius 
but which Steel and F. Bossier attribute to Priscianus for reasons set out in a 1972 article ('Priscia- 
nus Lydus en de "in de Anima" van pseudo (?) - Simplicius, Tijdschrifi voor Fibsofie 34 (1972), 
761-822. For a short presentation of the arguments, see H. J. Blumenthal, "lhe Psychology of (?) 
Simplicius' Commentary on the De anima , in Soul and the Stucture of Being in Late Neopla- 
tonism. Syrianus, Proclus and Simplicius, ed. H. J. Blumenthal and A. C. Lloyd (Liverpool, 1982), 
73-5. I refer to the commentary here simply because it provides helpful information on a con- 
cept, that of logos , that plays an important role in Neoplatonism. 
,6) K 218, 9; P 298, 62-3. 
17) K 218, 29; P 299, 84-5. 
18) K 222, 11-14; P 303, 14-17. 
19) See Porphyry, In Aristotelis Categorias expositio per interrogationem et responsionem , ed. A busse 
(Berolini, 1887), 129, 19-23. Another possible translation for epitedeiotēs is "suitability". How- 
ever, Fleets choice of "propensity" is to be preferred, for Simpliciuss epitedeioteis are rather more 
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considers two such propensities: propensities in general (haplõs) or propensities 
"in terms of a certain progress (kata prokopën tina ; secundum exordium quod- 
darn) through which the propensity is already evident and at hand (for exam- 
ple, in the person who is said to have an aptitude for boxing)."20 It is this 
second sort of propensity Aristotle has in mind when he refers to "that in vir- 
tue of which we say someone has the makings of a boxer or a runner." Accord- 
ing to Simplicius, such propensities correspond to something that is "less," so 
to speak, than the fully acquired skill when it exists in its "full realization" (i.e. 
in the form of a habit or an act), but "more" than the pure potency "that is 
present in more or less everything,"21 for it is already, as it were, on the way. 
Thus Hippolytus, Simplicius tells us, was naturally temperate by virtue of 
his having "many advantages" ( polla pleonektēmata) and "natural predisposi- 
tions" (aphormas apo tēs phuseõs) toward temperance - as opposed to having 
some general capacity toward temperance that is presumably shared by most 
humans. 

Simplicius recounts that there was some debate amongst the Ancients 
regarding the number of cases in which one must posit propensities kata 
prokopēn tina. The Stoics, for instance, admitted such propensities only in the 
case of the virtues, while allowing only the more general kind (haplös) in the 
case of the arts. According to Simplicius, it is necessary to posit them in "all 
things that reach completion in any way at all," that is, in all things that go 
from a state of imperfection to relative perfection.22 His reason for holding 
this belief seems to be the assumption that the passage from one extremity or 
state to another is impossible without something to connect both extremities 
or states. Propensities are taken to constitute just such a connection. They are 
described as "bridging the gap" between the two extremities,23 something they 
are taken to do by producing in the qualified thing a "predisposition and a 
starting-point on the way to fulfillment." 

This starting-point is described by Simplicius in a variety of ways, as "an 
advance payment from the actualization," a "previous warming of the wick 
before the heat of the flame," 24 but most importantly perhaps as "a foretaste of 

active than the word suitability suggests. For the sake of clarity and unity of exposition we will 
also use "propensity" to translate the term idoneitas as used by James of Viterbo. 
20) K 242, 8-10; P 332, 22-24; K 244, 25-27; P 335, 12-15. 
21) Quoting from Fleets translation, On Aristotle, Categories 7-8 , 104. 
22) K 248, 25-26; P 340, 71-73. See also K 249, 13-16; P 341, 95-8. 
23) K 248, 29; P 341, 75-6. "Bridging the gap" is B. Fleets clever translation for sunagõgos oun 
esti tõn akrõn. 
24) K 248, 33; P 341, 79. 
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the form" ( pro emphasis eidous ; praeimpressio speciei ).25 Simplicius s conception 
of propensities is thus anchored in his metaphysics of participation. Propensi- 
ties represent "a partial participation ( metria metousia ; mediocris participatio ) 
in the form divided off proportionately, not present in its entirety."26 

Given that propensities are to be posited in things that move from incom- 
pletion to completion, it is in the lower hypostases that they must be found, 
that is, at the level of Soul and Nature, but most obviously so in Nature. Thus, 
appealing to the Neoplatonic understanding of intellection as a turning of the 
soul toward the Forms, Simplicius explains that the intellect (in the soul) 
requires a natural capacity (< dunamis' potentia ) in order to be brought to com- 
pletion by the forms. When this occurs, it is, he says, the capacity that leads 
( proagousa' producens) the intellect in the soul to its completion.27 Similarly, 
changes in Nature are possible only through the reception of the logoi 
(metalēpsei logõn' in suscipiendo species ); and this reception can only occur in 

things that are capable of receiving them, "for not every form comes-to-be- 
present in anything whatever, but only that which can be instantiated in that 
which is suited to receive it {eis to epitêdeiõs dekhesthai ; in id quod idonee se 
habet ad susceptionem) ."28 

The way in which capacities reach their completion depends on the sort of 

being whose capacity they are. In the case of self-moving souls the capacity is 
able to advance to completion on its own (di' heautēs; per seipsam); in other 
sorts of beings, the capacity is brought to completion by an act, but advances 
easily (' radios ; de facili). 

One of the last questions Simplicius raises in his commentary on the second 
species of quality has to do with the provenance of propensities. He has already 
stated that they were distinct from matter as well as from form,29 but must 
they not come from either one or the other? He rules out the first option as 
absurd, for matter is "impotent," "lacking in all quality" and "devoid of any 
disposition." He also rules out that the form alone could suffice to explain 
capacities on account of its being "complete and entirely self-subsistent." He 
concludes that although the capacity can be considered as "a foretaste of the 
form," the capacity owes its existence to a combination of matter and form. 

25) K 246, 18; P 338, 84. 
26) K248, 33-35; P 341, 80-81. 
27) See Simplicius (?), On Aristotle's on the Soul 3.1-5 (Ithaca, N. Y., 2000), 236, 16-30, for 
remarks to the effect that the intellect is perfected by 'turning back to the substantial reason- 
principles in itself. 
28) K 249, 6-7; P 341, 87-89. 
29) See K 246, 17; P 337, 83. 
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Epitedeioteis/ idoneitates/ propensities , then, are capacities which we must 
suppose to exist in all beings that move from imperfection to perfection. They 
are a half-way state between the general propensity and the corresponding 
habit or act and, and are described by Simplicius as a sort of pre-possession of 
the form of which they are an imperfect participation. 

For James of Viterbo such a doctrine was to offer two important advan- 
tages. First of all, it had more obvious affinities with an Augustinián under- 
standing of cognition, in the sense that it implied a more active role on the 
soul's part than did Aristotle's psychology as expounded in the De anima. Sec- 
ondly, the doctrine was developed by an Aristotelian commentator and could 
therefore, to a certain extent at least, be passed off as Aristotelian in inspira- 
tion. This is an important point: Although James of Viterbo makes no mystery 
of his preference for the views of Augustine,30 Boethius and Anselm, the fact 
is that Aristotelian terminology and concepts still held sway in philosophical 
discussions in the University of Paris in the 1 290s; it was therefore important 
for masters, and indeed expected of them, to show that their doctrines, what- 
ever they might be, did not conflict with fundamental Aristotelian axioms 
after all.31 

James of Viterbo on Propensities and Aptitudes 

a) The Will and its Aptitudes 32 

James devotes one of his longest and most original disputed questions to the 
problem of the will and the cause of its motion, one of the most controversial 
topics in the aftermath of the 1277 condemnation. 33 As is well known, the 

30) On the importance of Augustine in the works of James, see E. Ypma, "introduction", Dispu- 
tano prima de quolibet. . ., xxii. 
31) See M. Phelps, 'The Theory of Seminal Reasons in James of Viterbo', Augustiniana 30 (1980), 
271 and Mahoney ('Themistius and the Agent Intellect', 451) on this point. 32) James of Viterbo s doctrine of the will has been studied in great detail by F. Ruello (see 'La 
liberté humaine selon Jacques de Viterbe', Augustiniana 24 [1974], 283-347), who also examines 
James's doctrine of propensity. Although he notes James's dependence on Anselm, Ruello does 
not explore the doctrinal relations between James and Simplicius. 33) See R. Macken, 'Heinrich von Gent im Gespräch mit seinen Zeitgenossen über die mensch- 
liche Freiheit', Franziskanische Studien 59 (1977), 154. The literature on the subject is vast. Dom 
Odón Lottin's Psychologie et morale aux XIIe et XIIIe siècles, t. 1 (Louvain-Gembloux, 1942), 225- 
389, is still invaluable. Wippel {The Metaphysical Thought of Godfrey of Fontaines, [Washington, 
1981], 184-202) offers a brief overview of the doctrinal context in the late thirteenth century 
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controversy pitted "voluntarists" who believed the will was the principal causal 
factor in the production of volitions against "intellectualists" who assigned 
that role to the intellect. It is customary to cite Henry of Ghent as an example 
of the first group and Thomas Aquinas as a chief representative of the second. 
The differences between both schools tend to become more marked starting in 
the late 1280s. Thus Godfrey of Fontaines espouses a form of intellectualism 
that is more rigid than that of Aquinas and James a form of voluntarism that 
is arguably more extreme than Henrys. In quodlibet I, 7, James argues that 
the will itself is the principal natural cause of its own volitions, whereas the 
object of volition as apprehended through the intellect is necessary only in 
order to stimulate the will to act. 

James is, of course, well aware of the many objections that can be leveled 

against the thesis that the will moves itself. The most obvious objection is that 
it runs counter to one of the fundamental axioms of Aristotle's physics and 
metaphysics, the proposition that "everything that is moved is moved by 
another";34 this axiom appears to be true both of simple beings, such as heavy 
and light bodies which are moved by another, and of animals, including 
humans, who are movers from one point of view and moved from another 

point of view. 35 

Similarly, to say that something is moved by itself entails that it is in potency 
and in actuality at the same time, which is impossible. More generally, the 

Philosopher s distinction between active and passive potency shows that some 
one thing cannot move and be moved at the same time. Active potency is the 

and a detailed examination of Godfreys contribution to this debate and his disagreement with 
James of Viterbo (197 and passim). Finally, Bonnie Kent, in chapter 3 of Virtues of the Will 
(Washington, 1995) offers an interesting account of voluntarism in the thirteenth century with- 
out however discussing James of Viterbo. 
34) Aristote, Physics , VII, 1, 24lb24. 
35) See James of Viterbo, Quod. IV, 4, for a detailed discussion of the thesis that something can 
move itself. Whereas some philosophers wanted to argue that the principle was true in the case 
of natural motion, not in the case of human actions, James believes the principle does not even 
apply to certain types of natural motion, the free fall of heavy bodies being one example. For a 
recent discussion on the rejection, by "Augustinians", of the principle, see R. Teske, 'Henry 
of Ghent's Rejection of the Principle: " Omne quod movetur ab alio movetur' in Proceedings from 
the International Colloquium on the Occasion of the 700th Anniversary of his Death (1293), ed. 
W. Vanhamel (Leuven, 1996), 279-308; for Godfrey of Fontaines' upholding of this position, 
see J. F. Wippel's 'Godfrey of Fontaines and the Act-Potency Axiom', Journal of the History 
of Philosophy 11 (1973), 299-317, as well as The Metaphysical Thought of Godfrey of Fontaines, 
184-202. 
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power to mover another qua other; passive potency is the power to be moved 
by another qua other. 

James answers these two related objections by cleverly placing his solution 
under the authority of Aristotle, quoting the assertion in the De anima that 
"the soul is in a certain way everything" which he promptly claims is equiva- 
lent to the proposition that "everything is in a certain way in the soul." The 
question is: what does it means to say that something is "in" the soul? After 
discussing four different ways in which things can be said to be "in another", 
James comes to the conclusion that the way things are in the soul is in virtue 
of a certain conformity : everything is contained in the soul by virtue of some 
conformity of all things in the soul (with things outside the soul). 

Now, according to one way of understanding this last statement the soul 
would be a purely passive power; its conformity would lie in its indeterminacy, 
its ability to receive all and any forms - and this is arguably what Aristotle 
meant by the expression "intellect that is everything." But James thinks this 
will not do. Although he grants that the soul is partly passive, he disagrees 
with the view he attributes to the Stoics, that the soul could be characterized 
exclusively by its capacity to be acted upon by external agents. He lists three 
reasons for this. The first reason takes as its major premise the proposition that 
all vital operations proceed from internal active principles, for which James 
argues as follows: whereas inanimate beings have only a passive principle of 
motion, animate ones have both passive and active principles. Now, there are 
certain motions that are common to both animate and inanimate beings but 
which, in the case of animate beings, proceed from an internal principle; such 
are generation, alteration and locomotion; a fortiori , motions that are proper 
to living beings must also proceed from an internal, active principle. A second 
reason is that actions must be proportioned to the active powers from which 
they derive, "so that they do not exceed the active power." A vital action - such 
as are intellective and volitional acts - must therefore proceed from a vital 
active principle that is proportionate to the actions that stem from it, in other 
words, from an intellective or volitional principle: "It follows that the soul 
must be related to such actions in a way that is not purely passive, but in an 
active way; indeed, they proceed from the soul more than they do from the 
objects."36 According to the third reason, there are two kinds of actions, tran- 
sient and immanent actions.37 Transient actions result from the action of one 

36) Quod. I, 12, p. 166: 308-9. 
37) Or between absolute actions and actio habens sibi oppositam passionem. The distinction is 
attributed to Simplicius (Pattin 407, 35-408, 38). See Quod. Ill, 4, p. 56: 23-p. 57: 27); also 
Quod. 111,4, p. 63: 197-201. 
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being on another; immanent actions remain in the subject which they perfect; 
it follows that they depend on the subject - the soul - more than they do on 
the objects. James takes these three arguments to show that the soul cannot be 
wholly passive, though it must be partially so. The souls "potential confor- 
mity" to things must therefore somehow be construed as a partially active 
state. James calls this partially active state an incomplete actuality. He describes 
it thus: 

[This conformity to things] is an inchoation ( inchoatio ), a beginning {exordium) and a 
preparation ( praeparatio ) with respect to the ensuing act. For this reason we can call it an 
aptitude (aptitudo), or a propensity ( idoneitas ) with respect to the completed act. Such a 
propensity is connatural to the soul and naturally inserted {naturaliter indita), and therefore 
also always remains in it; (but it remains) sometimes imperfectly, sometimes perfected by 
the act. This power seems to belong to the second species of quality, for as Simplicius says 
in the Categories , as the word potency has many meanings, the power which pertains to this 
species of quality is a natural propensity, not in the absolute sense but considered in terms 
of a certain progress. As he says, this kind of power belongs to all that is perfected in a 
certain way. For something does not proceed from what is absolutely imperfect to the per- 
fect, without the presence of some middle power that adds something that is lacking to 
reach perfection, deriving completion from what is most perfect. (. . .) Thus, as he says, a 
power of this kind ( potentia ) is an aptitude ( aptitudo ), a propensity ( idoneitas ) and a begin- 
ning (exordium) of mans future completion with respect to the sciences and the virtues. 
These are the seeds of the sciences and virtues which are said to be in us, that is, those pro- 
pensities and aptitudes which we have with respect to the sciences and the virtues.38 

The souls conformity is thus constituted by Simplician propensities. James 
justifies his appeal to them by the fact that something cannot move from 

potency to act without the presence of a "middle power".39 However, as we 
will now see, he develops the concept. 

Thus, in the next section of his discussion in quodlibet I, 7, he tells us that 
the aptitudes are numerous and diverse, and this diversity follows that of the 

things to which the soul conforms (iuxta materiam et diversitatem eorum quibus 
anima nata est conformavi) . 40 Aptitudes fall into two classes: general ( generales ) 
and special {speciales) ones.41 The most general ones are the sense faculty, 

38) Quod. I, 7, p. 92: 418-438; see Quod. II, 5, p. 71: 414-425; p. 74: 521-524; 525-531. 
39) This is similar to the principle "de extremo ad extremum non pervenitur nisi per medium" 
that we find in Aquinas in, e.g., Summa theologiae , I, q. 55, a. 2, ad 2. 
40) Quod. I, 7, p. 93: 442-4. 41 } Albert the Great uses similar vocabulary to characterize the position of an unidentified 
Arts Master who defended the view that the agent intellect possesses innate knowledge of all 
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the intellect and the will. But each general aptitude is then divided into fur- 
ther special propensities. The special propensities of the sense faculty are the 
different external and internal senses. And in turn, each (external sense) con- 
tains further special propensities that correspond to the differentiae of sensible 
objects.42 A similar breakdown applies in the case of the intellect and the 
will: The intellective power is a general propensity with respect to all intelli- 
gibles upon which are founded further special propensities corresponding 
{secundum) to the diversity of all {omnia) intelligibles.43 Likewise, the will can 
be considered as a general propensity on which special idoneitates are founded 
that "are as numerous and diverse as are diverse the notions of desirable 
things."44 

As the above shows, James clearly holds that there is a very strict correspon- 
dence between propensities and their objects; indeed, in quodlibet I, 13, 
he explains that the logical order which obtains between the different propen- 
sities corresponds to the order that obtains between objective features of 
the world. For instance, the intellect moves itself to the knowledge of sub- 
stance before that of accident.45 This priority of substance over accident in 
the intellect corresponds to the actual order that obtains in the "entitative 
order" between substance and accident.46 However, James stops short of tell- 
ing us how close the correspondence between propensities and extra-mental 
reality is; the answer to that question, he tells us, cannot be known in the 
present life: 

How far the division of special propensities proceeds in each power; what sort of, and how 
great a diversity in the object requires a (corresponding) division of aptitudes in the power, 
that is known with certainty by He who creates the soul with its propensities. But we can- 
not know these things naturally and perfectly in the present life.47 

universais ("habebit penes se specialitātes et generalitates omnium rerum. . This passage is 
quoted and discussed by R. A. Gauthier, 'Le cours sur Xethica nova , 90. 
42) Quod. I, 7, p. 93: 450-2. It is unclear here what James means by "differentiae." One possibil- 
ity is that he thinks that each sense contains propensities of all the differentiae of its proper 
object. Thus, the sense of sight would contain propensities of all the possible colors, the sense of 
smell all possible smells, etc. 
43) Quod. I, 7, p. 93: 455-6. See P. Fidel Casados 'El pensamiento...', 165 (1953), 137 for a 
commentary on this passage. 
44) Quod. I, 7, p. 94: 501-2. 
45) Quod. I, 13, p. 189: 212-215. 
46) Quod. I, 13, p. 189: 218-20. 
47) Quod. I, 7, p. 93: 458-63. 
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What emerges clearly from the foregoing is the fact that for James of Viterbo, 
propensities are not merely very general and indeterminate capacities or abili- 
ties: special propensities correspond to individual desirables and individual 
intelligibles, and special sense propensities correspond to individual sense- 
objects. This sets them quite distinctly apart from the "natural inclinations" or 
"inchoations of the virtues" that were commonly accepted by many scholas- 
tics.48 Aquinas, for instance, in the De ventate , asserts that the intellect con- 
tains seeds of the sciences in the form of axioms (dignitates) - such as the fact 
that the whole is greater than the part - or incomplex concepts - such as the 
concept of being or one;49 similarly, he holds that there exists in the will a 
natural active principle whereby the will is inclined to its ultimate end and 
which can be considered as an inchoation of the virtues. Although Thomas 
does say that such principles "preexist" in us, and that all subsequent principles 
are "included" in them, he clearly does not think of them as "forms", say spe- 
cific or generic forms, present, albeit inchoatively, in the soul. Indeed, in his 
commentary on the De anima and in other texts he explicitly rejects the view 
that the agent intellect could be a "habitus principiorum".50 The reason for 
this of course is that Thomas thinks that this information need not be present 
inchoatively in the soul because it is supplied by experience. 

Yet, although it is clear that Jamess idoneitates represent something a lot 
more specific than the sorts of things Aquinas has in mind when he talks of 
natural inclinations, James also makes it very clear that propensities are not 
fiill-fledged volitions, intelligibles or sensibles; they are 

" 
incomplete actualities:" 

they are actualities with respect to the receptive capacity of the soul, but they 
are incomplete insofar as they require something additional to turn them into 
actual volitions, cognitions or sensations, as the case may be. This is why James 
asserts that the aptitude and the volitional or cognitive operation into which 
it unfolds belong to two different species of quality.51 We will see further on 

48) See B. Nardi, 'La dottrina di Alberto Magno suli' inchoatio formae', in Studi di filosofia medi- 
evale , Rome, 1979), 69-101, as well as H. Merle, 'Aptum natum esse - Ap ti tudo naturalis', Bul- 
letin du Cange: Archivům Latinitatis Medii Aivi 53(1981-1 982) , 1 22- 1 39. 
49) De ver i tate, q. 11, a. 1, co., in Sancii Thomae Aquinatis Opera omnia 45,1 (Rome, 1972), 
350b, 258 - 351a, 279. See similar texts in De virtutibus, q. 1, a. 8. co. For a discussion see 
H. Seidel, 'Über die Erkenntnis erster, allgemeiner Prinzipien nach Thomas von Aquin', in 
Thomas von Aquin. Werk und Wirkung, ed. A. Zimmermann (Berlin, New York, 1988), 103-16. 
50) Thomas Aquinas, Sentencia libri de anima, liber III, cap. IV, in Sancii Thomae Aquinatis Opera 
omnia 45,1 (Rome, Paris, 1984), 219, 24-42. See the editors apparatus fontium for discussion 
and parallel texts. 
51) Quod. I, 7, p. 94: 483-92. Giles of Rome could be a possible source for Jamess doctrine of 
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that these propensities might in fact be more "complete" than James is willing 
to recognize, but for the time being it is important to stress that James is at 
least very systematic about stating that propensities are not actualized volitions 
or cognitions.52 This suffices to distinguish James s particular brand of inna- 
tism from the more extreme form espoused by, say, the Anonymous Master of 
Arts edited by Gauthier, who wrote that "the agent intellect has intelligible 
species present to it and actually joined to it."53 

Having examined what James means by propensities in the case of the will, 
it remains to be seen why the fact that the soul has these propensities entails 
that it should be able to move itself. One of James's strategies in arguing for 
this conclusion is to tie in his doctrine of propensities with saint Anselms 
theory of the will as expounded in the De concordia .54 The will, Anselm 
explained, can be considered in three ways. It can first be considered as an 
instrument {instrumentum) , that is, as a faculty capable of being deployed in 
certain ways; it can also be considered from the point of view of its particular 
aptitudes (, aptitudines ), that is, its actual abilities, which Anselm calls its affec- 
tions, of which there are two - the affectio commodi and the affectio justitiae - ; 
finally, we can think of the will insofar as it is actually being used. James 

"incomplete actualities". See Friedemans discussion in 'Het 'intellectus noster est potentia pura 
in genere intelligibilium' van Averroës en de 'ratio intelligendi' in de zelfkennis volgens Aegidius 
Romanus', Augustiniana 8 (1958), 85-86. 
52) Another clear indication of this is offered by James's discussion of the notion of intelligible 
species. James distinguishes between two stages of the species: the aptitude or idoneity that is 
innate and the operation which perfects it which require the "excitation" of the senses. See Quod. I, 
13, p. 186: 120-p. 187: 148. 
53) See Lectura in Librum De anima , 473, 395-6. 
54) See De concordia praescientiae et praedestinationis et gratiae dei cum libero arbitrio III [11], 
ed. F. S. Schmitt, in S. Anselmi Cantuariensis archiepiscopi Opera Omnia 2 (Edinburgh, 1946), 
278-84. James is by no means the only Augustinián to enlist the help of the De concordia in sup- 
port of the soul's self-motion. He had been preceded by Henry of Ghent. See Quod. XII, q. 26, 
ed. J. Decorte, in Henrici de Gandavo Opera Omnia 16 (Leuven, 1987), 1 44: 94-95. Henrys use 
of Anselms De concordia is critized by John of Murro in his Disputed question "quaeritur utrum 
obiectum voluntatis moveat ipsam ad actum volendi finem", ed. E. Longpré, in Mélanges Auguste 
Pelzer (Louvain, 1947), 488-492. See Macken, 'Heinrich von Gent im Gespräch', 171-2. James 
also reads his doctrine of idoneitates into Boethius. See Quod. I, 12, p. 173: 540-1. James's use 
of Boethius as a source of philosophical inspiration is reminiscent of that of the English Domin- 
ican Nicholas Trevet who will write a commentary on Boethius s Consolation circa 1300, though 
Nicholas is rather less sympathetic than James's is to Boethius s radical Platonism. See L. Nauta, 
"The Scholastic Context of the Boethius Commentary by Nicholas Trevet', in Boethius in the 
Middle Ages. Latin and Vernacular Tradition of the 'Consolatio Philosophiae' ed. M. F. M. Hoenen 
and L. Nauta (Leiden/New Yo rk/Cologne, Brill, 1997), 41-67, esp. 49-58. 
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announces that what he calls a general propensity is really the same thing as 
Anselms soul-instrument; the special propensities correspond to what Anselm 
calls the wills aptitudes, and what Anselm calls the wills use is simply what 
James calls the act of willing. The benefits of this strategy become clearer 
when we read later in the same chapter of the De concordia that it is the will 

qua instrument that moves {movei) all other instruments;55 which is just 
another way of saying that the will qua instrument moves itself. 

James s substantive argument in favor of the souls self-motion is based on a 
distinction between two sorts of motion. One sort of motion is that which 
follows from the presence of the complete form in the efficient cause - heating, 
for instance, is a movement caused by the presence of the form of heat in the 

heating body;56 the other sort of motion is that which follows from a cause that 

possesses the form only in an incomplete way, such as downward motion, 
which follows from the presence, in an incomplete way, of the form of gravity 
in the heavy body. Now, what characterizes this second kind of motion is the 
fact that it naturally tends to its fulfillment (naturaliter inclinatur ad sui compie - 

meritum) , and would attain it if nothing impedes it. This contrasts with the first 

type of motion where the presence of the complete form is sufficient to guar- 
antee the attainment of its fulfillment. The first type of motion is the one which 
is involved in transitive actions; it involves one substance acting on another 
and requires a distinction in re between mover and thing moved.57 The second 

type of motion is immanent, or absolute; it is ab eodem in idem . James calls the 
first type of motion efficient motion; the second type he calls formal motion. 
Now both types of motion play a role in the explanation of human volition: 
God is the efficient cause of volitions in the sense that it is He who endows 
human beings with the appropriate faculties and propensities;58 but the soul 
itself is the formal cause of its own movement to actuality. In other words, the 
will is to its own volitions as the heavy body is to downward motion: 

One can easily see from the foregoing how the will moves itself to willing through its affec- 
tions. The heavy body moves itself downward through gravity, not efficiently but formally. 

53) This is a popular passage amongst medieval Augustinians. See. A. Pattin, L'anthropologie de 
Gérard d'Abbeville (Leuven, 1993), xix. 
56) Quod. I, 7, p. 95:518-519. 
57) See Quod. IV, 4, p. 19: 158-60. 
58) God is the efficient cause of volitions in the sense that he efficiently infuses the propensities 
in the soul, not in the sense that he assists the soul in its self-motion to volition. The point is 
made most clearly with regard to the intellect. See Quod. I, 12, p. 176: 649-50 and Quod. I, 7, 
p. 98: 641-46, as well as Quod. I, 14, p. 195, 92-94 and Quod. IV, 4, p. 22: 244-p. 23: 260. 
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Just as gravity is something incomplete with respect to being below or being moved down- 
ward, so that, provided there is no obstacle, the perfection follows at once from the gravity; 
so too the will moves itself to will something through its own affections which are incom- 
plete with respect to the act of willing, so that the act (of willing) follows at once from those 
affections, unless something prevents it.59 

James appears to take the analogy between the heavy body's self-motion and 
the soul s self-motion quite literally despite what would appear to be an impor- 
tant difference between the two cases, namely that what prevents a heavy body 
from falling is the presence of an obstacle, whereas what prevents the will from 
developing into an actual volition is the absence of an object of willing. The 
two cases are similar only insofar as the relation of the removal of an impedi- 
ment to downward motion as the presence of an object to the will is one of 
"extrinsic denomination," that is, the removal of the obstacle does not contrib- 
ute anything formal to the nature of the motion (i.e. its direction, velocity 
etc.) which follows naturally and necessarily from the body's heaviness; in like 
fashion, it would seem that the object whose presence is required in order for 
an actual volition to ensue does not contribute anything to the content of the 
volitional act, but rather merely facilitates the unfolding of the soul's preexist- 
ing propensity. 

That this is indeed what James has in mind can be seen by reading his 
detailed account of the causal role of the object and the intellect in the pro- 
duction of volitions. James uses the distinction, familiar since the time of 
Aquinas, between the exercise and the specification of the act of will to answer 

59) Quod. I, 7, p. 96: 572-79. Though the terminology differs, James's discussion here is indebted 
to Henry of Ghent's in Quod. X, q. 9 (ed. R. Macken, 230, 62-77). Henry is there responding 
to the objection that nothing can be the cause of its own being ( entitas ). This is trivially true if 
one means that something that in no way exists cannot cause itself to be. But a thing that exists 
according to substantial form can in a certain way be said to be the cause of its own entity - 
Henry means that it can move itself from potency to act. Thus through its substantial form 
which it gets from God a heavy body has the capacity to move downward, and will exercise that 
capacity in the absence of any obstacle or upon the removal of one: "Sic enim generans grave 
movet grave, quia ab ilio est virtus ad movendum in gravi, et grave se ipsum movet quia continet 
virtutem quam ad movendum se accepit" {Ibid., 230, 69-71). It is this generating cause that 
James of Viterbo calls the efficient cause of motion, and the self-motion of the thing owing to its 
possessing the appropriate capacity, its formal motion. The same analogy of gravity as an illustra- 
tion of the soul's self-motion is used by Henry of Ghent in, e.g., Quod. IX, q, 5 and Quod. X, 
q. 9 as by Walter of Bruges, Quaestiones disputatae , q. 4, ad 5m, quoted in R. Macken, 'Heinrich 
von Gent im Gespräch', 153. See Teske for a commentary on the philosophical significance of 
this analogy, 'Henry of Ghent's rejection', 291 and passim. 
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this question.60 As regards the exercise of the act, he considers that the will 
moves itself formally and is moved efficiently by God. As regards the specifica- 
tion of the act, the will is moved both by the external object and by that same 
object as represented in the intellect, but in both cases it is moved only in a 
metaphorical way, that is, in the way in which a terminus or a target is a cause 
of motion.61 Finally, the will is also moved efficiently by the object as grasped 
by the intellect. This might sound surprising in view of James s assertion that 
it is God who moves efficiently but supplies creatures with the appropriate 
faculties or powers to act, but the sort of efficient motion he has in mind when 
he says that the will is moved efficiently by the object is an altogether different 
sort of causality from God s efficient causality. For something to be moved in 
this second way is for it to be moved in virtue of a "certain connection and 
excess." What James has in mind is the following: Because the intellect and the 
will are seated in the same power and are connected with each other, when the 
intellect in the soul is actualized an inclination occurs in the soul which 
prompts the will to actualize itself.62 This kind of motion James calls motion 
by stimulation {excitatione) . The will is not necessitated by this stimulation; 
rather, because of the order instituted by God between the intellect and the will, 
the will cannot set itself in motion without a prior excitation from the intellect. 

It is important to be clear about the implications of Jamess answer. One 
reason for resorting to the distinction between the specification and the exer- 
cise of the act of will is to provide a clearer picture of the interplay of will and 
intellect in the production of volitions. The idea is that the will depends on the 
intellect for the specification or determination of the object but is itself solely 
responsible for the exercise of the act. The intellect supplies the information; 
the will decides or not to act on it. Unlike other authors who rejected the 
distinction altogether, James elects to keep it; however, on his use of the dis- 
tinction, it is no longer clear in what sense one can say that the intellect spec- 
ifies the will, that is, supplies it with any information. Indeed, the will is taken 

60) Thomas uses it for the first time in ST Ia-IIae. See O. Lottin, Psychologie et morale..., I, 
254-256, as well as Macken, 'Heinrich von Gent im Gespräch', 132. 
61) Quod. I, 7, p. 103: 816. On the object as moving "metaphorically" see Gérard of Abbeville, 
Quod. XIV, q. 4, ed. O. Lottin, Psychologie et morale aux XIIe et XIIIe siècles (Louvain, Gem- 
bloux, 1942), t. 1, 250, 1. 52. The idea that the object of knowledge moves "terminatively" was 
of course not uncommon in the thirteenth century, especially amongst those philosophers who 
favored a more active role on the part of the intellect. Arguably its best known proponent was 
Peter John Olivi. See Quaestiones in secundum librum Sententiarum , ed. B. Jansen (Quaracchi, 
1926), vol. 2, q. 72. 
62) Quod. I, 7, p. 104: 849-54. 
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as moving itself formally with the help of its own idoneitates . God causes the 
volitions efficiently by supplying the idoneitates' the desired object and its 
mental representative move only insofar as they are the terminus of the act of 
volition; the "fit" between the volitional act and the object is guaranteed by 
divine institution alone. 

Such, then, in a nutshell is James's solution to the problem of the will's 
self-motion. It is similar in many ways to what one finds in other authors 

belonging to the "voluntarist" school in the thirteenth century. For instance, 
by granting formal causality to the soul James is following in the footsteps of 

Henry of Ghent. But what sets his solution apart from Henrys is the central 

place he assigns to propensities. The soul can only move itself because it con- 
tains the seeds, in the shape of propensities, of its volitional operations. James 
as we have seen is careful to add that the soul cannot go it alone entirely, that 
the object must play some role in the genesis of the volitional act, but the fact 
remains that the soul is still a cause in a very strong sense of the word. That is 
because it contains propensities which naturally issue into completed acts. 

b) The Intellect and its Propensities 63 

The title of James s main question on the intellect is not whether the intellect 
can move itself, though he eventually deals at length with that issue as well, 
but rather whether the agent intellect is part of the soul, in other words, 
whether it is necessary to distinguish between an agent intellect and a possible 
intellect within the soul.64 One reason for positing such a real distinction is of 
course Thomas influential account of intellection. According to Thomas, 
unlike the senses whose proper objects exist in actuality outside of the soul, the 
intellects objects - the intelligibles - exist only in potency outside the soul; 
they therefore require some faculty to raise them to the level of actually intel- 

ligibles: introit the Agent intellect, whose business it is to make potential intel- 

ligibles actually intelligible. But James, who, as he puts it, prefers to follow the 

opinions of the Blessed Augustine and Boethius65 does not believe that intel- 
ligibles exist in potency outside the soul - at any rate not in the objects of the 
senses.66 Consequently, he sees no need for an agent intellect construed in the 

63) For a general overview of James s theory of cognition, see L. Spruit, Species intelligibilis: from 
perception to knowledge (Leiden, 1994), 238-240. 
64) The question was a popular one in the last third of the thirteenth century. James of Viterbo 
follows Gonzalvus of Spain in arguing against the distinction. 
65) Quod. I, 12, p. 165: 267-268. 
^ The intelligibles are of course present outside of the soul in God, and although they are 
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way Thomas does, though he does not want to dispense with it altogether, 
once again because the distinction is present in Aristotle and his commenta- 
tors, and because James thinks it is at least in part justified. If James can make 
a plausible case for the view that both intellects are not really distinct, whilst 
showing that that view does not conflict with Aristotles, the very raison d'être 
of a real distinction between the agent intellect and the possible intellect will 
collapse. Let us see how he proceeds. 

James is cleverly going to present his position as a sensible, moderate solu- 
tion that eschews the symmetric and equally untenable positions of those who 
hold that the soul is exclusively active with respect to intellection and those 
who hold that it is purely passive. As we have seen previously, James believes 
that while the soul may be partly passive, it is also partly active. He is now 
going to show that it is the very same faculty within the soul that is both active 
and passive. Now, although this sounds as if James is once again going to voice 
his disagreement with Aristotles act-potency axiom, he in fact contends that 
his thesis is not contrary to Aristotles for the soul is not active and passive at 
the same time. Now it is important to note, in order to understand Jamess 
position, that when he says that the soul is passive, he does not mean to sug- 
gest that it undergoes any change as a result of some external action being 
exercised on it; passive, for James, refers to the soul's capacity to be actualized. 
Likewise, in talking about an "agent" intellect, James does not mean that the 
intellect acts on anything outside of itself; what he is referring to rather is the 
soul's ability to set itself in motion. His contention, then, is that it is the very 
same intellect that is both in potency and in act, though diversimode , which 
turns out to mean "at different times."67 The question is, what kind of a power 
must the soul be in order for it to be in potency and in act at different times? 
James answers: 

For it is a sort of incomplete actuality belonging to the second species of quality, that is, a 
natural power, considered in terms of a beginning {exordium) and preparation toward the 
future act. Thus it can be termed an aptitude {aptitude) and a natural propensity ( idoneitas ) 
toward the complete act. Now that which is in potency according to an incomplete act 
moves itself ( movetur ex se) to the complete act, not efficiently perhaps, but formally. Thus 
it is passive and active with regard to the same thing {secundum idem), though not in the 
same way {eodem modo) and is neither a transient action nor a transient passion.68 

contained even potentially by sensibles, phantasms are necessary in order to trigger the process 
that will ultimately result in the intellects actualization. See Quod. I, 12, p. 177: 680-685. 
67) Quod. I, 12, p. 167: 355-357. 
68) Quod. I, 12, p. 167: 330-338. 
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The power that fits the bill is an incomplete actuality. But it is a property of 
such an incomplete actuality that it can move itself to actuality. James once 

again refers us to the same passage of Anselm s De concordia that we saw above 
to justify this step in his argument, claiming that Anselms assertion that the 
will moves itself applies to the intellect and the senses as well.69 As in the case 
of the will, the sort of causation that the intellect uses is formal.70 And as in 
the case of the will, the formal causality of the will is subordinated to the effi- 
cient causation of God, in the sense that it is God who puts the propensities 
in the soul. 

Thinking, however, is not a purely internal affair, i.e., internal to the soul. 
James denies that knowledge can occur without external things (res) playing 
any causal role. Things can be considered to move the intellect in two ways: 
first by exciting the intellect through the sensitive powers, and second, insofar 
as they are the terminus of knowledge. Let us briefly discuss these two points. 

Although the intellect formally moves itself, "nevertheless it is also moved 
by the phantasms by means of a stimulation or an inclination."71 Now for 
something to move by stimulation or inclination two conditions are required: 
a) it must be conjoined to that which it moves and b) its actualization must 
have a relation of conformity, that is, a relation of resemblance, with the actu- 
ality of the moved thing.72 But the imagination is naturally united with and 
related to the intellect. Moreover, when the imagination is in act, in other 
words when something is being imagined - say the image 'dog' - there is a 
relation of conformity between that image and the concept 'dog towards 
which the intellect is naturally suited to move itself.73 That is how one can say 
that the intellect is stimulated and inclined to move itself to the actual cogni- 
tion of 'dog'. James cautions us, however, against thinking that the operation 
of stimulation involves the intellect conferring a power to the phantasm that 
would make it receivable by the intellect.74 

69) Quod. I, 12, p. 167: 344-6. For the reference to Anselm, see n. 54 above. 
70) James does concede that the soul can be thought of as an efficient cause large accipiendo (see 
Quod. I, 12, p. 176: 652-7). What he has in mind is the intellects moving itself from being in a 
state of actuality with respect to principles (perhaps dignitates) to a state of actuality with respect 
to conclusions. The intellect is an efficient cause insofar as it is able to draw inferences. 
71) Quod. I, 12, p. 172:502-504. 
72) I briefly examine this in my 'L'objet et la cause de la connaissance selon Godefroid de Fontai- 
nes. Étude, texte et traduction du quodlibet 1, question 12', Freiburger Zeitschrift fur Philosophie 
und Theologie 54 (2007), 407-429. 
73) See Quod. I, 12, p. 172: 504-14. 
74) Quod. I, 12, p. 174: 575-82. See Quod. II, 16, p. 173: 170-175. Believing otherwise would 
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The second way in which the object moves the intellect is by being the ter- 
minus of knowledge. Knowledge involves the soul conforming itself to things, 
not things conforming themselves to the soul. Things therefore move the 
intellect in the way in which a final cause moves, that is, metaphorically; they 
move the intellect by being objects for the intellect.75 James quotes approv- 
ingly a passage from Augustines De trinitate to the effect that an object of 
knowledge generates a likeness of itself in us, so that actual knowledge is both 
caused by the object and the knower. This is perfectly true, he avers, but 
one needs to add that although the actual knowledge is caused by the object 
it is only caused by it in one way, i.e., by the fact that it is a likeness of the 
object, whereas the actual knowledge is caused by the intellect in two ways: 
first, insofar as the intellect also contains a likeness of the actualis notitia - i.e., 
the requisite propensity - , and second because it moves itself to the actual 
knowledge.76 

James believes that conceiving the intellect as an incomplete actuality pro- 
vides a plausible account of intellection along Augustinián lines that does not 
conflict with any important Aristotelian principle. There are five such princi- 
ples he realizes his theory of cognition might seem to conflict with. I shall 
briefly mention three that have a direct bearing on the issue of idoneitates. 

One proposition is Aristotle's claim that the soul is like a tablet on which 
nothing is written.77 This is clearly a proposition that is central to Aristotle's 
noetics and James is keen to show that his views do not conflict with it. He 
starts out by agreeing that the soul is not in potency with respect to its apti- 
tudes; it is in potency, however, with respect to the complete act of which 
these propensities are mere "préimpressions," that is, with respect to an actual 
act of cognizing. James is suggesting that it suffices to maintain that the soul 
is in potency in this second way in order to bring his position in harmony with 
Aristotle.78 He is adamant, at any rate, that his position does not commit him 
to Platonism.79 According to James's account, Platonism is the view that the 
soul possesses actual cognition prior to its being united with the body; after 

presuppose that transitive action involves something material or formal "migrating" (Jamess 
word) from the agent to the patient, which James thinks is a mistaken view of what change is. 
For a discussion of this point, see Quod. Ill, 24, p. 188-194, which asks: "Utrum agens naturale 
agat transmutando id in quo agit per aliquid immissum ab eo in passum?". 75) Quod. I, 12, p. 177: 665-70. 
76) Quod. I, 12, p. 177: 674-80. 
77) Aristotle, De anima, III, 4, 430al-2. 
78) Quod. I, q. 12, 170, 459-69. 
79) Quod. I, 12, p. 170: 470-p. 171: 500. 
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union with the body, the soul forgets what it previously knew; all that remains 
is a sort of "habitual knowledge" which is then activated ( excitatur ) by teach- 

ing or the senses. James responds that according to his position the soul does 
not have "innate knowledge" {scientiam innatam ), and therefore that learning 
is not remembering, that is, a reactivation of fully constituted forms; it does 
however have innate habitual knowledge , which is "incomplete knowledge."80 
To posit that kind of knowledge is "not unfitting," be contends, because it 
does not entail that the soul precontains complete cognitions.81 

Another Aristotelian doctrine with which James lengthily tries to harmo- 
nize his theory is the assertion that the images are to the intellect as the sensi- 
bles are to the senses.82 Now, this view could be potentially problematic for 
James if he understood sensation to result from the sensible objects directly 
acting on the sense-organs. But this is not how James understands sensation. 
He applies his now familiar "stimulation theory" of motion to sensation as he 
had done to intellection and volition: The objects act on ( immutant ) the sense- 

organ which is conjoined with the power, in accordance with the first of the 
two conditions that must be met for something to move something else by 
inclination and stimulation.83 Once the sense-organ has been set in motion 

(quibus immutatiš) it bears a resemblance or a similarity with the aptitude 
found in the sense - according to the second condition - and this, somehow, 
is sufficient for the sense to move itself to actual cognition. So James can hap- 
pily say that he agrees with Aristotle that the images are to the intellect what 
the sensibles are to the senses, because in fact he does believe that intellection 
and sensation are structurally similar, however it is this very structure that he 
understands in a way that is clearly at odds with Aristotle s. 

The third doctrine James tries to tie in with his own position is the doctrine 
of abstraction. James first assures us that he subscribes to abstraction absolute. 
What he rejects, he tells us, is the idea that abstracting involves the intellect 

illuminating the images or purifying them.84 Indeed, as we saw previously, 
James rejects the notion that the intellect in any way acts on the images. To 

80) Quod. I, 12, p. 171:494. 
81) James's position is similar in this regard to that of the anonymous commentator on the ethica 
nova (see n. 2 above). 
82) Quod. I, 12, p. 171: 501 -p. 177: 690. 
83) See above the passage referenced in n. 62. 
84) This seems to have been the belief of Godfrey of Fontaines. See Quod. V, q. 10, in Les 
quodlibets cinq , six et sept de Godefroid de Fontaines , ed. M. De Wulf & J. Hoffmans (Louvain, 
1914), 37. 
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abstract simply means that once the intellect has been prompted by the images 
it cognizes in a purer fashion than the imagination.85 

To sum up, it is not necessary according to James to posit two distinct intel- 
lects within the soul. The intellective soul can be thought of as one faculty 
naturally endowed with propensities or aptitudes that represent partially real- 
ized cognitive items. This same faculty can be regarded as "possible" insofar as 
an aptitude in its natural state is incomplete, or it can be regarded as an agent 
intellect insofar as the aptitude moves itself formally to its own act, in a way 
similar to that in which a heavy body formally moves itself through its grav- 
ity.86 Although James s appeal to propensities in his quodlibetal question on 
the intellect is aimed at achieving a somewhat different goal from that of 
quodlibet I, 7, namely rejecting a rigid distinction between two intellects and 
doing away with abstraction theory, it is, at bottom, the same doctrine that is 
offered in both cases: idoneitates. It now remains to be seen how he proceeds 
in the case of seminal reasons. 

c) Matter and Seminal Reasonř 7 

One reason for which the scholastics saw a need to posit seminal reasons was 
the belief that if forms did not exist virtually in matter that meant they either 
came out of nothing or were infused by an external agent, an operation which 
scholastics considered to be violent action. One group of authors James men- 
tions at the beginning of quodlibet II, question 5, which is entirely devoted to 
seminal reasons, responded to this challenge by positing an internal formal 
principle, the inchoativum formae , stemming from matter itself and cooperat- 
ing with an external agent in order to produce the form. According to one 

group of proponents of this view, the inchoativum formae was identical with 
the completed form and merely required to be uncovered, much as silver is 
revealed when the rust on it is scraped off. This is of course reminiscent of the 
Platonic understanding of knowledge as the remembering of innate intelligi- 
bles that James is so keen to distance himself from.88 He therefore predictably 
rejects this view on the grounds that it fails to account for the fact that forms 
are generated, they are the result of a process of change from non-being to 

85) Quod. I, 12, p. 178: 696. James deals with abstraction ex professo in Quod. I, 13. 
86) See Quod. IV, 4, p. 17: 73-76. 
87) For a general presentation of James's views on seminal reasons see M. Phelps, 'The Theory 
of Seminal Reasons in James of Viterbo', Augustiniana 30 (1980), 271-83, as well as J. Wippel, 
The Metaphysical Thought of Godfrey of Fontaines, 294-314, and Casado, La ciudad de Dios 1 64 
(1952), 301-14. 
88) Quod. I, 12, p. 168: 395-7. 
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being: if the form, or a part of the form or a common form, is already present 
before the generation proper, then no change has taken place. 

James then mentions another group of thinkers who dismiss the view that 
a seminal reason is an inchoativum formae. Some proponents of this view claim 
that it is an "active principle" inherent in matter that is conducive ( activa ut 
inducatur forma in materia) to the production of the form; others that it is an 
external agent productive of the forms and a potential principle capable of 
undergoing change. The first view is rejected because it makes the seminal 
reason both a passive and an active principle; the second view is rejected 
because James thinks that it belongs to the concept of a seminal reason that it 
be something inherent in matter. Analysis of the concept of seminal reason 
leads James to the view that for something to be called a seminal reason it 
must a) embody some progress ( exordium ) and inchoation ( inchoatio ) of what- 
ever it is the seminal reason of and b) be an active principle. Once again we 
see, applied to the field of natural change, James's conviction that the subject 
of change is the principle cause of change. 

To establish that seminal reasons are "inchoations" or exordia , he turns to 
Aristotles discussion of the potential existence of forms in matter in Metaphys- 
ics VII and Averroes commentary thereto. Forms, according to Jamess reading 
of Aristotle, pre-exist in matter, not in actuality, but in potency.89 Following 
Averroes's interpretation of this doctrine, James takes this as implying that 
there is a distinction between the potency of matter and matter as such. What 
characterizes the potency of matter ( potentia materiae) is the fact that it is a 
relation of matter to form;90 and this characteristic of matter is itself a conse- 
quence of its lacking form.91 Now, lack is of two sorts: something can lack a 
particular power or quality which it is not in its nature to possess (e.g., a stone 
lacks sight); or a thing can lack some power or quality which it is naturally apt 
to possess. For this to be the case the lack must be accompanied by an aptitude 
(i aptitude ) and propensity ( idoneitas ) for that power or quality.92 The concept 
of potency (of matter) thus comprises four things: 1) matter, 2) lack of form, 
3) aptitude and 4) relation to form. Of these four characteristics, it is aptitude 
that will receive the lion's share of James's attention in the rest of question 5. 
The reason is the following: it is not sufficient in order to understand what it 

89) Quod. II 5, p. 66: 224. The Scholastics, at least those who were in favor of seminal reasons, 
commonly used Aristotle's doctrine of potency together with Averroes's commentary in support 
of the doctrine. See Nardi, 'La dottrina, 79. 
90) Quod. II, 5, p. 68: 304. 
90 Quod. II, 5, p. 68: 318. 
92) Quod. II, 5, p. 69: 330. 
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means to say that matter is capable of taking on a particular form to simply say 
that it is so disposed in virtue of its having the right accidents: one needs to 
posit something else {aliud) in matter; this something else is the progress 
{exordium) and inchoation 0 inchoatio ).93 

Great effort is devoted to proving this last point in the next pages of ques- 
tion 5. Just what is exactly this progress and inchoation of the form? To under- 
stand this, James assures us, it suffices to keep in mind that a form has two 
modes of being: potential and actual. It is the same form that is in potency and 
then in actuality, but just as matter and the actual form are two distinct things 
{duae res) that make up one actual composite, so too matter and potential 
form are two distinct things {duae res) that make up one potential composite. 
James writes: 

This potential form is called an aptitude for the actual form, or a preparation, or a capacity 
(habilitas), or a way {via)-, it can also be called material appetite (appetitus materiae). Now 
because potency is a principle of actuality and relates to actuality, it is correctly termed a 
potency, and it is a natural potency pertaining to the second species of quality.94 

The position James has just sketched bears a resemblance to the conception of 
seminal reasons he had initially rejected, that is, to the view that the form to 
be produced is already present in matter, in the shape of a seminal reason. But 
James thinks his position differs from that one on a central point: The propo- 
nents of the inchoativum formae make the form in matter an actual form, 
whereas James is very clear that it is the form qua potential, or imperfect.95 

Realizing perhaps that in spite of his many appeals to Aristotle and Averroes 
he is really providing an account of natural change that is very different from 
the Stagirites, James offers five additional proofs of the necessity of under- 
standing forms-in-potency as "natural potencies," following Aristotle s termi- 
nology in the Categories. Many of these simply rehearse arguments from 
Aristotle and Averroes to the effect that the passage from potency to act does 
not result in the production of a different being but results in what was imper- 
fect being perfected. In one if his proofs, however, James turns explicitly to 
Simplicius. 

Simplicius when he talks about this kind of potency that pertains to the second species of 
quality says that in all of Nature, whenever generation occurs, it is produced in no other 

93) Quod. II, 5, p. 70: 380. 
94) Quod. II, 5, p. 71: 408-413. Later on, James refers to the potential form as a res materiae 
superaddita (p. 88: 985). 
95) Quod. II, 5, p. 72: 426-433. 
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way than through a potency for the substance; moreover, it is through potency that matter 
receives species. Now, because this kind of aptitude {aptitude) or potency {potentia ) is said 
to be imperfect, and because imperfection connotes privation and lack, it follows that this 
kind of aptitude or potency includes lack and privation.96 

James appeals to Simplicius again in responding to a number of objections 
against his conception of potency as inchoation. One of the most interesting 
for our purposes is his response to an objection to the effect that if the potency 
of matter is the form itself in potential being, then matter is in potency owing 
to something that is extrinsic to its nature.97 In answer to this argument, James 
reminds us that one of the properties of matter is that it is a lack (< carentia ). But 
there are two sorts of lack: the lacking of any form whatsoever whether in 

potency or in actuality - this is something that belongs to matter per se. The 
other is the lack of all forms existing in a state of actuality, but not of all forms 
in a state of potency; and this kind of lack, James explains, is due to something 
added on (. superadditum ) to the nature of matter. The distinction between 
these two kinds of matter is equivalent, James tells us, to the distinction drawn 
by Simplicius between natural potency and the potency of matter: whereas the 
latter is a pure privation, the former is an "impression of the form."98 

But this answer still leaves open the question of the provenance of this ali- 

quid superadditum. There are only two possibilities: either the potency comes 
from matter itself or it comes from some external agent. James takes Simpli- 
cius as having proved that it cannot come from matter; it must therefore come 
from some agent. Now what James of Viterbo wants to prove is that the agent 
in question is God who infuses the potencies in matter at creation. Interest- 

ingly enough, though, James claims support for this in Simplicius. He does 
not mean to suggest that Simplicius held that the ideas were located in the 
divine intellect; he means, rather, that the only correct way of interpreting 
how Simplicius describes the forms is by understanding them the way Augus- 
tine does as "the forms in God:" 

That agent is God who infused these sorts of potencies in matter at creation. They are 
preparations ( praeparationes ) of forms and beginnings {exordia). Simplicius says that this 
potency is in matter from the species according to the participation in the reasons ( ratio - 
num. / logot). Elsewhere he says that propensity, being an impression of the species, is given 
to matter by the species, that is, by the form, by which he means not that the form exists in 
matter - for in that case it would it would come from itself - but that it has immaterial 
being. But the form, thus understood, is an idea existing in God whence it comes to be in 

96) Quod. II, 5, p. 71: 414-20. 
97) Quod. II, 5, p. 81: 728-730. 
98) Quod. II, 5, p. 81: 749-753. 
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matter, This is what Boethius says in the book on Trinity: "It is from those forms that are 
beyond matter that these forms came to be that are in matter and constitute bodies."99 

As we saw above,100 James believes that for something to be a seminal reason it 
must have two features: it must be an inchoativum formae and it must be an 
active principle of change. The inchoation, we now know, is conceptualized in 
terms of Aristotle and Simplicius s discussion of the second species of quality. 
But in what way is the seminal reason an active principle of change? As we have 
also seen, James is critical of the way in which other authors account for change 
because they either make the seminal reason itself such a principle, thus making 
it both an active and passive principle or make it an entirely passive principle 
the actual cause of movement being an external agent. James takes something 
of both of these solutions. On the one hand, he considers that the inchoativum 
formae is already an active principle insofar as it inclines matter to its act;101 this 
is what he calls the active principle sicut inclinans. However, this inclination is 
insufficient to bring about the actualization of the form on its own, an external 
agent is therefore required that effectively brings about the change; this is the 
active principle sicut transmutam™2 James explains that the active principle is 
able to do this owing to the powers granted to it by God. God s causal role in 
the production of natural change is the same as his causal role in the production 
of volition, that is to say, God causes change in the very loose sense that he 
bestows adequate powers to creatures so that they might directly cause change, 
not in the sense that he actively participates as an efficient cause in the produc- 
tion of a particular volition or the generation of a particular form.103 

As in the case of volition and cognition, James admits that there must be an 
external agent in order to bring the inchoation to its completion. And as in 
those other cases the causal contribution of the extrinsic agent seems to be 
very meager. We know that it does not act by rendering manifest what is 
already there in a latent form, for that would be to deny that reality of change. 
It now turns out that it does not produce its effect by transferring or introduc- 
ing anything in the seminal reason either. The extrinsic agent causes by chang- 
ing the mode or the disposition of the preexisting form, by making the 
potential form an actual form.104 

99) Quod. II, 5, p. 82: 776-85. 
1001 See above, the section of text leading to footnote 89. 
I01) Quod. II, 5, p. 89: 103-105. 
1021 Quod. II, 5, p. 90: 1042-1067. 
1031 Quod. II, 5, p. 89: 1015-1019. 
1041 Quod. II, 5, p. 78: 633-37. See also Quod. II, 5, p. 72: 459. James does not want to say that 
the actual form preexists in matter (albeit latently) because this would mean that no change has 
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Given that this is taken to occur in all cases of natural change that means 
that for James of Viterbo the forms of all things preexist in matter.105 But if 
this is so, why is it then external agents bring about only determined or spe- 
cific effects?106 His answer is that although all forms coexist in matter, they are 
ordered in two ways. First of all, they are ordered according to perfection, in 
the sense that the form of a composite is nobler and more perfect than the 
form of an element. Second, they are ordered according to the sequence in 
which they advance from potency to act. Thus, in order for matter to be 

changed into a particular form a , matter must first be actualized by a certain 
form ¿'that has an immediate relation ( ordinem ) with a (i.e. matter cannot be 
actualized immediately by a).m Now, that with which the form of the sub- 
stance that is to result from change has an "immediate relation" is the form 
that is found in what James calls that substances "proximate agent"108 - for 
instance the semen of an adult horse, as opposed to that horse itself or a celes- 
tial body. The form of horseness present in the proximate agent bears a resem- 
blance or "immediate relation" with the form that will emerge in the recipient 
matter, that is, in the mare s womb. But of course the fact that horse semen 
should result in a horse being generated is determined, not by any causal fit- 
ness between the cause and the effect, but by the particular place horse semen 

occupies in the sequence of advancement of potency to act, and this ordering 
as indeed the first one, is instituted by God.109 

A very clear pattern thus emerges from the way in which James of Viterbo 
understands the move from potency to actuality in volition, cognition and 
natural generation. This pattern clearly results from the properties he attributes 
to idoneitates. In each case three types of causes are involved: a formal cause, an 
efficient cause and an external cause. An act of will is formally caused by the 

faculty by means of its store of idoneitates under the metaphorical motion of 
the object, i.e., the external cause, and the efficient motion of God.110 Likewise, 
the intellect formally moves itself to a specific act of knowledge once it has 
been stimulated by the phantasm under the efficient causation of God. Finally, 
the seminal reasons or inchoations stored in matter yield biological creatures 

occurred. But according to his position the form in potency, which he says preexists in matter, is 
only modally distinct from the actualized form, which hardly seems a more satisfactory way of 
accounting for change. 
,05) Quod. II, 5, p. 86: 905-6. 
,06) Quod. II, 5, p. 87: 935-6. 
107) Quod. II, 5, p. 88: 955-66. Compare with Quod. I, 12, p. 172: 504-14. 
108) Quod. II, 5, p. 91: 1057-67. 
109) Quod. II, 5, p. 87:951-54. 
110) See Ruello, 340. 
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of a certain sort when they are acted upon by the requisite proximate (exter- 
nal) agent. Although James does not use this terminology, the relation, in each 
case, between the external cause - object, phantasm, or proximate agent - and 
the propensity is one of extrinsic denomination , the external cause contributing 
nothing to the content or formal nature of the act.111 Thus, the object known 
by the intellect is said to move the will because when the object is known an 
inclination relating to that object occurs in the soul, not because the object 
specifies, in however indirect a way, the intellect; that the inclination should 
be of the "right" object is due to the "connection" of intellect and will in the 
soul. Similarly, phantasms move the intellect because there happens to be "a 
relation of conformity"112 between the phantasm and the corresponding con- 
cept produced by the intellect, not because of some formal causal interaction 
between the object and the intellect, for, as we saw, such interaction is ruled 
out explicitly by James. Finally, generation occurs because there exists an 
"immediate relation" between the appropriate cause (the proximate cause) and 
the being generated, which immediate relation results not from direct causal 
interaction between the putative cause and the effect but is instituted by God. 
In all three cases, the external agent has a mode of causation which appears to 
be little more than a causa sine qua non}10 That external agency should be so 
conceived is of course the necessary consequence of the fact that James consid- 
ers the intellect, the will and matter to be endowed with the requisite informa- 
tion qua incomplete actualities, which are not yet the actual perfection but are 
already exordia on the way to perfection. 

Conclusion 

As I stated at the outset, James was one of a number of authors in the late 
middle ages who used not just Simplicius but the works of other Neoplatonic 
authors newly made available by the translations of William of Moerbeke. 
However, James is exceptional not only for the extensive use he makes of the 
recently translated works, particularly those of Philoponos,114 Themistius and 

m) See Quod. I, 14, p. 194, 49-50. 
1,2) Quod. I, 12, p. 172: 504-14. 11 3) This is a point for which James would be severely criticized by his contemporaries and suc- 
cessors. See, e.g., Bernard of Auvergne, Impugnationes contra Jacobum de Viterbio ., ms. Vat. lat. 
Borghesianus 298, f. 177va. 
114) L. J. Bataillon, 'Quelques utilisateurs des textes rares de Moerbeke (Philopon, tria opuscula ) 
et particulièrement Jacques de Viterbe, in Guillaume de Moerbeke , 112. 
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Simplicius, something recent scholarship has brought to light, but also for his 

ability to discern philosophically fruitful doctrines in these authors and to put 
these doctrines to original use. 

Simplicius is a case in point. Simplicius s doctrine of propensities is undoubt- 

edly an original and philosophically fruitful development of Aristotle's notion 
of the second species of quality which Aristotle mentions only briefly in the 

Categories. Simplicius attempts to provide a more detailed understanding of 
what propensities are, and how best to characterize them within the context of 
a Neoplatonic metaphysics. 

James's doctrine of idoneitates , in turn, represents an original development 
of Simplicius's position. James says little about the complex Neoplatonic 
metaphysics that undergirds Simplicius's doctrine of propensities; when he 
does consider particular Neoplatonic theses, he tends to consider them as 

approximations of the true - Augustinián or Boethian - explanation. Instead, 
he focuses on those passages where Simplicius characterizes the "half-way" 
nature of propensities - half-way, that is, between the power and its operation 
or habit. But James goes beyond Simplicius by providing a much more detailed 
view of what idoneitates are, and how they are to account for the soul's opera- 
tions and natural change. Regarding the soul operations, he explains that the 
soul is divided into three main powers, namely, intellect, the will and the 
senses, each of which branches out in ever-more specific propensities. James is 
then able to tie in his doctrine with Anselms notion of aptitudes and Henry 
of Ghent's analyses of the will's self-motion - which he extends to intellect 
and sense. The result is a psychology that, in James's view at least, successfully 
accounts for appetitive and cognitive operations without raising many of the 
difficulties associated with rival theories, especially those that postulate the 
existence of an agent intellect distinct from the possible intellect. Moreover, 
the theory is by and large compatible, or so James believes, with Aristotle. But 
James also applies the same basic device to the explanation of natural change. 
Seminal reasons turn out to be little different from idoneitates : they are active 

principles that incline natural beings to their act but which require some 
external agency in order to unfold into actual forms. Finally, although James's 
attempt will elicit mainly negative reactions from thirteenth and fourteenth 
authors - the names of Godfrey of Fontaines, Bernard of Auvergne and 
Alphonsus Vargas of Toledo spring to mind - this could be due as much to the 
difficulties inherent in his doctrines as to the fact that the times were just not 
yet ripe for the kind of thorough-going innatism espoused by James. 
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Time as a Part of Physical Objects: lhe Modern 

'Descartes-Minus Argument' and an Analogous 

Argument from Fourteenth-Century Logic 
(William Heytesbury and Albert of Saxony) 

Michael J. Fitzgerald 

Abstract 
I argue in the essay that the fourteenth-century logicians William Heytesbury and 
Albert of Saxony developed an argument I call the Socrates-Minus Argument. Their 
analysis and rejection of it indicates a direction towards a pragmatic resolution to the 
contemporary Descartes-Minus Argument. Their resolution is similar to the view 
adopted today by Peter van Inwagen, namely, that "arbitrary undetached parts of phys- 
ical objects," like 'all of Socrates except his finger simply do not exist. I conclude the 
fourteenth-century approach does not run afoul of Leibniz s law of the Indiscernibility 
of Identicals, but utilizes a form of Leibnizs Identity of Indiscernibles that, when 
combined with a weak "anthropic principle," yield a pragmatic resolution to the 
Descartes-Minus Argument. 

Keywords 
Albert of Saxony, time, Descartes-Minus, part-whole relations 

1. Some Modern Metaphysical Positions 

A current metaphysical debate in the philosophy of physics and biology con- 
cerns whether time or something s temporal history is a physical part of phys- 
ical objects or organisms, just as a leg is a physical part of a table or the heart 
is a physical part of a human being. Those who claim that the ontological 
structure of material objects and organisms is basically four-dimensional argue 
that time is just as much a physical part of physical objects or organisms as are 
their spatial parts. By contrast, those who claim the structure of physical objects 
or organisms is basically three-dimensional argue that time is not a physical 
part of physical objects, only spatial parts are. Each of these positions has its 
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own attendant view of the nature of time: presentism and eternalism. Presen- 
tists maintain that physical objects that occupy space at present are those that 
have the ontological status of "real existent".1 By contrast, eternalists deny that 
physical objects must occupy space at present, in order to be considered a "real 
existent."2 

These two positions regarding the role of time are also reflected in two very 
different accounts of the persistence of physical objects: endurantism and per- 
durantism . For endurantists, the problem of the persistence of a physical object 
presupposes that it is numerically one whole and complete physical object 
through any change in its parts over time. Because persistence is understood 
in terms of numeric identity, an objects being numerically one and whole and 
complete is a necessary condition for its persistence. If a numerically one 
whole and complete physical object undergoes a change in its physical parts 
and survives the change, it must have endured as a numerically one and whole 
and complete object throughout the change even though its spatial extent may 
get altered. Perdurantists, on the other hand, maintain time itself is a physical 
part of a physical "worm-like four-dimensional object," i.e. a physical object 
from its temporal inception to its temporal cessation that fills a given sub- 
region of the entire spatio-temporal spread there is.3 Here persistence of a 
physical object is not understood in terms of the numeric identity of a par- 
ticular spatial object from one time to another, because persistence is under- 
stood to be a part- whole relation of a physical objects temporal parts to 
its whole "temporal worm." Such "worms" might also be "scattered physical 
objects," i.e. objects whose parts may come from different spatial-temporal 
locations, and are integrated together into one "temporal worm." 

All four of these metaphysical positions, presentism, eternalism, enduran- 
tism, and perdurantism, become intertwined in a very interesting argument 
referred to by Michael J. Loux as the 4 Descartes-Minus Argument' .4 This argument 

0 "Typical endurantists are what we might call presentists. They believe that the use of the tenses 
is ontologically significant. As they see it, only what exists in the present really exists and only 
what is going on in the present is really going on." Michael J. Loux, Metaphysics: a contemporary 
introduction (London, 2002), 220. 
2) "Perdurantists, by contrast, deny that there is anything ontologically distinctive about the 
time I happen to call now' or 'the present', and they deny that there is anything metaphysically 
privileged about the use of the present tense. They take all times and their contents to have 
the same ontological status. [T]his sort of view can be called an eternalist account of time." 
Ibid., 221. 
3) Ibid., 216-220. 
4) It was Peter van Inwagen who originally invented the "Descartes-Minus Argument." See Peter 
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has been utilized most recently by Mark Heller to argue the defenders of a 
three-dimensional view of physical objects must adopt the four-dimensional 
view, or be confronted with rejecting one of Leibniz's logical laws, the Indis- 
cernibility of Identicals, i.e. '□ (x) (y) (F) {(x = y) - » (Fxs Fy)}'.5 Louxs formula- 
tion of the Descartes-Minus Argument is very briefly as follows: Assume that 
Descartes before a given time, ř, is whole and complete with both his hands. 
Call this Descartes: 'Descartes before t' Furthermore, consider all of Descartes 
except his left hand, and call that Descartes: 'Descartes-Minus'. At time, t , 
Descartes' hand is cut off, and call Descartes with the missing hand: 'Descartes 
after t' Now, if persistence for the endurantist is "cashed in" in terms of the 
numerical identity of a physical object that is whole and complete across times, 
then consider the following identity statements: 

(1) Descartes before t = Descartes after t. 
(2) Descartes-Minus after t = Descartes-Minus before t. 
(3) Descartes after t = Descartes-Minus after t. 

Therefore, 

(4) Descartes before t = Descartes-Minus before t, and (5) Descartes before t * 
Descartes-Minus before t. 

Loux maintains this argument is used by Heller to show that the endurantist 
is logically committed to the truth of (1), (2), and (3); and given the law of the 
transitivity of identity, the endurantist must also accept the obviously false 
proposition (4). (4) is obviously false because the numerically one whole and 
complete Descartes before t had a hand, but the Descartes-Minus before t did 
not. So, the perdurantist reasons, since the antecedent of the logical law of the 
Indiscernibility of Identicals is true but its consequent is false, the endurantist 
is committed to the denial of the Indiscernibility of Identicals. Moreover, the 
endurantist must also accept the truth of (4) s contradictory at the same time, 
i.e. (5), for precisely the same reason he accepts the truth of (4); namely Des- 
cartes before t had a hand, but Descartes-Minus did not. Endurantists are now 

van Inwagen, 'The Doctrine of Arbitrary Undetached Parts', Pacific Philosophical Quarterly 62 
(1981), 127. 
5) Mark Heller, 'Temporal Parts of Four-Dimensional Objects', in Metaphysics: An Anthology, ed. 
Jaegwon Kim and Ernest Sosa (Oxford, 2000), 312-326. Heller actually uses the notion of 
'Body-minus' in his version of the argument rather than 'Descartes-Minus', but I will utilize 
Loux's version in this paper for the sake of simplicity. 
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forced to accept logically contradictory identity propositions (4) and (5) as 
jointly true unless they are willing to concede that time is really a physical part 
of Descartes. If they accept time as a physical part of Descartes, then Descartes 
before t and Descartes after t are just physical parts ("slices") of the whole Des- 
cartes' physical temporal "worm." The problem of the persistence of a physical 
object is shifted away from a problem involving its identity to a problem 
involving its part-whole relations.6 

2. The Fourteenth-Century 'Socrates-Minus Argument' 
A strikingly similar argument was developed in the mid-fourteenth century. 
The logicians William Heytesbury and Albert of Saxony discussed an argu- 
ment that I will refer to as the 'Socrates-Minus Argument". 

First, I will give an account of William and Alberts Socrates-Minus Argu- 
ment. Then I will argue that their rejection of the Socrates-Minus Argument 
is not only historically interesting but also philosophically interesting. It is 
historically interesting because it is a precursor to Peter van Inwagens rejection 
of the existence Descartes-Minus as a numerically one whole and complete 
physical object, and hence, does not succumb to the metaphysical "doctrine of 
arbitrary undetached parts (DAUP)."7 It is philosophically interesting because 
their rejection avoids an epistemological difficulty created by the perdurantist 
claim that time is a physical part of a physical object. Finally, I conclude by 
giving what I take to be the pragmatic resolution given by Albert and Wil- 
liams responses to the "Socrates-Minus Argument," and apply it to the mod- 
ern "Descartes-Minus Argument." 

(2a) William and Albert's Formulation of the 'Socrates-Minus Argument' 

Around 1340, in the second proof of William Heytesbury s 27th sophism: 
'The whole Socrates is less than Socrates' ( Totus Sortes est minor Sorte)? he 
introduces an argument very similar to the contemporary Descartes-Minus 
Argument, which I call the 'Socrates-Minus Argument'. William says: 

6) Loux, Metaphysics , 238-240. 
7) See note 4 above. 
8) Professor Norman Kretzmann discusses both Heytesbury and Alberts contributions to the 
fourteenth-century analysis of this particular sophism, in his 'Syncategoremata, sophismata, 
exponibilia', in The Cambridge History of Later Medieval Philosophy , ed. Norman Kretzmann, 
Anthony Kenny, and Jan Pinborg (Cambridge, 1982), 234-240. 
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Similarly, Socrates can be less than Socrates; therefore, for the same reason, the whole 
Socrates is less than Socrates. The assumption is argued because a part of Socrates can 
be Socrates; therefore, etc. The antecedent is proved by the common indicating the whole 
of Socrates, except his finger, and let it be the case that that finger does not begin to be a 
part of Socrates, so that the remaining Socrates persists with all his other parts. Let A be that 
persisting Socrates. Then I argue thus: 'A begins to be Socrates, and A is a part of Socrates; 
therefore, a part of Socrates begins to be Socrates'. The inference is evident and the assump- 
tion is argued, because Socrates immediately after this will be something, and he himself 
will be nothing other than his persisting material part except a finger and his intellective 
soul, as is noted and propounded. But, A is already that, for A is made up of precisely the 
same matter and form as Socrates. Therefore, immediately after this, A is so made. There- 
fore, A now is that which immediately after this will be Socrates. Therefore, A immediately 
after this, will be Socrates and is not now Socrates. Therefore, A begins to be Socrates. And 
if so, then a part of Socrates begins to be Socrates, which was to be proven.9 

Sometime later in the 1350s Albert of Saxony, in his work Sophismata , invites 
us to consider a defense of the truth of his sophism xlvi: 'The whole Socrates 
is a part of Socrates' ( Totus Sortes est pars Sortis ).10 Albert says: 

For take all of the integral parts of Socrates except his finger; and let that be called A, and 
his finger B, and the aggregated whole from A and By let it be called Ç. Then it is argued 
thus: ' A is Socrates and C is Socrates; and A is part of Ç, because A together with B make 

9) "Similiter, Sortes potest esse minor Sorte, ergo eadem ratione totus Sortes est minor Sorte. 
Assumptum arguitur, quia pars Sortis potest esse Sortes; ergo etc. Antecedens probatur in casu 
communi signando totum residuum Sortis praeter digitum illius. Et ponatur quod ille digitus 
incipiat non esse pars Sortis, ita quod totum residuum maneat continue secundum quamlibet sui 
partem. Quo posito sit A illud residuum. Tunc arguitur sic: A incipit esse Sortes, et A est pars 
Sortis; ergo pars Sortis incipit esse Sortes. Consequentia apparet et assumptum arguitur, quia 
Sortes immediate post hoc erit aliquid, et ipse non erit aliud quam compositum ex illa parte 
materiae residua a digito, et illa anima intellectiva, sicut notum est et positum. Et iam est A 
huiusmodi compositum, est enim A compositum ex eadem materia praecise et eadem forma. 
Ergo, immediate post hoc componitur. Ergo, A nunc est illud quod immediate post hoc erit 
Sortes. Ergo, A immediate post hoc erit Sortes et nunc non est Sortes. Ergo, A incipit esse Sortes. 
Et si sic, ergo pars Sortis incipit esse Sortes, quod erat probandum." William Heytesbury, Soph- 
ismatay sophisma xxvii: Totus Sortes est Minor Sorte ('The whole Socrates is less than Socrates'), in 
Gulielmi Hentisberi de sensu composito et diviso , Regulae eiusdem cum Sophismatibus. . . etc., Ven- 
ice: Bonetus Locatellus, 1494, f. I47vb. (All translations from cited Latin texts are my own, 
unless otherwise noted.) 
10) For convenience sake I will focus the subsequent discussion on Albert's version of the Socrates- 
Minus Argument , because William does not explicitly mention "cutting off' Socrates' finger in 
his version. Consequently, Albert's version seems closer to the Descartes-Minus Argument given 
by Loux than does Williams. I shall note where William and Albert's own evaluations of the 
Socrates-Minus Argument differ as the occasions arise. 
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up Ç. Therefore, Socrates is a part of Socrates'. The inference holds and the second part of 
the antecedent is self-evident. The first part is proclaimed, because A is a man and is not 
another man than Socrates. The assumption is proved, because A is made up of body and 
intellectual soul, and by that sort of composition he is a man. This is confirmed, because A 
is an animal, since it is an ensouled sensitive substance and not another animal than a man. 
Secondly, if a finger were to be cut off, A would be Socrates. But, the reason by which A 
then was Socrates, is the same reason by which A is now Socrates. Therefore, A is already 
Socrates.11 

I think one can render both William and Alberts versions of the Socrates- 
Minus Argument, into three distinct parts [a], [ß], and [y], all of which 
together are supposed to yield the conclusion: Socrates-Minus before t is 
already Socrates before t. Let s first consider part [a] . 

[a] (I') A before t is all of Socrates before t , except his finger, i.e. Socrates- 
Minus. 

(2') Socrates' finger, B , is a part of Socrates before t. 
(3 ) A conjoined with B makes up Socrates before t , i.e. C 

Premise (3') is taken to be self-evident. But Premise (1') is proved to be true 
by considering the two further sub-parts [ß] and [y].12 

[ß] (4') A before t , i.e. Socrates-Minus, is made up of a body and an intellec- 
tive soul, and a man is that sort of thing. 

(5') There is no other man under consideration before t than Ç, i.e. the 
whole and complete Socrates with all his fingers. 

n) "Nam capiatur totalis pars integrālis Sortis praeter suum digitum, et vocetur^4, et suus digitus 
B , et aggregatum ex A et B , vocetur Ç. Tune sic arguitur: A est Sortes, et C est Sortes, et A est 
pars ipsius Ç, quia una cum B constituit Ç. Ergo, Sortes est pars Sortis. Consequentia tenet, et 
secunda pars antecedentis nota est de se. Sed prima declaratur, quia A est homo et non est alius 
quam Sortes. Assumptum probatur, quia A est compositum ex anima intellectiva et corpore. Et 
tale compositum est homo. Confirmatur, quia A est animal, cum sit substantia animata sensitiva, 
et non aliud animal quam homo. Secundo sic, quia si digitus esset abscissus, A esset Sortes. Sed 
eadem ratione qua tunc esset Sortes, eadem ratione nunc ipse est Sortes. Ergo, iam A est Sortes." 
Albertus de Saxonia, Sophismata , Paris 1502 (reprinted, Olms-Verlag, 1975) Pars I, sophisma 
xlvi, f. 25va-vb. This interesting sophism is mentioned and treated by Paul of Venice, but he does 
not mention its source. 
12) Heytesbury, Sophismata , ff. I47va-vb. 
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Furthermore, 

[y] (6') If Ç has a finger cut off at t, 

then, 

(7') A after t is Socrates. 

And: 

(8f) A after t is Socrates for the same reason that A before t was Socrates. 

Therefore, 

(9') A before t is already {iam) Socrates before t. 

Finally then, the truth of Williams (10'), "The whole Socrates can be less than 
Socrates," and Alberts (II1), "The whole Socrates is a part of Socrates," are 
supposed to follow from (l')-(9'). 

(2b) Williams Rejection of the ' Socrates-Minus Argument 
' 

Williams rejection of (9') turns on his rejection of the inference from: "Socrates 
can be less than Socrates, therefore, the whole Socrates is less than Socrates 
{Sortes potest esse minor Sorte, ergo totus Sortes est minor Sorte )." He argues that 
the antecedent "Socrates can be less than Socrates" clearly assumes (I') and 
(3') to be true.13 His underlying reasoning seems to be something like the fol- 
lowing: Part [a] establishes A before t , i.e. Socrates-Minus, is a part of Ç, i.e. 
the complete Socrates before t. However, Ç is a man, and being a man entails 
having an intellective soul/mind/life principle {anima intellectiva) as its part. 
C is the composite of a body and an intellective soul/mind/life principle before 
t.XA So, we need Part [ß] as well to show the truth of the sophism. But, A can- 
not begin to be C before t because before t A is only a part of Ç. A itself before 
t only could be Ç, if we were talking about Socrates before t being just his 
"body". But C is Socrates "complete matter together with his complete final 
form," namely, his body and intellectual soul/mind/life principle. Socrates will 

13) Ibid. f. 147 rb. 
14) Ibid. 
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only be just his matter when he is a cadaver, and he is not that either before or 
just immediately afier ř.15 Therefore, we need Part [y] as well in order to prove 
the sophism. But, Heytesbury reasons, if all the antecedent of the sophism 
'Socrates can be less than Socrates' means is "Socrates' body can be less than it 
actually is before t ," he concedes the inference and denies the antecedent is in 
fact true, i.e. he denies that A before t , i.e. Socrates-Minus, is Socrates. For if A 
were Socrates before t and about to become a man, then there would be an 
infinite number of other Socrateses, just like A, that are also about to become 
that man at ř, which William thinks is absurd. 

For if A is about to be made up in this way, it follows that A is about to become a man, 
because every composite of matter and a final form that is an intellectual soul/'life principle' 
is a man. And so it would follow that one man is about to be an infinite number of men, 
which is impossible.16 

Williams discussion notes that the Socrates-Minus Argument turns on the idea 
that the whole and complete Socrates is identical with any of his parts (< quae - 
lib et pars Sortis ). If this merely amounts to saying that Socrates is identical with 
his material body, William maintains the sophism is obviously false. 

On the other hand, Albert of Saxony s version of the Socrates-Minus Argu- 
ment incorporates the notions of integral parts and integral wholes into the 
discussion.17 Before I get to Alberts own rejection of the Socrates-Minus Argu- 
ment, a brief digression is necessary into his notions of 'integral parts' and 
'integral wholes', as well as some of his other key notions. 

(2c) Albert's View of Quantitative and Qualitative Part-Whole Relations 

Although Albert clearly knows and is influenced by William's view, Albert's 
view is quite different. In his An Extremely Useful Logic (Perutilis Logica), Albert 

15) Ibid. 
16) "Si enim A foret compositum huiusmodi, sequitur quod A foret homo, quia omne composi- 
tum ex materia et forma ultima quae est anima intellectiva est homo. Et sic sequitur quod unus 
homo foret infiniti homines, quod est impossible." Heytesbury, Sophismata , f. I47vb. Albert of 
Saxony understands Williams claim here as a linguistic claim, not as a metaphysical claim. Albert 
thinks William really means to claim that the name 'Socrates' is a common term. Albert argues 
this is simply not the case and ultimately concludes that the term 'Socrates' is a singular term, not 
a common term, even though it signifies many men, i.e. they can all have the same name. 
17) William does not employ the notion of an 'integral part or whole'. He employs the distinc- 
tion between the 'tota materia propinqua ' (whole near matter) and the ' tota materia et forma 
ultima (whole matter and final form) of Socrates to reject the Socrates-Minus Argument. See 
Heytesbury, Sophismata , f. I47va. 
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characterizes integral part-whole relations in terms of the logical inferences 
between propositions containing the names of wholes', to propositions con- 
taining the names of their parts'.18 Albert characterizes "a quantitative whole" 
as: "a common term determined by a universal sign, like every man'. A proper 
part of such a quantitative whole is a singular term contained under it, like the 
term 'Socrates' or 'Plato', or a common term with a demonstrative pronoun, 
like 'this man' or 'that man'."19 Here, the expression "this man, and that man, 
and that man taken collectively" makes up the quantitative whole "every man." 
In Part I of his Sophismata , sophisma xlv, he further elaborates upon integral 
parts and wholes. 

Third it is observed that an integral part is called a quantitative part', that is, 'having a quan- 
tity', which together with another quantitative part make up some quantitative whole. Nei- 
ther is one of them in potency to the other, nor can be made complete through the other. 
From this it is clear that the mind/soul/life principle of Socrates or the body of Socrates is 
not called 'an integral part' of Socrates. For although mind/soul/life principle of Socrates 
would make up Socrates so quantified, and also the body of Socrates is so having quantity; 
nevertheless mind/soul/life principle of Socrates is not a quantitative part of Socrates. The 
matter of Socrates is made whole and complete through the soul/mind/life principle of 
Socrates. Similarly, although the matter of a horse is a horse so quantified, and together 
with a soul/ mind/life principle of a horse make up a horse so quantified, nevertheless nei- 
ther of these [i.e. a horse so quantified or soul/mind/life principle of a horse] are called 'an 
integral part' of a horse. The reason for this is that one part is made whole and complete 
through the other, and is in potency to it. Such parts where one is made whole and com- 
plete through the other are not called 'integral parts', but 'essential' or 'qualitative parts'.20 

Socrates, therefore, cannot be just a numerically one and whole and complete 
integral whole made up from his integral parts, because he has qualitative 

l8) Alberto de Sajonia, Perutilis Logica o Logica Muy Útil (o Útilísima), ed. Ángel Muñoz García, 
Universidad Nacional Autónoma De México, México D. F., 1988 (hereafter PL), Tract 4, ch. 19, 
no. 1263, 375, and ch. 21, no. 1307, 385. 
19) PL, Tract IV, ch. 21, no. 1291, 382. 
20) "Tertio notandum est quod pars integrālis dicitur pars quantitativa, id est, habens quantita- 
tem quae cum alia parte quantitativa constituit aliquid totum quantum, nec una illarum est 
potentia ad aliam, nec perfectibilis per earn. Ex hoc patet quod anima Sortis vel corpus Sortis 
non dicuntur pars integrālis Sortis, quia licet anima Sortis constituât Sortem quantum, et etiam 
corpus Sortis sic habens quantitatem, tamen anima Sortis non est pars quantitativa. Et etiam 
materia Sortis est perfectibilis per animam Sortis. Similiter, materia equi licet sit quanta et cum 
anima equi quanta constituât equum quantum, tamen neutrum eorum dicitur pars integrālis 
equi propter hoc quod una illarum partium est perfectibilis per aliam et est in potentia ad eam. 
Et tales partes quarum una est sic perfectibilis per aliam non dicuntur partes integrales, sed 
essentiales vel qualitativae." Albertus, Sophismata , Pars I, sophisma xlv, f. 25rb. 
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parts as well. He is in fact a quantitative and qualitative whole. "A qualitative 
whole," Albert says, is one "that is entitatively greater than its parts because its 
parts contain that whole and others, as is clear in the case of a man, who 
is entitatively greater than his matter, because in addition to his matter, the 
man contains his form, and the man is also entitatively greater than his form, 
because in addition to his form the man contains his matter."21 Moreover, even 
though the man is entitatively greater than his parts, the man is not quantita- 
tively greater than them. This is because in the proposition "The whole is 
greater than its parts," "the syncategorematic expression parts' does not dis- 
tribute any comparative term following it, and cannot distribute any of the 
terms preceding it."22 In addition, in the case of propositions, like "The whole 
Socrates is a part of Socrates (To tus Sortes est pars Sortis)? where the subject 
term is a proper name rather than a common noun, what we really have 
according to Albert, is an improper exceptive proposition .23 When we consider a 
proposition like, "Any part of Socrates, except his head, is white ( Quaelibet 
pars Sortis praeter suum caput est alba )," Albert says: 

... in the said proposition, the term 'Socrates' is not the subject, but the composite expres- 
sion: a part of Socrates', and this is a common term predicable of many. Hence, the preced- 
ing proposition is parsed as: Any part of Socrates except his head is white , and this is understood: 
an integral part.2A 

The term except' in that proposition is being employed subtractively of the 
term 'Socrates', and is not being used in its proper exceptive sense. 25 A proper 
exceptive proposition must contain a common noun as its subject term and 
not a proper name.26 If a proper name occurs as the subject term in a proposi- 
tion like, "The whole Socrates except his finger . . . ( Totus Sortes praeter suum 
digitum. . which is similar to (lf) above, then one can only be talking sub- 
tractively about the parts of the whole and complete Socrates, not exceptively 
of them. Like William, Albert points out that the term whole' (totus) can be 

21) Sophismata , Pars I, sophisma xlix, f. 26rb. 
22) Ibid., f. 27ra. 
23) PL, Tract III, Cap. 7 ("De propositionibus exceptivis"), no. 859, 270. 
24) "... in dicta propositione ly Sortes non est subiectum sed hoc aggregatum: pars Sortis, et hoc 
est quoddam commune predicabile de pluribus. Unde praedicta propositio exponitur per istam: 
Quaelibet pars Sortis praeter suum caput est alba, et intelligatur hoc de parte integrali." Sophis- 
mata , Pars II, f. 54va, the discussion between sophisma lix and sophisma lx. 
25) PL , Tract III , Cap. 7, no. 858, 270. 
26) "Terminus a quo fit exceptio sit terminus communis habens plura supposita." (A term from 
which one makes exception is a common term having many referents.) Sophismata , Ibid. 
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taken either categorematically or syncategorematically. When the term whole' is 
taken syncategorematically , it is a determinate of the subject term in the propo- 
sition, and equivalent to the expression any integral part' (« quaelibet pars inte- 
grālis ), not merely any parť (< quaelibet pars). When the expression whole' 
is taken categorematically , it is the subject term in the proposition and is equiv- 
alent to the expression: "A thing made up and whole and complete from 
its parts" {Ens compositum et comp letům ex partibus ).27 However, Albert does 
something that William does not do with respect to the term 'totus (whole'). 
Albert not only tells us what the term 4 totus distributes (namely the term fol- 
lowing it), but, as Norman Kretzmann points out, he offers us an explanation 
of how the term ' totus does its distributing, namely, by distributing the term 
that follows it for parts within itself, and not those outside itself, ?8 

... it is observed that there are some syncategorematic terms that do not distribute the term 
to which they are added outside themselves , that is, a term which is not a part of the expres- 
sion to which that syncategorematic term is equivalent in signifying; but they only distrib- 
ute a term within themselves, that is, a term which is a part of the expression to which the 
syncategorematic term is equivalent in signifying, and this is if that term is capable of dis- 
tribution. For example, the syncategorematic term whole' does not distribute a term out- 
side itself to which it is added, like the term 'Socrates'; but rather [a term] within itself like 
the term part' [e.g. whole' is semantically equivalent to any integral part']. The same is 
clear with the syncategorematic term 'always' [e.g. 'always' is semantically equivalent 'at 
every time'] and others equivalent in signifying to complete expressions.29 (My italics.) 

In the particular case of the sophism "The whole Socrates is part of Socrates," 
the term whole' is not distributing outside the whole designated by the name 
'Socrates', i.e. over other Socrateses, but only distributing within the whole 
designated by that proper name. The term whole' in this sophism is really 

27) "Aliquando ly totum tenetur sincategorematice, aliquando cathegorematice. Et quando capi- 
tur sincategorematice aequivalet huic orationi: quaelibit pars integrālis. Quando vero tenetur 
categorematice, tunc aequivalet huic orationi: ens compositum et completum ex partibus." Soph - 
ismata , Pars I, sophisma xlv, f. 25rb. 
28) Kretzmann, 'Syncategoremata, sophismata, exponibilia', 233. 
29) "... notandum est quod aliqua sunt syncategoremata quae non distribuunt terminům extra se 
cui adduntur; id est terminům qui non est pars orationis cui illa syncategoremata aequivalent in 
significando, sed tantum distribuunt terminům intra se , hoc est terminům qui est pars orationis 
cui aequivalent in significando. Et hoc si ille terminus sit distribuibilis, verbi gratia hoc syncat- 
egorema 'totus' non distribuit terminům extra se cui addatur, sicut iste terminus 'Sortes', sed 
bene intra se, sicut est iste terminus 'pars'. Idem patet de hoc syncathegoremate 'semper' et de 
aliis aequivalentibus integris orationibus in significando." Albert, Sophismata , Pars I, sophisma 
xlv f. 25ra-rb. 
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semantically equivalent to the composite expression 'any integral part of Socrates'. 
An integral part, for Albert, is "a part without which' that sort of whole is not 
able to be."30 Albert takes Socrates' heart to be an integral part of Socrates, but 
Socrates' hand or finger is not, since Socrates is able to be without his hand or 
his finger, but not his heart.31 Albert claims that for any integral part- whole 
relation to obtain, the integral parts themselves must signify some sort of 

quantity, i.e. some magnitude or multitude, in order to comprise an integral 
whole. In his An Extremely Useful Logic he says: 

An integral whole is a certain aggregated whole from parts having quantity , and its parts are 
called integral ; just as a house is an integral whole , the wall and the roof are called integral 
parts P 

Albert does not here refer to integral parts "without which that sort of whole 
is not able to be" as being the "essential parts" of the integral whole.33 He only 
identifies a qualitative whole with "having essential and incidental parts," not 
a quantitative or integral whole. For example, in Part 1, sophisma xlix, "Every 
whole is greater than its part ( Omne totum est maior sua parte )," he says that a 

qualitative whole is one made up from parts where one is not outside the other, 
and is made whole and complete through the other. This is in two ways: inci- 

dentally or essentially. If it is made complete in the first way, it is an essential 

30) PL , Tract 4, ch. 21, 1308, 385. 
31) "What 'material objects' are may not be altogether clear. But if you can cause a thing to cease 
to exist by detaching from it (or even by destroying) something that was not one of its parts but 
simply part of its environment , while leaving the arrangement of all its parts wholly unchanged, 
if you can do that , then I maintain, you have not got anything that can properly be called a mate- 
rial object." Van Inwagen, "The Doctrine of Arbitrary Undetached Parts', 126. Both Van Inwa- 
gen and Albert think human beings are not purely material objects. 
32) "Totum autem integrale dicitur quoddam compositum ex partibus habentibus quantitatem; 
et pars eius dicitur integrālis, sicut domus [est] totum integrale, paries autem et tectum dicuntur 
partes integrales." PL , Tract 4, ch. "De locis a concomitantibus substantiam", no. 1290, 382. 
33) This characterization shows that with respect to integral parts and wholes, Albert seems to be 
a defender of what Loux's calls " mereobgical essentialism " ( Metaphysics , 241): "... the view that 
whatever parts a thing has, it has essentially or necessarily," but Albert does not seem to be a 
defender of what van Inwagens calls ' mereological near-essentialism , i.e. the view that ". . . if a part 
is removed from an object, and no new part is added to the 'remainder' then that object must 
therewith cease to exist." (Van Inwagen, 'The Doctrine of Arbitrary Undetached Parts', 124). 
Unlike Albert, John Buridan introduces a distinction between integral parts that are 'principal' 
and those that are 'non-principal', although Albert seems implicitly to accept this distinction. 
See John Buridan, Summulae de Dialéctica, transi. Gyula Klima, (New Haven, 2001), Treatise 6, 
ch. 4, 6.4.4, 431. 
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whole. If in the second way, it is an incidental whole.òA Here, it is clear that 
essential and incidental parts are the same as a things qualitative parts. Never- 
theless, every finite quantitative physical whole has qualitative parts that are 
spatially congruent with that quantitative whole, and yet those qualitative 
parts are not themselves quantitative.35 Still, this does not imply that an essen- 
tial qualitative part of the numerically one whole and complete Socrates, like 
his soul/mind/life-principle, must be an "immaterial" part of him. It only implies 
that an essential qualitative part, like a soul/mind/life-principle, must be indi- 
visible, which Albert concedes is indeed the case.36 Moreover, the relationship 
between an integral whole and a quantitative whole is asymmetric for Albert. 
Every integral whole is a quantitative whole, but not vice versa. 

(2d) Albert's Rejection of the 4 Socrates-Minus Argument 
' 

Utilizing the above auxiliary notions in his account, Albert denies the conclu- 
sion of the Socrates-Minus Argument, namely, (9') A before t is already Socrates 
before t. 

To that doubt, some respond denying the inference "Socrates is a part of Socrates." And 
when it is said; 'Take all the etc.', the case is granted. And when it is said: 'A is Socrates', 
that is denied.37 

There seem to be two reasons for Albert s denial of the argument s conclusion. 
The first reason emerges in his response to the Opponents claim (4f): A before t , 
i.e. Socrates-Minus, is called a man because he is made up of a body and 
an intellective soul, which occurs in sub-part [ß]. Alberts reasoning here, like 
Williams, is that merely being made up from a body and an intellective soul/ 
mind/life principle is not a sufficient condition for something to be called a man: 

34) "Totum qualitativum dicitur componi ex partibus quarum una non est extra aliam, et cum 
hoc una est perfectibilis per aliam. Et hoc dupliciter: vel una perficitur per aliam essentialiter vel 
accidentaliter. Si primum, sic est totum essentiale. Si secundum, sic est totum accidentale. Exem- 
plum primi, sicut est compositum ex materia et forma substantial^ Exemplum secundi, sicut est 
compositum ex corpore et albedine." Albert, Sophismata^ Pars I, sophisma xlix, f. 28vb. Albert's 
discussion of quantitative and qualitative parts here may be inspired by Heytesbury, but is clearly 
not the same as Heytesbury s. 
35) Ibid. if. 26va-b and 27ra. 
36) Sophismata , Pars II, f. 48ra. 
37) "Ad illud dubium, dicunt quidam negando istam consequentiam: Sortes est pars Sortis. 
Et quando dicitur: Capitur totalis etc., admittitur casus. Et quando dicitur: A [NB] est Sortes, 
negatur." Albertus, Sophismata , Pars I, sophisma xlvi, f. 25vb. 
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When it is said: 'A is made up of, etc., therefore, A is a man; the inference is denied.38 

To be called a man, a man must be also be "per se unum ' (in himself numeri- 

cally one), and not part of another man who is " unum per sé" ( numerically one 
in himself). Being numerically one is a precondition for a man to persist as a 
man throughout changes in his parts.39 Furthermore: 

To the Third: When it is said "With a finger cut off, A is Socrates"; it is conceded. When it 
is said: "But, for the same reason the reason by which he then was Socrates, he is now 
Socrates"; that is denied, because with a finger cut offv4 is in itself numerically one , but with 
a finger not cut off A would not be something in itself numerically one. For someone to be 
Socrates, it is required that he be in himself numerically one , just as it is required for someone 
to be a man or something to be an animal.40 

Alberts reasoning seems to be: Since A before t , i.e. Socrates-Minus, is not 
really called la man numerically one in himself 

' until after t , when Socrates' 

finger is actually cut off, A does not really exist as a whole and complete man 

before t. Only C does. When a finger is actually cut off from Ç, only then A 
can be said to be a whole and complete man numerically one in himself There- 
fore, A before t cannot really be the same as Ç before t, because A before t only 
can be called "a part of Ç", not "a whole and complete Ç." Therefore, A must 
have been numerically distinct from Ç before ř, i.e. Socrates-Minus before t * 
Socrates before ř.41 On the basis of Parts [a], [ß], and [y], and his denial of (9') 
A before t is already (iam) Socrates before ř, Albert finally concludes that the 

38) "Et quando dicitur: A est compositum ex anima etc., ergo A est homo; negatur consequen- 
tial Albertus, Sophismata , sophisma xlv, f. 25vb. 
39) The interrelationship between composite natural substances and their unity has been thor- 
oughly discussed by Charlotte Witt, Substance and Essence in Aristotle , An Interpretation of Meta- 
physics VII-IX (Ithaca, 1989), 102-3 and 126-142. 
40) "Ad tertiam, quando dicitur: Digito abscisso adhuc A esset Sortes; conceditur. Et quando 
dicitur: Sed eadem ratione qua tunc esset Sortes, eadem ratione nunc est: negatur hoc, quia 
digito abscisso A esset per se unum, sed digito non abscisso, A non esset aliquod per se unum. 
Sed ad hoc quod aliquid sit Sortes, requiritur quod sit aliquid per se unum, sicut requiritur ad 
hoc quod aliquid sit homo, vel aliquid sit animal." Ibid. 
41) It should be obvious the large role Alberts strong commitment to a presentisi view of time 
plays in his analysis of the Socrates-Minus Argument , as well as Williams. For a discussion of 
Albert s commitment to presentism and the role it plays in rejecting Buridans eternalist view of 
the copula 'is', see Michael J. Fitzgerald, 'Problems with Temporality and Scientific Propositions 
in John Buridan and Albert of Saxony, Vivarium 44 (2006), 305-337. 
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sophism "The whole Socrates is a part of Socrates ( Totus Sortes est pars Sortis )" 
is simply false. 

3. William, Albert, and Peter van Inwagen 

William and Alberts rejection of the Socrates-Minus Argument is historically 
instructive because it appears to be a forerunner of the view articulated and 
defended by Peter van Inwagen. Van Inwagen argues that there does not exist 
any sort of numerically one whole and complete physical object that can be 
called 'Descartes-Minus before i at all. After t both Descartes and Descartes- 
Minus survive the loss of the same physical part and occupy the same region 
of space. Therefore, they must be identical wholes after t , and yet there was a 
time when they were distinct, i.e. before t.A1 But Descartes-Minus before t and 
Descartes before t occupied different regions of space, before t. We must, there- 
fore, conclude that numerically one whole and complete object earlier had 
been numerically two whole and complete objects, which is a clear violation 
of the transitivity of identity. He maintains premise (2) of the Descartes-Minus 
Argument, i.e. Descartes-Minus after t = Descartes-Minus before t> therefore 
must be false.43 The undesirable (4) simply cannot be inferred. 

William and Alberts comments on the Socrates-Minus Argument show 
that they came to the same conclusion as van Inwagen does in the Descartes- 
Minus Argument, but by a different route. They reason: A and C must 
have been different objects before ř, since A is the numerically one and whole 
and complete Socrates' only after t. On their analysis, A before t , i.e. Socrates- 
Minus, could not really be any sort of numerically one, whole and complete 
physical object at all before t , because it is only afier t that A in fact becomes a 
whole and complete physical object, in itself numerically one (per se unum).AA 
This is clear from their rejections of Parts [a], [ß], and [y], which imply 
that A must be some sort of numerically one whole and complete Ç before t. 
Hence, like van Inwagen, they would also claim that premise (2) of the 
Descartes-Minus Argument is false, and the entailment of the undesirable 
(4) of the Descartes-Minus Argument, from (1), (2), and (3) cannot take 
place. Hence, their arguments and conclusions are historical forerunners of 
Peter van Inwagens. 

42) Van Inwagen, 'The Doctrine of Arbitrary Undetached Parts', 125-126. 
43) Ibid., 126. 
44) Cf. also Heytesbury, Sophismata , f. I47va-vb. 
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4. A "pragmatic resolution" to the Modem Descartes-Minus Argument: 
Embracing the Identity of Indiscernibles, and a Weak 'Antrhopic Principle' 

Albert and Williams analysis of their Socrates-Minus argument is philosophi- 
cally interesting today because it provides us with "a pragmatic resolution" 
to the modern Descartes-Minus Argument. It is Alberts insistence in the 
Socrates-Minus Argument that Socrates must be a man "whole and complete 
and numerically one in himself," in particular, that suggests a pragmatic reso- 
lution to the Descartes-Minus Argument. The pragmatic resolution he has in 
mind is that we must be able to discern Socrates to be "whole and complete 
and numerically one in himself," whether before , during, or after , t. Indeed, 
"Leibniz's laws" is really a compound of an epistemological and a metaphysical 
claim with respect to physical objects. As I see it, the Indiscernibility of Identi- 
cals is the metaphysical claim. It maintains: "Necessarily, if two physical objects 
are numerically identical, then they have all the same properties and are 
indiscernible from one other, i.e. we cannot discern them to be different from 
one another." The Identity of Indis cer n ib ile s, on the other hand, is the epistemo- 
logical claim. It maintains: "Necessarily, if two objects are indiscernible from 
one other and have all the same properties, then they are numerically one 
physical object because we cannot discern them to be different from one 
another." The metaphysical claim is logically necessary, but the necessity 
involved in the epistemological claim is at best only naturally necessary, given 
the way we perceive physical objects. Indeed, Hans Reichenbach, the twenti- 
eth-century physicist-philosopher, has pointed out there is a crucial epistemo- 
logical difficulty inherent in the four-dimensionalist account of physical objects. 

In such a space [i.e. four-dimensional one] even the human body would be four-dimen- 
sional, and its perceptual apparatus would be very different. Instead of the two-dimensional 
retina of the eye, there would be a three-dimensional retina. Whereas the visual experience 
of the third dimension, the "depth," is now achieved primarily by the combined effect 
of the two eyes and is therefore qualitatively different from the experience of the other 
two dimensions, the three-dimensional experience in a four-dimensional space would be as 
immediate as two-dimensional experiences in our three-dimensional space. The combined 
effect of the two three-dimensional pictures on the retina would supply us with the visual 
experience of the four-dimensional space. If we try to imagine such experience in terms of 
our present sensations, we shall find that there are certain limitations. The new perceptual 
experience we wish to describe would have new sense qualities that do not exist under the 
conditions with which we are familiar. 

We can therefore indicate only indirectly [i.e. via abstract mathematical models] what 
kind of perceptual experiences would result in such a world.45 

45) Hans Reichenbach, The Philosophy of Space and Time , transi. Maria Reichenbach and John 
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Hence, even if a given four-dimensional temporal whole is made up of its 
four-dimensional temporal parts, there is no natural possibility, with our pres- 
ent perceptual apparatus, that we can see or discern either the four-dimensional 

parts, or the four-dimensional whole to be "in itself a whole and complete and 

numerically one space-time worm." We simply do not discern one temporal 
slice of it from another or the whole and complete temporal "worm." To be 
"discernible" for us simply means that if our perceptual apparatus is function- 

ing normally and a physical object is directly present to us, then we perceive it 
to be as it is so geometrically structured. For a thing to be numerically one and 
whole and complete physical object for us is for it to be a set of spatially coor- 
dinated physical elements and nothing more. This means physical objects 
are discernable by us precisely because they are in fact so three-dimensionally 
structured, i.e. three dimensional objects are "in themselves numerically one 
and whole and complete" {per se unum et perfectibilis) . I am appealing here to 
the weak form of what Roger Penrose calls the 4 anthropic principle ' i.e. "... the 
universe we perceive about us must be of such a nature as will produce and 
accommodate beings who can perceive it."46 Although I realize the anthropic 
principles overall argumentative value may be of limited use, nevertheless, based 
on the cosmic microwave background radiation from the Big Bang at 2.7 K 

(i.e. 2.7 degrees C above absolute zero), our three-dimensional perceptual 
ability seems a pretty reliable indicator of the three-dimensional structure of 

Freund, with Introductory remarks by Rudolf Carnap (New York, 1958), 291. Prof. Kenneth 
Curry, a biologist at the University of Southern Mississippi, takes issue with Reichenbachs 
account here. In private conversation with me, Prof. Curry has pointed out (if I have accurately 
understood his view), that although our retinal structure at the tissue level of organization is 
primarily two-dimensional, the nerve endings at the cellular level have a three-dimensional 
arrangement and will give us limited three-dimensional perceptual ability even if we had only 
one eye. While this three-dimensional visual ability is further enhanced by having two eyes, 
Reichenbachs claim that the three-dimensional enhancement is "qualitatively different" from 
the two-dimensional retinal image on the tissue is suspect. For example, it could be biologically 
possible to enhance three-dimensional vision by spacing the eyes farther apart, and altering the 
eyes underlying retinal structure. This might give us enhanced three-dimensional vision, but 
would not amount to any "qualitative difference" between this new visualization and the previ- 
ous one. Both essentially would be three-dimensional visualization. Moreover, such an enhance- 
ment would only help us in seeing distant objects, and would be lost for nearby objects, as is the 
case now with very small objects. Prof. Curry, however, does agree with Reichenbachs main 
point, namely, that any "qualitative difference" between three-dimensional and four-dimensional 
visualization would be unlike anything anyone can now biologically imagine. 
46) Roger Penrose, The Road to Reality: A Complete Guide to the Laws of the Universe , (New York, 
2005), 28.6, 757-8. 
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physical objects in the universe at large, ". . .at least out to the limits of the 
observable universe which extends to a distance that includes around 1011 

galaxies, containing some 1 080 baryons."47 We simply do not directly perceive 
four-dimensional physical objects as "whole and complete and numerically 
one." The perduran tist account of physical objects is that three-dimensional 

physical objects, like Socrates, are really incomplete four-dimensional physical 
objects . These latter are only whole and complete and numerically one when 
their material temporal "worms" taper out of existence, i.e. "death" in the case 
of organisms. Epistemologically, they are only indirectly accessible to us, 
namely, via mathematical models. But, discerning three-dimensional physical 
objects as numerically one and whole and complete over different times, seems 
to be an evolved pragmatic natural capacity of human beings that has survival 
value for them. Human beings seem to have evolved via natural selection to 
be able to discern a three-dimensional whole and complete and numerically 
one enduring lion, say, as a threat to their survival, but have not evolved so as 
to discern "a perduring four-dimensional lion space-time worm" to be such 
a threat. No great survival advantage has been conferred on us as surviving 
organisms to discern a four-dimensional perduring lion, but there does seem 
to be a survival advantage conferred on us to discern a three-dimensional one. 
Four-dimensional "survival value" would have to be "cashed in" by the perdu- 
rantist as our ability to "conjoin all the temporal slices of the lion," perceive 
that conjunction, and then take flight at that conjunction, which is no improve- 
ment on perceiving the three-dimensional lion as "in himself numerically one 
and whole and complete." Our three-dimensional natural perceptual capaci- 
ties, therefore, seem to function as the epistemic and pragmatic ground to 
resolve the Descartes-Minus Argument. This sort of epistemic and pragmatic 
grounding seems to be precisely what is lacking in the perdurantist evaluations 
of the Descartes-Minus Argument, but is not lacking in the evaluation of 
the Socrates-Minus Argument by our fourteenth-century logicians. Socrates is 
"whole and complete and numerically one 'in himself'," on their analysis. 

While it is true that we can conceive of some abstract four-dimensional 
"temporal Socrates or Descartes," our discerning of any spatially coordinated 
elemental differences between the three and four-dimensional Socrates or 
Descartes can only accomplished by comparing two very different and abstract 
geometrical structures with one another. A four-dimensional "space-time 
Socrates or Descartes" is conceived and located only indirectly, via an abstract 

47) Ibid, 718. 
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representation of a certain type of geometric structure. Neither are directly 
perceivable by us, precisely because they are not temporally and numerically 
complete in the present. 

Although neither medieval logician explicitly maintains that Socrates has 
physical "temporal parts," a perdurantist might claim that their acceptance of 
Socrates having physical "qualitative parts" is no more complicated than claim- 
ing that he has temporal parts. Yet, for William and Albert, the physical qual- 
itative parts of a physical object are significandy different from the contemporary 
perduran tists physical "temporal parts." For both William and Albert, qualita- 
tive parts of a physical object are temporally bound to the present time, and 
spatially bounded by the kind of physical object it is. lhe "temporal parts" of a 
four-dimensional object for the perdurantist are not so temporally or spatially 
bounded, unless the object was suddenly to cease to exist in the present. 

According to perdurantists we are merely metaphysically "prejudiced" in 
the three-dimensional way when we carve up the spatial spread of physical 
objects.48 A perdurantist might claim that Socrates-Minus and Socrates are 
numerically distinct and discerned to be so, even though they occupy the same 
space. Socrates-Minus is all of Socrates except his finger and is mapped onto 
Socrates with all his fingers. We directly see both of them occupying the same 
space at the same time, because Socrates-Minus fills up the same space as 
Socrates - except for a finger. Hence, we can see them as numerically distinct, 
yet both in the same space. 

William would probably reply to such a perdurantist by arguing that given 
perdurantist account we should also see an infinite number of Socrates- 
Minuses filling up the same space as Socrates at the same time - except for 
some part. This, he would think, would be too absurd for the perdurantist to 
defend. Albert, on the other hand, would probably argue that Socrates-Minus 
simply does not exist at the same time and in the same proper space with Socrates 
and ten fingers. Socrates-Minus is simply not "in himself, whole and complete 
and numerically one."49 Nevertheless, in their replies to the perdurantist, both 
Albert and William make an implicit epistemological appeal to our immediate 
perceptual awareness of Socrates to avoid the perdurantist s conclusion. 

In conclusion, the primary shortcoming of the contemporary perdurantist 
Descartes-Minus Argument is that in emphasizing the metaphysical claim in 
Leibnizs Laws, they blatandy disregard its epistemological claim. Perdurantism, 

48) Loux, Metaphysics , 228-229. 
49) "Impossible est quod duo corpora sint simul per se in eodem loco proprio." PL , tract 3, 
no. 759, 251. 
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if embraced, would constantly require us to reformulate four-dimensional 
objects into more familiar three-dimensional ones, to generate any sort of 
plausible naturalized epistemology. The rejection of Socrates-Minus as a really 
existing object, by both Albert and William, and the requirement that what- 
ever object is being considered must be "in itself numerically one whole and 
complete," reminds us today that the medieval pragmatic resolution to the 
Socrates-Minus Argument also can be applied to the contemporary Descartes- 
Minus Argument. Hence, the contemporary Descartes-Minus Argument is 
far more medieval, or perhaps the medieval Socrates-Minus Argument is far 
more modern, than has been previously thought. 
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Abstract 
John Wyclif claims that there are relations of essential identity and formal distinctness 
connecting universais, complexly signifiables, and individuals. In some respects Wyc- 
lif s position on complexly signifiables coincides with what I call the advanced res 
theory, the view that complexly signifiables are really identical with but formally dis- 
tinct from worldly individuals. But there is no question in Wyclif s treatment of a 
reduction of complexly signifiables to individuals. I argue that Wyclif populates his 
most fundamental ontological level with propositionally structured entities both indi- 
vidual and universal, and that this approach is superior to that of its nominalist rivals. 
But Wyclif shares with other versions of the advanced res theory an implausible theory 
of identity, and this affects the coherence of the claimed real identity between indi- 
viduals and complexly signifiables. 

Keywords 
complexly signifiables, identity, essence, formal distinction, realism, universais 

1 Introduction 

According to the late medieval theory of complexly signifiables {complexe sig - 

nificabilid ), championed by Adam Wodeham and Gregory of Rimini, the ulti- 
mate significate of a spoken or written declarative sentence, and the object of 
scientific and theological assent, dissent, and knowledge, is an extra-categorial 
worldly structure canonically specified by nominalizing the sentence in ques- 
tion. Thus the significate of the sentence "God is three and one" ("Deus est 
trinus et unus") is taken to be the object that God is three and one (. Deum esse 
trinum et unum)} The theory was developed in opposition both to William of 

0 A. Wodeham, Lectura Secunda in Primům Sententiarum. Prologus et Distinctio Prima, ed s. 
R. Wood and G. Gal, (St. Bonaventura, 1990), esp. 180-208; Gregory of Rimini, Lectura Super 
© Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 2009 DOI: 10.1 163/156853408X345927 
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Ockham, who held the relevant significate and bearer of propositional attitudes 
to be a propositio mentalis , and to Walter Chatton, who held that the relevant 
item was (in the simplest kind of case) the significate of the sentences subject, 
typically a non-complex extra-mental individual - God, in the case of our sam- 

ple sentence.2 In contrast with the simple res theory of Chatton, some later 

philosophers, such as André de Neufchâteau and Hieronymus Pardo, adopted 
what we might call an advanced res theory, which agreed with Gregorys theory, 
in the first instance, but aimed to reconcile the resulting ontology with Aristote- 
lian category theory, and usually also with nominalism, by arguing that com- 
plexly signifiables could be reduced to individuals.3 The doctrine typically took 
the articulated form of claiming that appropriate complexly signifiables and 
individuals are really identical but formally distinct. So, for example, God would 
be really identical with, but formally distinct from, the entity that God is three 
and one . Elsewhere I have discussed the advanced res theory in some of its nom- 
inalist manifestations.4 But the theory also lent itself to a realist construction, 
and it is on a prominent such version of the theory that I wish to focus here. 

John Wyclif wrote his famous treatise on universais with the principal aim 
of defending metaphysical realism. But in the course of pursuing this objective 
he developed a version of the theory of complexly signifiables that is of con- 
siderable historical and systematic interest. Corresponding to these two fea- 
tures of its interest, the discussion which follows has two main aims, a 
descriptive one and a polemical one. Alessandro Conti noted in 1997 that 
until the publication in 1985 of the first critical edition of Wyclif s treatise on 
universais scholars had generally neglected Wyclif s philosophy in favour of 
his theology and politics.5 Conti s own work, along with that of others,6 has 

Primum et Secundum Sententiarum , t. /, Prologus et Dist. 1-6, eds. A. Trapp and V. Marcolino 
(Berlin, 1981), esp. 1-40. On the theory generally, see G. Nuchelmans, Late Scholastic and 
Humanist Theories of the Proposition (Amsterdam, 1980), 3-140; E. J. Ashworth, Language and 
Logic in the Post-Medieval Period (Dordrecht, 1974), 37-76; Studies in Post-Medieval Semantics 
(London, 1985), ch. IV. 
2) For references to the relevant texts, see my ' Complexe Significabilia and Aristotle's Categories ', 
inj. Biard and I. Rosier-Catach (eds.), La tradition médiévale des catégories (Louvain, 2003), 187- 
205, nn. 3 and 5. 
3) See my ' Complexe Significabilia and the Formal Distinction', in A. Maierù and L. Valente 
(eds.), Medieval Theories of Assertive and Non-Assertive Language (Rome, 2004), 495-516. 
4) See art. cit., previous note. 
5) A. Conti, 'Analogy and Formal Distinction: On the Logical Basis of Wyclif s Metaphysics', 
Medieval Philosophy and Theology 6, 1997, 133-65, at p. 134. 
6) Here I shall be especially concerned with Spade's 'Introduction' to John Wyclif: On Universais 
(Tractatus de Universalibus ), trans. A Kenny (Oxford, 1985). 
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gone some way to rectifying that imbalance, but of course there is much still 
to be done, and one aspect of Wyclif s philosophy that has suffered undue 
neglect even from historians of logic and language is his realistic treatment of 
the theory of complexly signifiables. That largely descriptive programme is the 
topic of §§2-4 of this paper. As for my polemical agenda, it will be argued that 
Wyclif s version of the theory of complexly signifiables, though not without 
difficulty, is philosophically superior to its main nominalist rivals (§§4-5). The 
principal respect in which it is problematic is one that it shares with its rivals, 
and stems from the very idea of attempting to combine real identity with 
formal distinctness; for the advanced res theory has difficulty making good 
sense of the relation of real identity (§6). 

2 Complexe significabilia in the Tractatus de Universalibus 

In his Tractatus de Universalibus, which forms the sixth tract of the first book 
of the so-called Summa de Ente7 and was probably composed in 1373-4, 8 Wyc- 
lif, in the course of defending realism about universais,9 identifies universais 
with truths on the one hand,10 and with complexly signifiables on the other.11 
For example, the universal humanity is identified both with the truth "there is 
a man" {homo est), conceived as a worldly entity, and with the complexly sig- 
nifiable that there is a man ( hominem esse).12 In the De Logica the proposition 
is defined as an "ens complexe significans", or more accurately as a "racio 
indicativa, congrua, significans complexe sicut est vel sicut non est", and the 

7) On this work in general, see J. Robson, Wyclif and the Oxford Schoob (Cambridge, 1961), 
Part II. 
8) See I. Muellers introduction to his edition of the Tractatus de Universalibus (TdU), (Oxford, 
1985), xix-xxx. All references to the TdU will be to this edition. 
9) For useful surveys of the essential points of Wyclif s metaphysics and theology, see A. Kenny, 
Wyclif {Ox ford, 1985); G. Leff, "The Place of Metaphysics in Wyclif s Theology', in A. Hudson 
and M. Wilks (eds.), From Ockham to Wyclif (Ox ford, 1987), 217-32. On Wyclif s treatment 
of universais, see Conti, 'Studio storico-critico' in Johannes Sharpe: Quaestio super Universalia 
(Florence, 1990), esp. 298-309, and Analogy', 150-8. 
10) TdU, 55,93-56,104; 79,184-84,315; 167,429-172,539; 373,490-6. (All citations follow the 
format: page numbers, line numbers.) Cf. Johannis Wyclif Tractatus de Logica , vol. 2 (Logica (2)), 
ed. M. Dziewicki (London, 1896), 33,12-30; Johannis Wyclif Summa de Ente, Libri Primi Trac- 
tatus Primus et Secundus (SdE), ed. S. H. Thomson (Oxford, 1930), 44,22-45,28. 
n) TdU , 22,109-11; 74,88-99; 77,161-78,168; 79,184-84,315; 111,17; 167,429-172,539. Cf. 
Logica (2), 33,12-30; 39,21-41,35; De Ente Librorum Duorum Excerpta (ELD), ed. M. Dzie- 
wicki (London, 1909), 30,10-11; 42,31-9; SdE, 27,16-29,16; 44,22-45,28. 
,2) TdU ; 70,13-16. Cf. 169,457-172,539; 181,754-5. 
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significates of the propositions "Deus est" and "homo est" are specified as 
Deum esse and hominem esse respectively.13 Wyclif agrees with Adam Wodeham 
and Gregory of Rimini that these entities are the ultimate objects of scientific 
knowledge, and the reasons he gives are reminiscent of Gregorys in particular: 
one can have that knowledge without being acquainted with the relevant spo- 
ken or written terms or mental concepts, and that knowledge can survive the 
demise of spoken or written signs and mental concepts.14 Wyclif claims, against 
the Ockhamist tradition, that no spoken or written sentence could be true or 
necessary except on the basis of the existence of a truth or necessity a parte rei , 
and that such real existence is independent of the existence of signs: it is the 
universal worldly significates of general terms, not those terms themselves or 
their corresponding mental concepts, that gives science its generality.15 

As far as worldly truths are concerned, Wyclif agrees with Walter Burleigh 
that there is such a thing as a propositio in re> or real predication, as he calls it.16 
In his De Logica , Wyclif in fact distinguishes two kinds of real proposition.17 
(i) First, there is what he calls the "propositio realis", examples of which are iste 
homo and iste lapls. Wyclif classifies these as propositions because they have 
implicit (and real) subject- predicate structure: in the case of iste homo , for 
instance, humanity is implicitly really predicated of the man in question. 
(ii) Secondly, there is the "truth signified on the side of the thing, like the truth 
that man is" ( Veritas significata a parte reiy sicut ista Veritas: hominem esse).18 Like 
Burleigh, Wyclif restricts real predication to truths,19 and indeed at one point 
he even refuses the title "predication" to false predications.20 But Wyclif goes 
further than Burleigh in one important respect: whereas Burleigh allowed the 
copula of a true negative sentence to have a real correlate, namely the diversity 
of the things for which the extremes supposit, Wyclif denies real existence to 

13) Johannis Wyclif Tractatus de Logica , vol. 1 (. Logica (1)), ed. M. Dziewicki (London, 1893), 
14,1-24; cf. Logica (2), 203,24-31. Wyclif does not distinguish between the significates of prop- 
ositions and of their nominalizations (dicta): SdE, 27,16-28,4; 29,17-30,20. 
,4) TdU, 144,444-149,564. Cf. SdE, , 35,11-13; S. H. Thomson, £A "Lost" Chapter ofWyclif's 
Summa de Ente , Speculum 4, 1929, 339-46, at pp. 342-3. 
15) TdU , 140,356-65; 144,444-61. 
16) TdU 16,24-28,170. On Burleigh, see J. Pinborg, 'Walter Burleigh on the Meaning of Prop- 
ositions', Classica et Mediaevalia 28, 1967, 394-404. 
,7) Logica (1), 14,25-15,25. Cf. the definition of per se predication at TdU , 18,41-4. 
18) Cf. Kenny, 'The Realism of the De Universalibus' in A. Kenny ed., Wyclif in his Times 
(Oxford, 1986), 17-29, at pp. 18-19; Conti, 'Analogy', 138-42. 
,9) TdU , 27,160-28,169; 140,356-65; cf. ELD , 13,20-3. 
20) TdU, 33,231. See Spade, 'Introduction, xl-xli. 
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negative propositions tout court}1 So for Wyclif only positive true predications 
can be real. Indeed he introduces further restrictions on the scope of real pred- 
ication: truths about the past and future, like negative truths and logical pos- 
sibilities are, for Wyclif, mere entia rationis whose real correlate is God.22 In 
denying real existence to negative propositions Wyclif s position is more cir- 
cumscribed than Burleigh's; but in another respect it is much more radical. We 
can see this if we note that Burleigh's doctrine of the propositio in re is wrongly 
so called. For, given that he locates the copula in the mind, and given that, on 
his view, the correlates of true positive and negative sentences in the world are 
the identity or diversity of the things for which the extremes of those sentences 
supposit, respectively, Burleigh in fact ends up with a position on the proposi- 
tion not substantially different from that of his nominalist opponents: there is 
not, for Burleigh, anything propositionally structured that is wholly in the world. 
But for Wyclif propositions involving what he calls real predication are indeed 
wholly in the world: so for him the world really does contain propositionally 
structured entities.23 

These propositionally structured entities, which are in effect the same as 
what Gregory calls complexly signifiables, are further identified by Wyclif with 
appropriate individuals drawn from the ten categories.24 Wyclif calls the iden- 
tity in question "essential" identity, but by this he means what is usually called 
"real" identity: he uses the word "essence" to denote things, whether of generic, 
specific, or numerical unity,25 reserving the term "quiddity" for essences in the 
usual sense, that is, for (collections of) constitutive properties, and reserving 
the notion "real identity" for a sub-class of essential identities which need not 
concern us here.26 

Like other proponents of what I have called the advanced res theory (§1), 
who held that complexly signifiables are really identical with, but formally 
distinct from, worldly individual things, Wyclif combines a claim of essential 
identity between individuals and appropriate complexly signifiables with the 
thesis that individuals are formally distinct from the complexly signifiables 

2,) TdU, 27,157-28,169. 
22) TdU , 27,157-28,169; 128,77-9; 138,312-18. Cf. 'Lost Chapter', 342; Johannis Wyclif de Ente 
Predicamentali {EP), ed. R. Beer (London, 1891), ch. 1. 
23) See here again Logica (1), 14,1-15,25. 
24) TdU , 72,48-73,67. See further TdU , 74,88-99; 90, 1 1 2-20; 1 1 4,79- 1 24,322; 276,83-277,84. 
Cf. Logica (2), 203,24-31; ELD , 37,6-38,19; SdE , 19,4-5; 22,1-13; 25,18-27,15; 36,11-26; 
44,22-45,28. 
25) TdU , 90,126-91,130; 129,110-130,119. Cf. Kenny, Wyclif 21-2. 
26) TdU , p. 91,131-7. Cf. Spade, 'Introduction, xxi. 
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with which they are essentially identical.27 And, given his identification of 
universais with complexly signifiables, that has the consequence that univer- 
sais are essentially identical with, though formally distinct from, individuals: 

I agree . . . that every universal is individual, and vice versa, though the two are formally dis- 
tinguished from each other. . . . How, I ask you, would knowing universally the species of 
man help to know this man, unless this man were a species? Similarly that this man is is that 
man is, and in this real predication the superior is something common to its inferior.28 

This passage is interesting inasmuch as it tells us that there is in fact a complete 
worldly coincidence between universais, complexly signifiables, and individu- 
als. We have already seen that, for Wyclif, universais are to be identified with 

complexly signifiables and complexly signifiables are to be identified with 
individuals: it follows that universais are individuals. The above passage con- 
firms this implication,29 but it also affirms the converse implication ("and vice 
versa"), indicating that every individual is a universal.30 It follows that the 
three expressions "universais", "complexly signifiables", and "individuals" pick 
out exactly the same worldly things. (It follows further that every entity is 

essentially identical with at least one individual. Second-order universais, such 
as being predicable of many, are no exception.)31 Any given entity picked out 
under one of these characterizations is, in Wyclif s terminology, essentially 
identical with, though formally distinct from, an entity picked out under each 
of the other two characterizations. As far as the supposition of relevant expres- 
sions goes, this means that a noun phrase such as "being blind" ( caecum esse) 
can have either personal supposition, in which case it supposits either for 
blind individuals themselves (the substances) or for any of their accidents,32 or 

27) TdU, 178,695-9; cf. ELD , 37,6-38,19. 
28) TdU , 87,57-69 (I have adapted Kenny's translation): "concedo... quod omne universale 
est singulare et econtra, licet distinguantur formaliter ab invicem  Quomodo, quaeso, foret 
pertinens cognoscere ilium hominem, cognoscendo universaliter speciem hominis, nisi ille 
homo foret species, sicut ilium hominem esse est hominem esse, in qua praedicatione reali 
communicatur superius suo inferiori?". See also TdU, 102,100-4; 139,346-140,351; 284,262- 
285,278; 289,380-91; 308,176-97; 338,193-212. Cf. Logica (2), 37,3-18; ELD , 37,5-39,26; 
SdE , 61,8-12. 
29) Cf. TdU, 150,8-16; SdE, 65,16-27. Cf. Spade, 'Introduction, xxiv-v. 
30) Cf. TdU, 137,281-4. 
31) Cf. Spade, 'Introduction, xxv. 
32) Not just the accident of being blind, for, as we shall see shortly, accidental properties are (at 
least on Wyclif s official view) identical with their subjects, and though, as we shall also see, the 
relation of essential identity is not in general transitive, Wyclif s view appears to be that universais 
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simple supposition, in which case it supposits for the form or property of 
blindness. The abstract noun "blindness" ( caecitas ), on the other hand, always 
supposits for a form or property, though a parte rei there is no distinction 
between blindness and being blind (they are both essentially identical with 
blind individuals).33 The essential identities in question can be conveyed both 

by what Wyclif calls "formal predication" and by what he calls "essential pred- 
ication": let us examine these notions. 

3 Wyclif on Predication 

Formal predication, we are told, involves the formal inherence of the predi- 
cate, taken as a real (that is, worldly) entity, in the subject, taken as a real 

entity, while essential predication is said to involve one and the same essentia 

featuring as both subject and predicate (again, taking subject and predicate as 
real entities).34 Now Wyclif s treatment of these varieties of predication gives 
rise to some exegetical difficulties.35 First, the official definition of essential 

predication plainly supplies only a necessary and not a sufficient condition of 
it,36 for there are cases where (real) subject and predicate are the same essentia 
but where Wyclif refuses the title "essential predication" to the structure in 

question.37 Secondly, although Wyclif claims in the Tractatus de Universalibus 
that essential predication includes formal predication,38 in the fourth treatise 
of the first book of the Summa de ente (. Purgans errores circa universalia in com- 
muni) 39 he states that essential and formal predication are mutually exclusive. 
But for our purposes it suffices to note the following two features common to 
both formal and essential predication as they are presented in the Tractatus de 
Universalibus. Both include accidental as well as quidditative predication,40 

that converge in an individual are essentially identical with each other: TdU, 91,138-47; 271,800- 
272,806 (quoted in the text below). Cf. SdE, 24,1 1-19. 
33) TdU, 132,171-133,194. Cf. Logica (2), 40,39-41,35; 42,38-43,27; SdE, 23,21-27,15. 
34) TdU ' 28,171-33,234. Cf. 'Lost Chapter', 342-4. 
35) Cf. Spade, 'Introduction, xxxv-xli. For our purposes we can ignore a third variety of predica- 
tion that Wyclif identifies: praedicatio secundum habitudinem. 
36) Pace Conti, 'Analogy', 156. 
37) TdU, 32,219-33,233; 259,514-22. 
38) TdU, 35,258-36,267. 
39) 'Lost Chapter', 342. 
40) In the case of quidditative and accidental formal predication, and quidditative essential pred- 
ication, this is clear from the official definitions at TdU , 28,170-35,249; for accidental essential 
predication, see, e.g., TdU, 240,49-59; cf. ELD, 35,26-32; 'Lost Chapter', 342-3. 
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and both involve the essential identity of subject and predicate, taken as real 
entities. 

Wyclif thus follows a standard medieval theory of the truth-conditions of 
simple singular present-tensed non-modal declarative sentences, the so-called 
"identity theory", according to which the truth of such sentences requires that 
subject and predicate, taken as linguistic entities, supposit for the same thing; 
in Wyclif s case, given that he is construing subject and predicate as real enti- 
ties, the requirement is expressed as a requirement that subject and predicate 
actually be the same.41 To forestall possible terminological confusion, it would 
be well to state clearly how the identity theory of predication differs from the 
simple and advanced res theories of sentence meaning we have already men- 
tioned. The identity theory aims to tell us what the truth of a declarative sen- 
tence consists in - namely the identity of subject and predicate, in Wyclif s 
version, or the identity of their significates, in the usual versions. The res the- 
ory, by contrast, aims to tell us what the meaning of a declarative sentence 
consists in - namely the individual signified by its subject term. That is the 
simple version of the res theory, to which the advanced version adds that the 
relevant individual is really identical with, but formally distinct from, the rel- 
evant complexly signifiable. 

It is noteworthy that while in Ockhams more familiar version of the iden- 
tity theory, co-supposition of subject and predicate is not only necessary but 
also sufficient for the truth of the corresponding sentence,42 Wyclif insists that 
(casting the theory in his terms) identity of subject and predicate is only a 
necessary, and not also a sufficient condition, of truth.43 For there are sen- 
tences, such as "The Father is the Son", "Man is an ass", "The Deity is begot- 
ten, dies etc.", and "The quiddity of a man is white", satisfying the requirement 
that subject and predicate be identical in re , but that are nevertheless not true. 
These sentences need to be subjected to exportation (to borrow Quine s term) 
of critical expressions in order to render them true:44 for example, the first 
proposition needs to be converted to "The Father is that thing which is {illud 
quod est) the Son", the second to "Man is what an ass is", etc.45 We arrive at 
predications that are presumably (to put it in Wyclif s terminology) "essen- 
tial", and true; but we do not have a common suppositum. In saying that such 

41) On the identity theory (with further references to relevant texts), see my 'Überlegungen zur 
Identitätstheorie der Prädikation', Wissenschaft und Weisheit 6 0, 1997, 87-103. 
42) Summa Loeicae , ed. P. Boehner et al. (St. Bonaventura, 1974), II, 2, 249,8-250,16. 
43) TdU, 32,219-33,233; 259,514-22. 
44) Cf. my ' Complexe Significabilia and the Formal Distinction', §4. 
45) Cf. TdU, 99, 34- 102, 104; 240, 59-67; 264, 622-267, 706. 
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predications are presumably essential, I take issue with P. V. Spade, who argues 
that in order to capture Wyclif s real intentions we should add the require- 
ment of a common suppositum to the definition of essential predication.46 If 
that is correct, the relevant exported' predications ("Man is what an ass is", 
etc.) will not involve essential predication after all, and so not real predication 
either (since they are certainly not cases of formal predication). But it is one 
thing to hold that "Man is an ass" does not involve real predication - it is after 
all false and, whatever we think of the point, Wyclif does, as we have seen (§2), 
restrict real predications to truths; it would be quite another thing to hold that 
"Man is what an ass is", which is true, does not involve real predication, and I 
think we should try to avoid imputing such a strong doctrine to Wyclif. 

Whether or not I am right about this, it is clear that adding to Wyclif s 
definition of truth, which, as we have seen, yields merely necessary and not 
also sufficient conditions, the requirement of a common suppositum (or, to put 
it in Spades terms, adding the requirement that the relevant predication be 
real) will not patch up that definition. Instead we will flip from a specification 
of necessary but not sufficient conditions for truth to one of sufficient but not 
necessary conditions: real identity on its own was not sufficient for truth, 
because there are cases of falsehoods involving such identity ("Man is an ass"); 
real identity together with a common suppositum is not necessary for truth, 
because there are cases of truths not involving a common suppositum ("Man is 
what an ass is"). 

Rather, in order to convert the official definition of truth into a specifica- 
tion of both necessary and sufficient conditions we have to allude explicitly 
to supposition theory. Now in the treatise on universais Wyclif is unwilling to 
do this, because his realist approach to predication is precisely designed to 
obviate the need to talk about relations between language and the world. But 
how otherwise are we to account for the datum that "Man is an ass" fails to 
be true, and fails even to involve an essential predication in spite of the fact 
that man and ass have the same essentia (the genus animali ty), 47 whereas 
"Man is that thing which is an ass" succeeds in being both true and (presum- 
ably) an essential predication?48 There can only be one explanation of this 
difference, namely the variation between these two sentences in the supposi- 
tion of the relevant linguistic terms occurring therein: there is a shift either 
from personal supposition in the first case to simple supposition in the second, 

461 'Introduction, xxxvii-xxxviii. 
47) TdU, 33,227-32. 
48) TdU, 99,34-43. 
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or from simple supposition of the species in the first case to simple supposi- 
tion of the genus in the second.49 By contrast, as long as we remain at the 
level of ontology we do not have the resources to distinguish between the 
complexly signifiables that man is an ass and that man is that thing which is an 
ass. (In this connection it is interesting to note that in the Logice Continuado , 
which is exclusively concerned with the relation between spoken and written 
terms and their significates,50 Wyclif had followed - presuming that the Trac- 
tatus de Universalibus was written later51 - a more traditional way of dealing 
with these and similar problems, in terms of standard supposition theory, 
according to which sophisms arise from illicit shifts in the supposition of key 
linguistic terms.)52 

Hence, while I find attractive Spades exegetical suggestion that Wyclif s 
"doctrine of formal and essential predication plays for real predication the 
same role that the theory of personal and simple supposition plays at the level 
of linguistic predication",53 it seems to me that, if the doctrine really is meant 
to render supposition theory redundant in respect of real predication, it fails. 
On this point, at least, if not on others, the grand project which, as Conti 
plausibly suggests,54 Wyclif is engaged in, namely the hypostasization of logi- 
cal and linguistic distinctions - the attempt to replicate these distinctions in 
detail at the level of ontology - breaks down. 

It is an important feature of Wyclif s version of the identity theory (as, 
mutatis mutandis , of other versions) that the essential identity of subject and 
predicate, taken as real entities, goes hand in hand with a distinction in the 
way they are presented. As Wyclif notes concerning essential predication (and 
he implies a similar point in the case of formal predication), while the same 
essence is (real) subject and predicate, the ratio praedicati differs from the ratio 
subiecti .55 Wyclif s position, as so far characterized, is clearly a version of the 
advanced res theory; but there are several important respects in which his posi- 
tion diverges from the typical (nominalist) versions of that theory. I turn to 
these in the next section. 

49) For the details of Wyclifs theory of supposition, see Logica (1), 39-42. 
50) Logica (2), 55,16-18. 
51) See Mueller's introduction to TdU at pp. xxxvii-xxxviii; cf. N. Kretzmann, 'Continua, Indi- 
visibles, and Change in Wyclifs Logic of Scripture', in A. Kenny (ed.), Wyclif in his Times 
(Oxford, 1986), 31-65, at pp. 40-1. 
32) See Logica (2), 34,30-47,2. 
53) 'Introduction', xliii. 
54) 'Analogy', 164. 
55) TdU, 28,173-4; 30,194-7. 
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4 Wyclif's Version of the Advanced Res Theory 

First, although Wyclif s official position is that accidental as well as quiddita- 
tive predications, whether of the formal or essential sort, involve the essential 
identity of (real) subject and predicate, together with their formal distinctness, 
we find that in practice Wyclif often restricts his attention, when considering 
combinations of essential identity and formal distinctness, to identities 
between individuals and their quidditative universais, that is, to those univer- 
sais that attach to individuals as a condition of their existence, and so to the 
genera, species, and differentiae in the category of substance applying to the 
individual in question.56 

Wyclif even succumbs to a temptation at one or two points in the Tractatus 
de Universalibus - though this is certainly not his considered view and is amply 
contradicted elsewhere in the treatise - to deny that accidents can be res uni- 
versales .57 He also notes with approval the Aristotelian view (as he construes it) 
that while in per se (that is, quidditative) predications the subject is identical 
with that things being {idem estsubiectum et ipsum esse), in the case of acciden- 
tal predications this is not so: so a white thing {album) and (its) being white 
{album esse) - this latter being identical with the universal whiteness - are dis- 
tinct natures.58 (He interprets Aristotle's apparently inconsistent pronounce- 
ments on the relation between species and genera in the category of substance, 
on the one hand, and primary substances, on the other, as anticipating his 
own view: formally such species and genera are distinct from primary sub- 
stances; essentially they are identical.)59 Elsewhere Wyclif adds that the acci- 
dental properties of a substance are consequential upon that substances 
essential being, and are not (identical with) that substance, but are accidental 
modes of substance; and in an argument for the identity of man {homo) with 
the complexly signifiable that a man is {hominem esse), the fact that neither is 
an accident of the other plays an important role.60 

56) TdU , 88,78-89,98; 92,163-94,195; 105,182-90; 119,207-10; 128,70-131,156 (on this pas- 
sage see Conti, 'Analogy', 148-50); 196,327-36; 198,390-199,401; 201,440-57; 204,527-37; 
206,585-207,589; 276,79-277,86. 
57) See TdU, 57,140-58,143; 68,355; 91,138-92,170; 218,230-5. Elsewhere Wyclif is unequiv- 
ocal that there are common or universal accidents as well as secondary substances: TdU, 244, 158- 
65; 255,428-32; 259,524-260,552; 271 ,800-272,806; cf. 'Lost Chapter', 343; SdE, 54,27-59,23. 
At TdU, 270,755 he speaks of the quiddities of genera other than that of substance, in a context 
where it is clear that a quiddity is a universal. 
58) TdU, 72,48-55. Cf. 72,59-73,67; 121,257-61. 
59) TdU, 94,196-96,236. 
60> TdU , 127,65-128,69; 120,221-121,261. 
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However, despite this marked tendency in the Tractatus de Universalibus to 
downplay the identity theory of predication in the case of accidental predica- 
tion, the official characterization of formal and essential predication, accord- 
ing to which not only quidditative but also accidental such predications 
involve the essential identity (but formal distinctness) of subject and predi- 
cate, is certainly not an oversight on Wyclif s part: for the claim that accidental 
predications involve an essential identity of subject and predicate is repeated, 
or presupposed, at a number of points elsewhere in his treatise.61 But it would 
appear that Wyclif s preferred view - the one that he most consistently applies 
in practice - is that only quidditative such predications involve that identity. 

The second respect in which Wyclif s position diverges from the standard 
versions of the advanced res theory is that Wyclif maintains a self-predication 
thesis in respect of the species and genera that are essentially identical with, 
but formally distinct from, the individuals falling under them:62 the species 
man, which collects individual men, is itself said to be an aggregate man.63 In 
the ninth chapter of the Tractatus de Universalibus Wyclif tackles the problem 
raised by the "Third Man" objection to self-predication, and claims that self- 
predication of species and genera does not precipitate an infinity of distinct 
individuals: he argues that all aggregates of individuals in the same species or 
genus are themselves individuals in the relevant species or genus, but claims 
that it is unnecessary to posit distinct aggregates of aggregates, for any such 
higher-level aggregates collapse to first-level aggregates. Hence two "original" 
individuals in a species (two men, say) generate three resultant individuals in 
that species (the original two plus the aggregate), three originals generate seven 
resultants, and so on, according to the principle that n individuals generate 
2n - 1 resultants (there being no empty resultant). Given that there will be 
generic as well as specific individuals, a large number of original individuals 
will obviously generate a very large number of resultant individuals: but how- 
ever large the number of original individuals, as long as that number is finite 
the number of resultant individuals will also be finite. (In the case of the Trin- 
ity, Wyclif argues that there are in fact eight resultant entities, since he distin- 
guishes the Trinity taken as an aggregate from the divine essence, and both of 
these from the three persons taken severally and from the aggregate pairs.)64 
But although Wyclif does not concede that considerations of self-predication 

61) TdU, 91,138-47; 97,262-72; 132,171-9. 
62) TdUy 191,211-193,266; 194,289-195,296; 225,403-19. 
63) See, e.g., 7^,74,88-99; 140,351-5; 153,90-154,94; 157,174-82; 191,200-193,254. 
641 TdU , 187,107-188,136. 
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generate infinities of original and resultant individuals, he nevertheless does 
think that there are infinities of such individuals, since he claims that any 
genus will contain an infinity of species, so that even one original, specifically 
unique individual (Wyclif alludes to the phoenix, a standard example) will 
involve an infinity of other individuals.65 

The third respect in which Wyclif s position diverges from the advanced res 
theory in its standard manifestations is this: given the essential identity of 
individuals and suitable universais, Wyclif is prepared to say that individuals 
are predicable of many, though not qua individuals, and that universais are 

impredicable of many, though again not qua universais.66 Further, a universal 
is both essentially the same as an individual a falling under it and essentially 
different from a , since it is essentially the same as other individuals that differ 

essentially from a and from each other. There need be no contradiction in this 

position, provided we insist that, if a is essentially different from b , it does not 
follow that a is not essentially the same as b' universais provide a counter- 
instance to the entailment, since they are both essentially the same as and 

essentially different from their instantiating individuals, but we may not infer 
that they are, absurdly, both essentially the same and not essentially the same 
as those individuals.67 Individuals, on the other hand, are not only essentially 
different from, but also not essentially the same as, each other.68 Hence the rela- 
tion of essential identity, though reflexive and symmetrical, is not transitive. 
(But note that in the special case where identity relations connect supposita , the 
relation of essential identity is transitive.)69 1 return to this point below. 

Fourthly and finally, there is no suggestion in Wyclif s treatise on universais 
that relevant essential identities serve the purpose of reducing complexly signi- 
fiables, which would otherwise be extra-categorial entities, to non-proposi- 
tionally structured intra-categorial individuals.70 This is the most important 
point on which Wyclif s approach to complexly signifiables differs from stan- 
dard nominalist versions of the advanced res theory. As a staunch realist about 
universais, and given his policy of identifying complexly signifiables with 

appropriate universais, Wyclif maintains the real existence of complexly signi- 
fiables as genuine propositionally structured worldly entities. If any reduction 

65) TdU , 1 90, 1 88- 191,198. For a different approach to the "Third Man" problem, which denies 
that aggregates are distinct from their component individuals, see ELD , 43,1-45,3. 
66) TdU, 93,174-94,195. Cf. 156,142-9. 
67) TdU, 96,243-9. 
68) Cf. TdU 153,90-154,94. 
69) Spade, 'Introduction, xxxviii. 
70) Cf. Conti, 'Analogy', 139-40. 
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were in the offing, it would rather have to run in the reverse direction. And 
indeed we find that in some passages in the Tractatus de Universalibus Wyclif 
follows the Porphyrian and Boethian tradition of identifying individual sub- 
stances with unique bundles of accidental and non-accidental properties.71 On 
that approach, the fundamental entities in each of the categories will be uni- 
versais; individuals will be derived entities. But then, given his identification 
of universais with complexly signifiables, Wyclif s most fundamental onto- 

logical level will consist of proposi tionally structured entities. 
Now we should no doubt be wary of treating these passages as representing 

a considered theory of individuation on Wyclif s part. For elsewhere in the 
Tractatus de Universalibus and in his other writings other candidates for the 
role of ultimate individuato rs of individual properties and/or substances 
are canvassed: matter, place, God, a thing s per se cause, and motion or time 
are all variously accorded this role, sometimes in combination.72 And there are 
texts where individual substances are held to be the individuators of individual 
accidents, not vice versa.73 It is thus hard to extract a clear and consistent 
theory of individuation from Wyclif s writings. But the conclusion of the pre- 
ceding paragraph - that at its most fundamental level Wyclif s world is propo- 
sitionally structured - remains secure, whether or not Wyclif s considered 
view would be that individuals can be reduced to universais or not. For even 
if we should say that his considered view is that individual substances cannot 
be reduced to the bundles of universais they instantiate (or to a subset of that 
bundle), but either are individual in an ultimate, non-derivative manner, or 
are subject to a remote non-universal individuator like God, still Wyclif con- 
sistently maintains in passage after passage that an individual substance, a , is 
essentially identical with certain complexly signifiables. And although the 
complete specification of these complexly signifiables awaits, as we have seen, 
a definitive and consistent account from Wyclif of the metaphysics of acciden- 
tal predication, they undoubtedly include at least that a is and that a is F for 
any quidditative property F. It follows that propositionally structured entities 
obtain at as deep a level of Wyclif s ontology as do individual substances, 
whatever level that is.74 And if, in respect of ordinary individual substances 

70 TdU , 89,105-7; 106,195-206. Cf. Porphyry, Isagoge, AL, 13,25-14,2; Boethius, In Porphy- 
rium Commentaria , III, PL 64, 114. 
72) Matter: TdU , 261,557-61; Johannis Wyclif Tractatus de Logica , vol. 3 (. Logica (3)), ed. 
M. Dziewicki (London, 1899), 5,5-10. Place: ELD , 36,3-6. God: Logica (2), 190,33-5. Per se 
cause: Logica (2), 190,30-3. Motion or time: Logica (2), 189,16-192,9; TdU , 316,385-6. 
73) Logica (2), 191,19-20; Logica (3), 5,5-7. 
74) See here again Conti, 'Analogy', 140-2. 
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like Socrates, there is a more fundamental level housing one or more ultimate 
individuators, such individuators will in turn be essentially identical with rel- 
evant complexly signifiables specifying (at least) their existence and nature. 

So whether Wyclif s deepest ontological level houses individuals or univer- 
sais (or both), propositionally structured entities will obtain at that level. 
Hence the route that is surely the only coherent way forward for those who 
wish to maintain the real identity, but formal distinctness, of complexly signi- 
fiables with appropriate individuals, namely one of maintaining that individu- 
als are ultimately propositionally structured,75 does indeed appear to have 
been embraced (with a shift of terminology from "real identity" to "essential 
identity") by John Wyclif. By contrast, for the typical nominalist proponent of 
the advanced res theory, the identification of certain complexly signifiables 
with individual substances was adduced in order to essay a reduction of those 
complexly signifiables to relevant individuals, which are conceived to be ade- 
quately signifiable in a non-complex way, and so to be not essentially (that is, 
as a matter of their nature) propositionally structured. It follows that, for such 
a nominalist, while complexly signifiables (or some of them) exist in the world, 
we cannot regard "the world" as picking out a single ontological level: there is, 
in the world, a deeper ontological level than the one that houses complexly 
signifiables, and it is at this deeper level that non-propositionally structured 
individuals are accommodated. For Wyclif, by contrast, and waiving the issue 
whether his deepest ontological level houses individuals or universais, or both, 
the entities inhabiting that deepest level are, as a matter of their nature, prop- 
ositionally structured. 

The reason why Wyclif s is the only coherent way forward for those who 
wish to maintain the real identity, but formal distinctness, of complexly signi- 
fiables with appropriate individuals, and why his version of the advanced res 
theory is accordingly superior to its nominalist rivals, is this. Individuals (or 
appropriate bundles of universais, if that is what individuals fundamentally 
are) do not come neat: at the metaphysically most basic level they are already 
sorted and structured. So for any individual a , at any level at which that indi- 
vidual comes into view, metaphysically speaking, we must already be able to 
discern its being structured by some quidditative property F that sorts it by 
genus and species. So the complexly signifiable that a is F must already be in the 
picture, as soon as the individual a emerges in luminis oras. Otherwise we would 
be committed to an unacceptable Kantian transcendental idealism, in which 
the manifest world containing objects of certain sorts was not metaphysically 

75) See here my ' Complexe Significabilia and the Formal Distinction', §8. 
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basic, but supervened on or in some way arose out of something more rudi- 
mentary - the opaque and hardly conceivable goings-on in a murky under- 
world of Dinge an sich. If we are to avoid the incoherent attempt to trace in 
this Kantian way a philosophical aetiology for things of certain sorts, we must 
insist, with Wyclif, that at the metaphysically most basic level objects and 
complexly signifiables come together as an ontological package. 

5 Wyclif and the Formal Distinction 

Wyclif follows what I take to be the best strategy for proponents of the 
advanced res theory in another respect, too. He makes it clear in the Tractatus 
de Universalibus that the formal distinction, in his application of it, functions 
as a distinction of reason , but that this distinction of reason is not a mere dis- 
tinction of reason, for it is ontologically grounded. This policy agrees with one 
of Scotus' applications of the phrase "differentia rationis". Scotus distinguishes 
between two senses of this phrase: according to one, the ratio in question 
stands for a mere creature of the intellect; according to the other, it stands for 
a real quiddity insofar as it is grasped by the intellect.76 It is in the latter sense 
that Scotus accepts an equivalence between the distinctio formalis and a distinc - 
tio rationis. Wyclif s definition of the formal distinction forms part of his clas- 
sification, in the fourth chapter of the treatise on universais,77 of the three 
basic kinds of distinction - (i) real-and-essential (this distinction covers 
numerical, specific and generic difference in all ordinary cases: it is just called 
"essential" by Wyclif, but, as Spade rightly notes, there is a clear implication in 
the text that an essential distinction is a kind of real distinction);78 (ii) real- 
but-not-essential (this distinction covers the distinction of persons within the 
Trinity and the distinction of memory, reason and will in the human soul); 
and (iii) formal. The formal distinction is introduced as follows: 

The third [difference] is the formal difference or difference of reason, by which things differ 
[sc. from each other] even though they converge in the same singular essence or supposit.79 

76) Ordination I, d. 2, p. 2, qq. 1-4, nn. 388-410, Opera Omnia , vol. II, ed. C Balie et al. (Vatican 
City, 1950), 349-61. 
77) TdU, 90,121-92,170. See here Conti, 'Analogy', 158-63. 
78) Spade, 'Introduction, xxi n. 35. 
79) TdU , 91,138-40: "Tertia est differentia formalis vel secundum rationem, qua res differunt, 
licet conveniant in eadem singulari essentia vel supposito". 
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Here we have both the point, confirmed in many other passages in the treatise, 
that the formal distinction and the distinction of reason are, for Wyclif, one 
and the same,80 and the point that this distinction does not stand in contrast 
to, but goes hand in hand with, a distinction between things at the level of 

ontology. Note the special case of the Trinity: the distinction between the 

persons of the Trinity is classified as a real-but-not-essential distinction,81 but 
the distinction between the divine essence and each of the divine persons is 
classified as a formal distinction.82 The fact that the latter distinction is classi- 
fied as a formal rather than as a real-but-not-essential distinction does not 
mean, however, that it is not grounded in re' it clearly is so grounded, given 
the definition of the formal distinction.83 

Further manifestations of a formal distinction include: the distinctness (but 
essential identity) of accidental properties inhering in the same substance, the 
distinctness of matter and form, the distinctness of a superior universal and its 
inferiors. In the Logice Continuado , the quantity, figure, surface, and concav- 

ity of a subject are held to differ "according to reason, since the essentia of each 
is the same, but the formal rationes are different": 84 again, though the essentia 
is the same, the different formal rationes of quantity, figure, etc. are clearly not 

merely notional, but are grounded in ontological reality. Later in the same 
treatise we are told that the universal phoenix differs from its singular instance 
secundum rationem , while being (sc. essentially) the same thing as that;85 but 
this is nevertheless held to be compatible with the claim that a substance uni- 
versal and one of its singular instances are duo distincta realiter , given that the 
universal is cause of, and naturally prior to, each of its instances.86 

The point that, in the Tractatus de Univer sali bus, the formal distinction or 
distinction of reason is not epiphenomenal, but grounded in ontological real- 

ity, is worth dwelling on a little. First recall that quidditative and accidental 

properties of individuals are essentially identical with that individual, though 

80) Cf. Spade, 'Introduction, xxii n. 37. 
81) TdU, 91,131-7. Cf. Aquinas, Summa Theoloeica (ST), vol. 1 (Rome, 1894), I, q. 30, a. 2. 
82) Wyclif mentions this view at TdU , 92,154-8, without expressly endorsing it; but he does 
endorse it elsewhere: TdU , 264,638-266,664, esp. 266,661-2. And cf. his EP , 70,29-75,26; 
Tractatus de Trinitate , ed. A. Breck (Colorado, 1972), 143; Aquinas, ST, I, q. 28, a. 3. 
83) See here again EP, 70,29-78,20; 75,24-26; 77,30-78,1. Cf. Aquinas, ST, I, q. 28, a. 3. 
84) Lorica (2), 36,9-13. 
85) Logica (2), 53,13-29. 
86) Logica (2), 54,9-17. The classification of kinds of identity and distinction given in the fourth 
treatise of the first book of the Summa, the Purgans errores circa universalia in communi, raises 
difficulties in this regard: I relegate discussion of these to an appendix. 
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formally distinct from it (and from each other), a point that is confirmed 
again in the following passage: 

[T]he divine nature does not [sc. as such] beget, just as humanity is not [sc. as such] 
white - not unless it is whiteness, or its per se inferiors are [sc. and neither of these is the 
case]. For this is the way in which the nine categories of accidents, along with their species, 
are distinguished [sc. from one another] : thus quantity is not quality, because no quantified 
substance, qua quantified, is qualified or contrariwise. And so with the other categories. For 
all the categories are identical in the subject, but necessarily distinguished formally. ... I do 
not see how otherwise we could maintain the distinction of the nine kinds of accidents 
from each other and from substance.87 

That the formal distinction, as so applied by Wyclif, amounts to a distinction 
of reason emerges from the following passage, for example: 

It is no objection that one can have different thoughts of the same thing under different 
aspects. For instance when I conceive that Peter is an animal, so big, white, a father, beget- 
ting, tired, lying today in bed, rich, I am thinking of the ten categories but in a complex 
manner as being truths in my thought. At other times I think of the same ten categories in 
a non-complex manner. But these things are not altered because of the change in my 
thought; they are the context of those aspects ( rationes ) from which the changes between 
complex and non-complex thought take their rise.88 

Here Wyclif notes, in effect, that one can think of a complexly signifiable - as 
it might be, that Peter is an animal (Petrum esse animal), or, as Wyclif tells us 
elsewhere, the bare being an animal ( esse animal) - in either a complex or a 
non-complex way.89 lhe complex way involves thinking of it as such; one 
thinks of it in a non-complex way when one thinks of one of the simple 

87) TdU ', 271,798-272,818, trans. Kenny, adapted: "[N] atura divina non generat, ut humanitas 
non est alba, nisi ipsa vel ea per se inferius sit albedo. Haec enim est ratio distinguendi novem 
genera accidentium cum suis speciebus, ut quantitas non est qualitas eo quod nulla substantia 
quanta, inquantum quanta est, est qualis vel econtra. Et sic de ceteris praedicamentis. Omnia 
enim praedicamenta sunt idem subiecto, sed necessario distinguuntur formaliter. . . . Nec video 
aliter quomodo poneretur distinctio novem generum accidentium a se invicem et a substantia." 
Cf. TdU, 367,348-368,363. 
88) TdU, 139,333-42, trans. Kenny, adapted: "Nec obest de eadem re secundum rationem dis- 
parem habere varium intellectum, ut concipiendo Petrum esse animai, quantum, album, patrem, 
generantem, fatigatum, in lecto hodie iacentem, divitem, intelligo decern genera sed complexe 
ut sunt veritates apud considerationem meam. Et eadem decern praedicamenta alias intelligo 
incomplexe. Nec variantur res illae propter variationem intellectus mei, sed circumstant illas 
rationes ex quibus capitur variatio intellectus complexi et incomplexi." 89) Cf. TdU, 55,93-56,104; 57,137-40; 70,1-74,99; 84,300-12; 118,183-8; SdE, 27,16-30,20. 
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entities with which it is essentially identical: in the case of that Peter is an ani- 
mal the entities in question are the individual Peter and the universal animal- 
ity. Peter and animality are both formally distinct from that Peter is an animak 
and here we are told that this formal distinction is constituted by different 
ways of thinking - non-complex and complex respectively - about the same 
worldly thing. But there is no suggestion in the passage that these different 
ways of thinking about one individual are not ontologically grounded. Of 
course, for Wyclif, they are: the man Peter obviously exists in re; but so do the 
universal animality and the complexly signifiable that Peter is an animal. It is 
precisely Wyclif s claim that these three things all exist in the world, and 
indeed are essentially identical, though formally distinct. The different com- 
plex and non-complex ways of thinking about a single entity are grounded in 
different complex and non-complex real aspects of the thing in question. 

6 lhe Coherence ofWyclif s Doctrine of Essential Identity 

But if Wyclif s version of the thesis that worldly individuals and appropriate 
worldly complexly signifiables are essentially identical but formally distinct 
conforms to what I have identified as the most promising route for propo- 
nents of this thesis to follow, one might still question the coherence of the 
claimed essential (or, in the usual terminology, real) identity. For we have here 
to do with a relation that, as we have seen, does not obey transitivity. In view 
of that, it may be questioned whether the relation in question merits the label 
"identity". In fact the situation is even worse. The standard criterion for real 
identity in medieval thought is one that we might call "mutually assured cre- 
ation and destruction": a and b are really identical just if God cannot create or 
destroy a without creating or destroying b , and vice versa, that is, just if it is 
logically impossible for a to exist unless b exists, and vice versa. (Correlatively, 
for the real diversity of a and b it is required either that a can exist without b , 
or that b can exist without a.)90 But now the real identities envisaged by the 
formal distinction, not only in its (i) original Scotist manifestation, but also in 
its application (ii) by the advanced res theory, assuming that theory's under- 
standing of what it is for a complexly signifiable to exist, and (iii) by Wyclif, 
do not meet this criterion. For (i) the Scotist common natures can survive the 
destruction of individuals sharing in those natures; (ii) individuals can survive 

90) See, e.g., Gregory, Lectura Super Primum et Secundum Sententiarum, t. Ill , dd. 19-48 , ed. 
A. Trapp and V. Marcolino (Berlin, 1984), dd. 28-32, q. 1, at pp. 79-1 15. 
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the loss of accidental properties, so that, for example, the man Socrates can 
survive the destruction (which, according to typical versions of the advanced 
res theory, goes hand in hand with the falsification) of complexly signifiables 
such as that Socrates is eating, 91 and (iii) for Wyclif universal genera and species 
are naturally prior to the individuals falling under them, in the (Aristotelian) 
sense that the existence of these universais does not depend on the existence 
on any of their instantiating individuals and can survive the demise of any of 
those individuals.92 

Wyclif might indeed appear to avoid one difficulty that the advanced res 
theory makes for itself in this connection by dint of his restricting - a restric- 
tion that, as we have noted, he usually applies in practice even though his 
official definition of formal predication ignores it - the universais that enjoy 
essential identities with individuals to quidditative universais. And in some 
contexts where he argues for the identity of a thing (an essentia ) with its being 
{ipsam esse) he does so on the basis that its being passes - and by implication 
its accidental properties fail - the standard test for essential identity.93 But, 
since he refuses in general to individualize the quidditative properties with 
which individuals are said to be essentially identical,94 Wyclif fails to produce 
essential (that is, in the usual terminology, real) identities conforming to the 
standard criterion for real identity, namely that of mutually assured creation 
and destruction. In view of this further deficit, it is beginning to look as 
though the claim of real identity lacks any interesting content. 

Of course, that there is some relation between the relata of the claimed real 
identities goes without saying, but it is surely merely obfuscatory to call a rela- 
tion that, in Wyclif s treatment, conforms neither to transitivity nor to the 
criterion of mutually assured creation and destruction a relation of identity. At 
any rate, the thesis seems to be doing no significant philosophical work for 

91 > André de Neufchâteau, for example, argues that only true declarative sentences signify the 
complexly signifiables that are really identical with (but formally distinct from) worldly indi- 
viduals: see In Primum Librum Sententiarum (Paris, 1514), fol. Ilvb; cf. fols. Vllira; IXra-vb; 
Xva-XIrb; CXXXVIva. The absence of a corresponding complexly signifiable is even a criterion 
for the falsity of a declarative sentence: "ideo dicitur oratio in se falsa quia nullum intelligibile [= 
complexe significabile] potest ei corresponderé" (fol. IXvb). It follows that, if Socrates is not eat- 
ing, the complexly signifiable that Socrates is eating does not exist. 
92) TdU , 144,443-7; 189,155-190,183; 208,1-229,505; 278,120-8; 284,250-1; 337,184-338, 
192; cf. Logica (2), 33,23-30; 51,7-17; ELD, 30,42-31,3; SdE, 89,9-15. 
93) See, e.g., TdU , 122,281-123,304, where Wyclif argues that God cannot create a thing (an 
essentia) without creating its being {ipsam esse), and vice versa, an argument that can be extended 
to all quidditative, but not to any accidental, properties of a thine. Cf. 127,54-6. 94) See, e.g., TdU, 74,88-99; 87,65-9; 308,176-97; and the passages cited in n. 56 above. 
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him, whatever theological benefits it may bring: in each case it is the claim of 
formal distinctness that bears the philosophical load, and this is obviously not 
unconnected with the fact that the relation of formal identity does conform to 
transitivity (as well as to reflexivity and symmetry, of course), and to the crite- 
rion of mutually assured creation and destruction. The above may not consti- 
tute a knock-down argument against the coherence of Wyclif s claiming the 
relation in question to be an identity relation: but it does create a sufficient 
presumption against that claim to throw the onus onto him to produce a con- 
vincing reason why we should regard two relations, one of which ("formal 
identity") obeys transitivity and the criterion of mutually assured creation and 
destruction, and the other of which ("essential [= real] identity") obeys neither 
of these, as belonging in any interesting sense to the same logical kind. So far 
as I know this is not a challenge that Wyclif meets. 

Appendix 

The classification of kinds of identity and distinction given in the fourth trea- 
tise of the first book of the Summa de Ente , the so-called Purgans errores circa 
universalia in communi , cuts across the classification given in the Tractatus de 
Universalibus'P for example, the distinction between matter and substantial 
form is classified in the former treatise as a distinction secundum rem , in the 
latter as a distinction secundum rationem. In the Purgans there are five varieties 
of the distinction secundum rem , and these, taken together, are contrasted with 
the distinction secundum rationem ; the two overarching kinds of distinction 
are regarded as exhaustive and exclusive. After listing the five varieties of real 
distinction, Wyclif concludes: 

Set postremo distinguuntur aliqua solum secundum racionem, quando sunt idem essen- 
cialiter sine distinccione reali, unum tarnen non est formaliter reliqum, ut communius et 
suum per se inferius. Possunt autem omnes iste différencie reduci ad differenciam secun- 
dum rem et differenciam secundum racionem.96 

Now in the Tractatus de Universalibus the distinction between what is more 
common and its perse inferiors is likewise classified as a kind of formal distinc- 
tion,97 but there the formal distinction under which it is ranged is, in effect, 

,5> Cf. Spade, 'Introduction , xx-xxi. 
*» ELD , 38,37-40. 
97) TdU, 92,154-5, 163-70. 
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said to involve a corresponding real distinction.98 There thus appears to be an 
inconcinni ty between the two texts. Hence I must disagree with Spades sug- 
gestion that "the sharp contrast between the formal distinction and the various 
kinds of real distinction [made in the Purgans' is intended in the De univ. as 
well".99 This remark seems to me mistaken on two counts. First, for the reason 
just given, namely that, despite what Wyclif says in the passage from the Pur- 
gans quoted above, his effective view in the Tractatus de Universalibus is that 
the formal distinction is, or at any rate entails, a kind of real distinction. This 
real distinction may, and often will, go hand in hand with an essential identity, 
for example between a species and a participating individual: nevertheless, at 
least in the Tractatus de Universalibus , as we have seen, Wyclif maintains the 
doctrine that the species (and a fortiori the genus) is naturally prior to its 
instantiating individuals, and so can survive the destruction in the ordinary 
sense of those individuals. So the distinction between them cannot be merely 
notional. Secondly, the Purgans does not in fact apply its officially sharp divi- 
sion between the distinction secundum rem and the distinction secundum ratio - 
nem entirely consistently. As I have remarked, the distinction between matter 
and substantial form, which in the Tractatus de Universalibus is classified as a 
differentia formalis vel secundum rationem is officially classified in the Purgans 
as a distinction secundum rem , but later on in that treatise matter and form are 
grouped together "cum talibus que formaliter sunt res distincte".100 

But if I am right that Wyclif s formal distinction entails a real distinction, 
why does Wyclif distinguish in the Tractatus de Universalibus between the sec- 
ond and third varieties of distinction - the real-but-not-essential distinction 
and the formal distinction?101 Perhaps he was led to do so precisely because of 
his assimilation of the formal distinction and the distinction secundum 
rationem : he may have felt that, in order to make absolutely clear to hostile 
critics that the distinction, in particular, between the persons of the Trinity is 
a real distinction, and not in any sense epiphenomenal or a construct of mere 
rationes , he had to devise a separate classification for it, appropriately labelled. 
From a purely philosophical point of view, it is hard to see what is gained by 
the separation of the real-but-not-essential distinction from the formal dis- 
tinction. But theologically it is possible to motivate it, at least for the case of 

98) TdU, 91,138-40. 
99) 'Introduction, xxx n. 49. 
,00) ELD , 44,23-7: on the text at this point see S. H. Thomsons note at 'Lost Chapter, 346. 
10,) Cf. Conti, 'Analogy', 162-3. 
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the Trinity:102 for the divine persons are not only essentially identical with but 
formally distinct from the divine essence; they are also distinct supposita , 
something that does not apply to other cases of essential-identity-with- 
formal-distinctness, such as Peter s essential identity with but formal distinct- 
ness from the species Man (Peter is a suppositum but the species Man is not). 
The same strategy will not, however, work for the case of memory, reason, and 
will: here it is revealing that, in a passage alluded to above from the Purgans , 
memory and reason are, like matter and form, grouped together "cum talibus 
que formaliter sunt res distincte",103 and in the Logice Continuado they are 
explicitly held to differ "secundum racionem, dum sunt idem singulare".104 
One is tempted by the hypothesis that Wyclif devised the real-but-not-essen- 
tial distinction in order to accommodate the Trinity, but included in it the 
distinction between memory, reason and will as an afterthought, lest the divi- 
sion appear merely ad hoc. 

I02) Spade, 'Introduction', xxviii-xxxi. 
1031 ELD , 44,23-7. 
1041 Logica (2), 36,25-8. 
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Abstract 
We describe the earliest occurrences of the Liar Paradox in the Arabic tradition. The 
early Mutakallimùn claim the Liar Sentence is both true and false; they also associate 
the Liar with problems concerning plural subjects, which is somewhat puzzling. 
Abhari (1200-1265) ascribes an unsatisfiable truth condition to the Liar Sentence - as 
he puts it, its being true is the conjunction of its being true and false - and so con- 
cludes that the sentence is not true. TiisI (1201-1274) argues that self-referential sen- 
tences, like the Liar, are not truth-apt, and defends this claim by appealing to a 
correspondence theory of truth. Translations of the texts are provided as an appendix. 

Keywords 
Liar paradox, truth, self-reference, Arabic logic, Tusī, Abhari 

Introduction 

The Liar Paradox is easy to state but difficult to solve: start with your favorite 
Liar Sentence - "I am lying", "This sentence is false", "What I say is false", "All 
that I say is false"; add, if necessary, a few contingent background assumptions; it 

This paper grew out of a presentation, by the first author, to the Moody Conference in 
Medieval Philosophy, UCLA, February 2004. We would like to thank the participants in that 
conference for their valuable feedback, especially Calvin Normore, Henry Mendell, Christo- 
pher Martin, Martin Tweedale, and Rega Wood. We would also like to thank Michael Cooper- 
son, Ben Caplan, and Stewart Shapiro for feedback on drafts, and Nick Jones for help looking 
for the Liar in Eastern philosophical traditions. 
© Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 2009 DOI: 10.1 163/156853408X345909 
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follows (depending on exactly how you run the argument) that the sentence 
is both true and false, or that it is neither true nor false.1 

The Liar appears in the Ancient Greek, the Medieval Latin, and the Medi- 
eval Arabic traditions.2 We know of no clear and unambiguous instance of 
the Liar from any Eastern tradition.3 

The Greek and Latin Liars are well-known. The Arabic Liar is not, presum- 
ably because it has gone unnoticed: we have not found a single work by any 
Western scholar that mentions it.4 

Paul Spade argues that the Latin Liar does not derive directly from any 
known Greek sources.5 Later Latin authors attribute the Liar to Aristotle's 
Sophistical Refutations 25. Spade claims this is a red herring: the passage, he 
argues, is not about the Liar, and early Latin authors who discuss the passage 
and say Liar-like things are not actually discussing the Liar.6 Spade speculates 
that the development of the Latin Liar was influenced by "other forces": now- 

!) We use 'The Liar here to refer to a bundle of closely related paradoxes, including both the 
Simple Liar ('This sentence is false') and various Contingent Liars (e.g., 'All that I say is false', 
when that sentence is all that I say). 
2) By 'the Medieval Arabic tradition we refer to the intellectual tradition within the medieval 
Islamic world. Work in this tradition was carried out primarily, but not exclusively in the Ara- 
bic language. 
3) For an ambiguous instance, see J. E. M. Houben, 'Bhartrhari s Solution to the Liar and Some 
Other Paradoxes', Journal of Indian Philosophy 23 (1995), 392. Bhartrhari, a seventh century 
Sanskrit grammarian, discusses the sentence 'Everything I am saying is false'. Given appropriate 
assumptions, it is possible to generate a Contingent Liar from this sentence, but Bhartrhari 
does not do so. Instead, he points out that the sentence is self-refuting. For similar cases, see 
Sextus Empircus, Against the Logicians , II 55 and Abù Nasr al-Fārābī, Kitãb al-tahlīl , ed. Raflq 
al-cAjam (Beirut, 1986), 108. Bhartrhari s discussion is notable for his focus on the ways in 
which semantic self-reference generates the problem. For more, see Terence Parsons, 'Bhartrhari 
on what cannot be said', Philosophy: East and West 51 (2001), 525-534. 
4) But see Ah ad Qaramaleki, 'Mummã-ye jezr-e asamm nazd-e Motakallemān' ['The Paradox 
of the Speechless Root in the Opinion of the Mutakallimùn'] , Kheradnameh Sadra 5,6 (1997), 
67-73. 
5) See Paul Vincent Spade, 'The Origins of the Mediaeval Insolubilia-Literature', Franciscan 
Studies 33 (1973), 292-309, reprinted in his Lies, Language and Logic in the Later Middle Ages 
(London, 1988); 'Insolubles', in The Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ed. Edward N. Zalta 
(Stanford, 2005), URL = http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/fall2005/entries/insolubles/. 
6) Paul Vincent Spade, 'Insolubilia, in The Cambridge History of Later Medieval Philosophy, eds. 
Norman Kretzmann, Anthony Kenny, and Jan Pinborg (Cambridge, 1982), 247. Paolo Crivelli 
has recently argued that Sophistical Refutations 25 is about the Liar. See his 'Aristotle on the 
Liar', Topoi 23 (2004), 61-70, and hi s Aristotle on Truth (Cambridge, 2004). Though we remain 
skeptical, nothing we say here depends on how this question is resolved. 
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obscure Stoic sources, perhaps; or some now-lost commentary on the Sophis- 
tical Refutations 7 

Arabic thought was, of course, influenced by Greek, and Latin by Arabic. 
So it would be no surprise if the history of the Liar fit this pattern of influ- 
ence. It is somewhat surprising that Spade does not discuss this possibility. 

Our present judgment, however, vindicates Spade on this point. Arabic 
commentaries on Sophistical Refutations 25 do not suggest the Liar. Aristotle's 
suggestive example - a man who "at the same time says what is both false and 
true" - is omitted from all but the earliest translations.8 Neither Avicenna nor 
Averroes mention it in their commentaries.9 Both interpret the example they 
do mention - a man who takes an oath to break an oath - in a very un-Liar- 
like way: for them, it has to do with whether the man is good or bad, rather 
than with whether he is or is not an oath-breaker. 

In fact, although the Greek, Arabic and Latin traditions are historically con- 
nected in coundess ways, we have found no hard evidence and litde circumstan- 
tial evidence that suggests any historical connections between the Greek, Arabic, 
and Latin Liars. Each tradition reads as though it invented the paradox anew.10 

Systematic historians will despair at the absence of well-bound chains of his- 
torical influence. Those who turn to history for new perspectives on familiar 
problems, however, have reason to rejoice. The history of the Liar presents not 
one but three extended independent stories, each with its own perspective on 
the problem. Two of those stories have been told. We here begin to tell the third. 

This paper has three parts. In the first, we analyze the Liar as it appears in 
the early Mutakallimùn. In the second, we analyze Abharl s attempt to solve 
the Liar by asserting that the Liar Sentence has a special truth condition - its 
being true, he says, consists in its being both true and false. In the third, we 
analyze Tus! s solution to the Liar: Tīisī argues, on the basis of a correspon- 
dence theory of truth, that the predicates 'true and 'false' do not apply to 
self- referential sentences. 

Tïisî s solution is of special interest: we know of no earlier text on the Liar, 
in any tradition, of comparable sophistication; and we know of no earlier text 
on the Liar that suggests that, at root, the paradox is a paradox of self-refer- 
ence. (This observation must be tempered by the observation that the Greek 

7) Spade, 'Origins', 308-309. 
8) Mantiq Aristütälis, ed. 'Abd al-Rahmān Badawl (Beirut, 1980), 968. Yahya Ibn 'Adi (893-974) 
and Ibn Zur ah (942-1008) both omit the example. 
9) Avicenna, al-Safiatah , in al-Shifa, al-Mantiq, al-Safiatah , ed. F. al-Ahwānī (Cairo, 1958), 
98; Averroes, Talkhīs al-Safiatah, ed. Muhammad Šālim Salīm (Cairo, 1972), 157. 
10) See Chris Martin, 'Obligations and Liars', in Sophisms in Medieval Logic and Grammar, ed. 
Stephen Read (Dordrecht, 1993), 357-81, for such a reading of the Latin tradition. 
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tradition survives only in fragments.11 But we have found no Greek fragments 
suggesting that the Liar is a paradox of self-reference.) 

The work of the early Mutakallimùn also bears study. It is the earliest work 
on the Liar in the Arabic tradition, and is therefore of significant historical 
interest both for our understanding of the internal history of the Arabic Liar, 
and because, if there was Greek influence, this is where it was most likely to be. 

Abharl and TusI together represent the first substantive work on the Liar in 
the Arabic tradition. They occur early enough that they could have had an 
impact on the Latin tradition if their work made it West. Abharis solution, 
in particular, bears some striking resemblances to the well-known solutions 
advocated by Bradwardine and Buridan. 

There are, then, good reasons to begin the study of the Arabic Liar with a 
study of these three parts. But we must emphasize that this is only a small 
part of the full story. 

1. The Liar in the Kalām Tradition12 

lhe earliest surviving text in the tradition comes from the Usül al-dīn ( Prin- 
ciples of Religion) by cAbd al-Qāhir al-Baghdādī (c.96l-l 037/8), a mathemati- 
cian and Ash'arī theologian who lived and worked in Nisapur and Baghdad.13 
But Sayf al-Dīn al-Āmidī (1156/7-1233) reports that the Liar was discussed 
by Mutazilah theologians a generation prior to al-Baghdādī.14 Relying on 
al-Âmidï s report, we date the emergence of the Arabic Liar to the late ninth 
or early tenth century CE. 

It arose as part of a debate, within the Mutazilah school of kalãmy over the 
definition of a declarative sentence (< al-khabar ), where it figured as a counter- 
example to the proposal that declarative sentences (as opposed to questions 
and commands) are true or false. Although the debate began within the 
Mu tazilah school, the text from Baghdādī, an Ash'arī, establishes that it was 

n) Benson Mates, Stoic Logic (Berkeley, 1960), 84, provides a characteristically blunt assessment 
of the situation: "We do not know how any of the competent logicians of antiquity attempted 
to solve the antinomy". The situation has improved since 1960, but not much. 
12) Qaramaleki, 'The Paradox of the Speechless Root', provides several passages from early 
kalām that, he claims, are on the Liar. But in our judgment, he is wrong about most of those 
passages. The passages from Baghdad! and Àmidi we discuss here are the only ones we have 
found. 
13) Baghdādī, Usül al-dīn (Beirut, 1981), 13, 217. 
,4) al-Āmidī, al-Ihkãm fi usül al-ahkãm, v2 (Beirut, ND), 250-252. 
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later discussed within the competing Ashari school of kalām . However, we 
have found no evidence of the Liar outside kalām from this period. 

Baghdad! s statement of the Liar is as follows:15 

"Declarative sentence" (khabar) in the original sense is divided into the true and the false. 
The true depends on agreement with the subject (that-about-which-something-is- 
declared), and the false is the opposite of that. There is no declarative sentence that is both 
true and false together, except one: namely, the declaration by he who has not lied at all, 
about himself, that he is a liar, and this declarative sentence, from him, is false. And a liar 
who declares that he is a liar says the truth. And therefore this one declarative sentence is 
true and false, and it has one subject. 

Baghdad! treats the Liar as an exception to the definition of a declarative sen- 
tence (i khabar ) in terms of exclusive bivalence.16 As Baghdad! puts it, declara- 
tive sentences are "divided into the true and the false", in the sense that "there 
is no declarative sentence that is both true and false together, except one", the 
Liar, a declarative sentence that is both true and false. 

So Baghdādīs solution is to give up exclusive bivalence - at least in this 
special case.17 He could have continued to hold that inclusive bivalence is the 
distinguishing mark of a declarative sentence, since prayers and commands 
are neither true nor false. However, there is no indication that he generalized 
in this way; he seems instead to take the Liar to be an exception to the defini- 
tion, rather than grounds for revising the definition.18 

Writing a bit more than a century later, Āmidī, our second source, was a 
theologian and philosopher who taught in Baghdad, Cairo, and Damascus. 
His most important work, Abkãr al-Afkãr ( the Beginning of Ideas), is both a 
refutation of philosophy {falsafah ) and a refutation of the teachings of the 
Mutazilah. 

In his al-Ihkãm fi usül al-ahkãm ( The Mastery of the Principles of [Islamic] 
Law ), Āmidī reports on a debate within the Mu tazilah school, concerning 
the definition of a declarative sentence. In the context of this debate, the Liar 
occurs as a threat to the definition:19 

15) Usül al-dīn , 13. An almost identical passage occurs at Usül al-dīn , 217. 
16) This definition echoes Aristotle, De Interpretatione 4, 17al-6, as well as the Stoic definition 
of an axiómata (e.g., Sextus Empiricus, Against the Logicians , II 73). 
17) Graham Priest should be happy to find his favored solution represented here. See his "The 
Logic of Paradox, Journal of Philosophical Logic 8 (1979), 219-241. Chrysippus wrote a treatise 
against this sort of solution. See Diogenes Laertius, Lives of Eminent Philosophers, VII, 197. 
18) Thanks to Stewart Shapiro for forcing us to clarify this point. 19) al-Lhkãm fi usül al-ahkãm, v2, 250-252. 
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The Mu tazilah, Abu 'All al-Jubba I, his son Abū Hāshim, Abi 'Abel Allāh al-Basrī, and oth- 
ers said that a declarative sentence {khabar) is a speech {kalām) that is pervaded by truth 
and falsehood. There are four problems brought against this definition. 

The four problems that Āmidī reports are, first, that there are counterexamples - 
declarative sentences that are neither true nor false; second, that the defini- 
tion is circular; third, that the definition entails that all declarative sentences 
are both true and false; fourth, that the definition entails that Gods declara- 
tive sentences can be false. The Liar appears as one of two counterexamples 
that make up the first of these four problems.20 

The definition Āmidī mentions is obscure. What thing, exactly, is "per- 
vaded by truth and falsehood", and what does that mean? The third and 
fourth problems he discusses put pressure on these issues. What we learn 
from Āmidīs discussion of those problems is this:21 Contrary to the third 
problem, the definition does not say that each declarative sentence is per- 
vaded by truth and falsehood. Instead, it says of the species, declarative sen- 
tence {khabar), considered as a whole, that it is pervaded by truth and 
falsehood: its members are all either true or false. (Similar remarks apply to 
Baghdādl s definition: it is the species khabar that is "divided" into true and 
false.) 

So the definition is once again in terms of bivalence: declarative sentences 
are sentences that are true or false. Our primary interest lies in the first prob- 
lem Āmidī describes, that there are counterexamples to the definition. The 
first counterexample Āmidī describes involves a distributive predication with 
a plural subject:22 

[This definition] can be undermined by the sentence 'Muhammad and Musaylimah are 
truthful in proclaiming the prophecy'. This sentence cannot be true, because [then] 
Musaylimah's claim would be true, and this sentence cannot be false, because [then] 
Muhammad's claim would be false. 

To see the force of this counterexample, return to the definitions of truth and 
falsehood given by Baghdādī: "truth is an agreement with the subject, and 
falsity is the opposite of that".23 The problematic sentence has two subjects, 
and it "agrees" with one of those subjects but not the other. The sentence, 

20) ibid., 250-1. 
21) ibid., 252. 
22) ibid., 250. 
23) Usūlal-dīn, 217. 
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therefore, puts pressure on this definition of truth. To relieve the pressure, one 
needs to modify ones definition of truth, subject, or declarative sentence.24 

The second counterexample is the Liar:25 

[This definition can also be undermined] by he who said to be false all of his declarative 
sentences by saying, "All my declarative sentences are false." This declarative sentence can- 
not be true, for if it were true, then all of his declarative sentences would be false, and this 
declarative sentence is his only declarative sentence. And it cannot be false, for if it were, 
then all of his declarative sentences - this being his only declarative sentence - would be 
false, and therefore he would have spoken truly when he said, "All my declarative sen- 
tences are false." 

Āmidīs presentation of the paradox differs from Baghdad! s in three ways: he 

generates the paradox from a universal rather than particular generalization; 
he presents the paradox as a counterexample to both exclusive and inclusive 
bivalence rather than as a counterexample to exclusive bivalence alone; he 
tweaks the background assumptions used to ensure a genuine paradox. We 
briefly describe these three differences and their significance. 

Baghdad! s Liar Sentence is, 

Lß I am a liar 

which he treats as equivalent to the particular proposition, 

Lp Some of my declarative sentences are false. 

By contrast, Âmidï s Liar Sentence is a universal proposition, 

Ly All of my declarative sentences are false. 

In this respect, Âmidï matches his contemporary, Abharī. Perhaps Āmidī is 
following the conventions of his own period rather than those of the early 
Mutakallimùn. 

Neither sentence is, by itself, paradoxical. Lp can be true without paradox 
if the speaker says something false other than Lp. can be false without 

24) Note Baghdad! s cryptic remark, at the end of the passage we quoted above: "this one declar- 
ative sentence is true and false, and it has one subject. " Baghdādī is emphasizing that, even if 
sentences with plural subjects can be dealt with in some other way, the Liar, being a sentence 
with only one subject, cannot. 
25) al-Ihkãm fi usui al-ahkãm , 250. 
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paradox if the speaker says something true other than 1^. To generate a genu- 
ine paradox, one must make some further assumptions. 

Baghdādī has us assume that the speaker "has not lied at all" prior to say- 
ing "I am not a liar." In this way, he blocks the possibility that the speaker 
said something false other than Lp. Āmidī has us assume that L ̂ is the speak- 
ers only declarative sentence - that 1^ is the only thing he has said. This 
blocks the possibility that the speaker said something true other than L^. (It 
is not clear from what Āmidī says whether the speaker never utters another 
declarative sentence, or whether there is an implicit restriction to what the 
speaker now utters. This is something Abhari makes explicit.) 

Baghdādī presents the Liar as a counterexample to exclusive bivalence and 
"solves" the paradox by allowing an exception to exclusivity. Āmidī presents 
the Liar as a counterexample to both inclusive and exclusive bivalence. Per- 
haps he intends to preempt Baghdādī s way out. 

For the first counterexample, Āmidī provides a detailed critical account of 
the different solutions proposed by different Mutazilah: according to Abū 
cAlī al-Jubbaī (d. 915), a sentence with two subjects is true just in case both 
subjects agree with the predicate; for Abū Hāshim (d. 933), a sentence with 
two subjects is really two separate sentences, each separately évaluable for 
truth or falsehood; for Al-Qādī 'Abd al-Jabbār (d. 1025), "true" and "false" 
evaluate the speaker, not what she says. But he does not describe a single 
Mutazilah response to the Liar. His entire discussion of the Liar is contained 
in the following cryptic remarks:26 

With respect to the second part of the first objection, the declarative sentence either cor- 
responds to that about which something is declared or not. If the former, then it is true; if 
the latter, then it is false, for it is impossible to have together the two contradictories in 
the case of affirmation or in the case of negation. 

Āmidī here makes no attempt to solve the Liar. But he pointedly dismisses 
Baghdādīs solution: a single sentence, he says, cannot be both true and false, 
because truth and falsehood are contradictories, and it is impossible to have 
two contradictories together. Perhaps Baghdādī s solution was the dominant 
solution and widely known, and this explains Āmidī s uncharacteristic brevity. 

Āmidī says "it is impossible to have together the two contradictories in the 
case of affirmation or in the case of negation". This is ambiguous. It may 
mean that no declarative sentence can be both true and false, whether it is 
affirmative (the case of affirmation) or negative (the case of negation). Or it 

26) ibid., 251. 
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may mean that, just as no declarative sentence can be both true and false (the 
case of two contradictories together in an affirmative way), so too no declara- 
tive sentence can be neither true nor false (the two contradictories together 
in a negative way). If the second reading is correct, then Āmidī was casting 
a wider net: perhaps someone among the early Mutakallimün defended 
the view that the Liar Sentence is neither true nor false. One suspects, how- 
ever, that Āmidī would have reported on an important disagreement of this 
sort, given how carefully he reported such disagreements in the other cases he 
discusses. 

Several scholars have argued that the early Mutakallimün were influenced 
by Stoic logic and grammar, pointing to parallels between their principles 
and definitions and those of the Stoics.27 But there are few striking parallels 
between what the Mutakallimün say about the Liar and surviving Stoic frag- 
ments on the Liar. We know that the Stoics had a sophisticated take on the 
Liar: Chrysippus wrote several books arguing against various proposed solu- 
tions to the Liar, and proposed a solution of his own.28 Measured against that 
apparent sophistication, the work of the early Mutakallimün is naïve and 
undeveloped. Hence it seems unlikely that they were working with Stoic 
sources. 

There is one tenuous parallel worth noting. Diogenes lists together three 
works by Chrysippus:29 

Reply to those who solve the Liar Paradox by division; 
Proofs showing that indefinite arguments ought not be solved by division; 
Reply to objections urged against those who condemn the division of indefinite arguments. 

What does it mean to solve the Liar "by division"? What does that have to do 
with "indefinite arguments"? 

Suppose that our Liar Sentence is "What I say is false". The subject, "What 
I say", is, in Stoic terminology, an indefinite term.30 As an indefinite term, it 
may refer to any one of several things I say. Hence the following "solution" 

27) For the details, see S. Horowitz, 'Über den Einfluss des Stoicismus auf die Entwicklung der 
Philosophie bei den Araben, Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft 57 (1903), 
177-196; Josef Van Ess, "The Logical Structure of Islamic Theology', in Logic in Classical Islamic 
Culture , ed. G. E. von Grunebaum (Malibu, 1970), 32; C. H. M. Versteegh, Greek Elements In 
Arabic Linguistic Thinking (Leiden, 1977). 
28) Diogenes, Lives , VII 196-198. 
29) ibid., 196-97. 
30) Roughly, definite terms are singular; indefinite terms are general. See A. A. Long and D. N. 
Sedley, The Hellenistic Philosophers (Cambridge, 1987), 207-8. 
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suggests itself: the Liar sentence is both true and false - true of one of what I 

say, false of another of what I say. The Liar, then, is solved by division, and, 
in particular, division of an indefinite term. 

Something like this "solution by division" is plausible for the problem of 

plural subjects: the predicate 'is truthful in proclaiming the prophecy' is true 
of Muhammad, but not Musaylamah. Abū Hāshim appears to advocate a 
solution to the problem of plural subjects on these lines. 

So, if we are right about Chrysippus, the Stoics and the Mutakallimūn 
both associated the Liar with puzzles involving indefinite or plural terms. But 
it is hard at this point to put much weight on this tenuous parallel. 

2. Abharî on the Liar 

In the thirteenth century, the Liar was divorced from the problem of giving 
the definition of a declarative sentence, and treated as a logical fallacy or par- 
adox ( mughãlatah ) in its own right. In this respect, the role of the Liar in this 

period resembles its role in the Latin sophismata tradition. Several prominent 
logicians of the time had relatively sophisticated things to say about the Liar:31 
Athlr al-Dīn al-Abhari (1200-1265), Nasīr al-Dln al-ļusī (120 1-1 274), 32 

Kātībī al-Quzwinī (d. 1276), 33 Saad Ibn Mansùr Ibn Kammùnah (d. 1284), 34 

and Shams al-Dīn Muhammad al-Samarqandï (1240-1304)35 all take a stab 
at solving the paradox. In this section, we focus on Abharīs solution. In the 
next, we turn to Tusī. 

Our source for both Abhari and Tusl is the chapter 
4 
al-mughãlatãí ('On 

the logical fallacies') of Tusl s Tadīl al-míyãr fi naqd Tanzīl al-afkãr ( The 

Refinement of Criteria: A Critique of Inspired Thoughts). Responding to 
Abhari, Tusī reproduces Abhari s text verbatim. 

Abhari was an important thirteenth century mathematician, logician, phi- 
losopher, and astronomer. His Hidyãt al-hikmah ( Guide to Philosophy ), a 
work on logic, physics, and metaphysics, was widely read and commented 

31) Some of these logicians - though not their work on the Liar - are discussed in Nicolas 
Rescher, The Development of Arabic Logic (Pittsburgh, 1964), 196-210. 
32) Tusī, Ta dīl al-miyãr fi naqd tanzīl al-afkãr in Manteghe mabãhes-e alfãz (Tehran, 1974), 
235-237. 
33) See Dashtakī, Risãlah fi shubhat al-jadhr al-asamm , ed. Ahad Faramarz Qaramaleki, Kherad- 
nameh Sadra 5,6 (1997), 77. 
34) Ibn Kammūnah, al-Jadīd fi al-hikmah (Baghdad, 1982), 205-206. 
35) See Dashtakī, Risãlah , 78. 
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upon within Islamic philosophy. His commentary on Porphyry's Isagoge was 
also quite influential within the tradition; we possess a printed bilingual edi- 
tion of the text, in Arabic and Latin, from 1625. 36 

Judged against earlier work in the tradition, Abhari shows an increased 
awareness of the problem the Liar poses, and an increased ambition to 
address that problem. He describes the Liar as a "difficult fallacy" ( mughãlatah 
sa bah), and then attempts to pinpoint the fallacious inference that generates 
the paradox. 

Here is his presentation of the paradox:37 

One of the difficult fallacies is the conjunction of the two contradictories ( Jam 
al-naqidyan) when someone says, "All that I say at this moment is false". This sentence 
(« qawl ) is either true or false. If it is true, then it must be true and false. And if it is not 
true, then it is necessary that one of his sentences at this moment is true, as long as he 
utters something. But, he says nothing at this moment other than this sentence. Thus, this 
sentence is necessarily true and false. 

Abhari s presentation of the paradox combines elements found in Baghdādī 
and Āmidī. His Liar sentence, like Āmidī's, is a universal generalization - All 
that I say at this moment is false'. He secures the paradox by assuming that 
the speaker says only this at this moment, improving on Āmidī's looser char- 
acterization of the case. But like Baghdādī, he draws the consequence that the 
sentence is both true and false, not the consequence that it is neither true nor 
false. 

His solution is short and puzzling:38 

To solve the paradox we say: we should not concede that if it is false then one of his sen- 
tences {kalām) is true. For its being true is taken to be the conjunction of its being true 
and being false. Therefore its being false necessitates the non-conjunction of its being true 
and being false. And the non-conjunction of its being true and being false does not neces- 
sitate its being true. 

He generates the paradox by a separation of cases. The Liar sentence is either 
true or false, and, 

36) Isagoge idest, breue introductorium Arabicum , in scientiam logices cum versione Lat.: ac theses 
sancta fideiy fr Thomœ Nouariensis opera studioq. edita. Qua publice disputabuntur Roma , 1625. 
Available in the Bodleian Library (Bodleian BOD Bookstack MM 32(4) Jur). 
37) Ta' dil al-mtyãr fi naqd tanzil al-afkãr , 235. 
38) ibid., 236. 
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(1) If the Liar Sentence is true, then it is both true and false, 

while 

(2) If the Liar Sentence is false, then it is both true and false. 

So either way, it is both true and false. 
He locates the fallacy in the reasoning in support of (2). What is that rea- 

soning? When he initially presents the paradox, he defends (2) by saying:39 

If it is not true, then it is necessary that one of his sentences at this moment is true, as 
long as he utters something. 

If there is a fallacy, then, it lies in (3): 

(3) If the Liar Sentence is not true, then one of the speakers sentences is 
true or the speaker says nothing at all. 

It is clear that (3) is Abharî s target, for he says, "we should not concede that 
if it is false then one of his sentences is true". 

The Liar Sentence is a universal proposition, and (3) follows from a gen- 
eral principle governing universal propositions: 

(4) If a universal proposition is false, then either it has a counter-instance 
or its subject term is empty.40 

For example, "All dogs have four legs" is false because there are three-legged 
dogs; "All unicorns have horns" is false because there are no unicorns. The 
burden facing Abhari, therefore, is to show that the Liar Sentence is a special 
case: contrary to (4), it can be false but have neither counter-instance nor 
empty subject. 

39) ibid. 
40) The second disjunct is necessary because in Arabic logic, as in Aristotelian logic, universal 
propositions have existential import. (For a nice discussion of this and related issues in Aristo- 
telian logic, see Terry Parsons, 'The Traditional Square of Opposition, The Stanford Encyclopedia 
of Philosophy (Stanford, 2006), ed. Edward N. Zalta, URL = <http://plato.stanford.edu/archives/ 
win2006/entries/square/>.) This import was especially obvious to Arabic logicians, given how 
they rendered the Greek copula into Arabic. See Allan Bäck, Avicenna on Existence', Journal of 
Philosophy 25 (1987), 353. 
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Here is what Abharl actually says:41 

. . . We should not concede that if it is false then one of his sentences is true. For its being 
true is taken to be the conjunction of its being true and being false . . . 

So the Liar is special because it has a special truth condition: 

(5) The Liar Sentences being true is the conjunction of its being true and 

being false. 

What, exactly, does (5) mean? And is Abharl entitled to assert it? 
As a first stab, we might interpret (5) as simple material biconditional: 

(5*) The Liar Sentence is true if and only if it is true and false. 

One reason (5*) is a plausible interpretation of (5) is that it is easy to recon- 
struct an argument for (5*) from Abhari's stated commitments. Abhari 

accepts (1), and (5*) follows from (1) and the trivial observation that if a sen- 
tence is both true and false, then it is true. 

From (5), Abhari infers,42 

...Therefore its being false necessitates the non-conjunction of its being true and being 
false . . . 

In other words, 

(6) If the Liar Sentence is false, then it is not both true and false. 

Assuming that truth and falsehood are contradictories, (6) follows from (5*). 
It is the next move that is problematic:43 

. . . And the non-conjunction of its being true and being false does not necessitate its being 
true. 

In other words, 

41) Tadil al-miyãr fi naqd tanzīl al-afkãr, 236. 
42) ibid. 
43) ibid. 
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(7) It is not the case that, if the Liar Sentence is not both true and false, 
then it is true. 

The general principle behind (7) is clear enough: the negation of a conjunc- 
tion does not entail the negation of a conjunct; so from not both true and false 
you cannot infer not false and so true. Abhari appears to be saying that the 
Liar rests on an elementary scope fallacy! 

But, of course, Abhari is not entitled to (7). In some cases, the negation of 
a conjunction does entail the negation of a conjunct: "not both P and P" for 
example, entails "not P". As a general rule, the negation of a conjunction 
entails the negation of each conjunct whenever the conjuncts are logically 
equivalent, i.e., whenever the one follows from the other and vice versa. So 
Abhari is entitled to (7) only if he is entitled to assume that 'The Liar Sen- 
tence is true' and 'The Liar Sentence is false' are not logically equivalent. But 
that assumption would beg the question. 

Worse, Abhari has said nothing to undercut the argument for 

(2) If the Liar Sentence is false, then it is both true and false, 

that he originally presented. The Liar Sentence is a universal proposition, so, 
if it is (non-vacuously) false, it must have a counter-instance (by (4)); but, 
assuming that it is the only sentence I utter, its only possible counter-instance 
is itself; so if it is false, it must be true. There is no step in this line of reason- 
ing that corresponds to the scope fallacy Abhari describes. If this reasoning 
succeeds, then, given (1), the two conjuncts, "The Liar Sentence is false" and 
"The Liar Sentence is true" are logically equivalent. If they are logically equiva- 
lent, then, contrary to (7), the negation of the conjunction does entail the 
negation of each conjunct. 

Abhari s "solution" therefore fails. 
We suspect that, if pressed, he would refocus our attention on (5). (5) tells 

us that the Liar Sentence has a special truth condition: its being true is its 
being true and false. How might this special truth condition cause trouble 
for (2)? 

Consider an argument for (2) that is a bit different from the one Abhari 
provides: 

(8) The Liar Sentence declares itself to be false. 
(9) Assume it is false 

(10) So, things are as it declares them to be. 
(11) So, the Liar Sentence is true. 
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The inference from (10) to (11) requires something like: 

(PI) A sentence is true if things are as it declares them to be.44 

Can (5) be used to motivate a denial of (P1)? 
Recall that (1) supports (5): 

(1) If the Liar Sentence is true, then it is both true and false, 

(1) rests on a line of reasoning that goes something like this: the sentence 
declares itself to be false; assume it is true; then things are as the sentence 
declares them to be, so it is false. So (1) depends on the converse of (PI): 

(P2) If a sentence is true, then things are as it declares them to be. 

If (5) is to undercut (PI), it had better not also undercut (P2), lest it thereby 
undercut (1), and so undercut (5), and so undercut the basis of Abharis 
solution. 

A theory of truth that accepts (P2) but rejects (PI) is a theory that embod- 
ies the idea that truth requires something more than things being as the sen- 
tence says they are. A view of this sort is defended by the 14th century Latin 
philosopher Thomas Bradwardine.45 

Bradwardine held that 

(BSP) Every proposition signifies or means contingently or necessarily 
everything which follows from it contingently or necessarily.46 

So a proposition like "Zayd is sitting", given (BSP), does not just signify that 
Zayd is sitting, but also signifies that something is sitting, and - this is the 
kicker - signifies that "Zayd is sitting" is true. 

Bradwardine also held that 

44) The precise wording of (PI) and (P2) are both inspired by Tusï. Together, they can be read 
as glosses on Aristotle's dictum: "To say of what is that it is not, or of what is not that it is, is 
false, while to say of what is that it is, and of what is not that it is not, is true" (. Metaphysics , 
1011 b25). 
45) Stephen Read, 'The Liar Paradox from John Buridan back to Thomas Bradwardine', Vivar- 
ium 40 (2002), 189-218. 
46) Read, "The Liar Paradox', 191. 
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(BTP) A true proposition is an utterance signifying only as things are.47 

So the truth of "Zayd is sitting" requires not just that Zayd be sitting, but 
also that something be sitting, and also - again, the kicker - that "Zayd is sit- 
ting" is true. 

Everyone agrees that the Liar Sentence signifies that it is false. But, just as 
"Zayd is sitting" entails "'Zayd is sitting is true", and so, by (BSP), signifies 
its own truth, so too the Liar Sentence, by (BSP), signifies its own truth. So 
the Liar Sentence signifies a contradiction: it signifies both that it is false and 
that it is true. Like all contradictions, it is false. 

That is Bradwardines solution to the Liar. Returning to Abharl, and to (PI): 

(PI) A sentence is true if things are as it declares them to be. 

Suppose Abhari held something like (BSP). Distinguish a broad and a narrow 
sense of things being as the sentence declares them to be - the narrow sense 
corresponding to what we ordinarily take a sentence to declare; the broad 
sense corresponding to that along with everything it entails. Given (BTP), in 
the narrow sense of "declares", (PI) is false; in the broad sense, it is true. 

Return to the argument for (2) that relies on (PI): 

(8) The Liar Sentence declares itself to be false. 
(9) Assume it is false. 

(10) So, things are as the sentence declares them to be. 
(11) So, the Liar Sentence is true. 

The argument no longer goes through: the use of "declares" in (10) is equivocal: 
(10) follows from (8) and (9) only if "declares" is used in the narrow sense; (10) 
supports (11) only if "declares" is used in the broad sense. So the argument fails. 

Bradwardinian principles would also give Abharl grounds for rejecting the 
principle that a non-vacuously false universal proposition must have a coun- 
ter-instance: if it has a counter-instance, then things are not as it narrowly 
declares them to be, so that is one way for the sentence to be false; but also, if 
it is not true, then things are not as it broadly declares them to be, so that is 
another way for it to be false, even if it has no counter-instance. 

Consider (5) in light of a Bradwardinian analysis. (5) can be read as the 
claim that for things to be as the Liar Sentence broadly declares them to be is 

47) ibid. 
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for the sentence to be both true and false. Hence there is a sense in which the 
sentence itself is causing the problem, by (broadly) declaring a contradiction. 
Such a thought seems very much in the spirit of Abhari. 

It is therefore tempting to read Abhari as a proto-Bradwardinian. Such a 
reading is not entirely without support: primarily, it makes sense of Abhari s 
use of (5). But the reading stretches charity: what Abhari actually says is that 
one cannot infer the negation of a conjunct from the negation of a conjunc- 
tion, which, as we have seen, is a mistake. 

Proto-Bradwardinian or not, Abhari s work on the Liar occurs early enough 
that it could have influenced Bradwardine if it made its way West. Since it is 
with Bradwardine that the Latin tradition picks up steam, one might wonder 
whether that steam was the result of Arabic forces.48 Unfortunately, the earli- 
est known Latin translation of any work by Abhari is the bilingual edition of 
his commentary on the Isagoge , from 1625, which is too late, and has noth- 
ing to do with the Liar.49 

It is possible that Abhari s work was known to the West indirectly. Tusť 
quotes Abhari, and TusI' s work in astronomy, if it was available, may have 
attracted Bradwardine s attention. 

3. Tùsl on the Liar 

TusI was a thirteenth century polymath who wrote important works in astron- 
omy, mathematics, philosophy, and theology, among other subjects. His most 
enduring fame stems from his work in astronomy. As founder and director of 
the famous observatory at Marāgha, his work was central to the reformation of 
Ptolemaic astronomy. The techniques he and his followers developed - most 
famously, the so-called "TusI couple" - were later appropriated by Copernicus. 

Just how Copernicus came to know TusI s work remains a puzzle. There are 
no surviving Latin translations of any of TusI s work. Henri Hugonnard- 
Roche suggests a route through Byzantine sources, reaching Italy in the fif- 
teenth century.50 Claudia Kren has speculated that "some possibly fragmentary 
and even garbled version of the al-TusI device" lies behind a puzzling passage 

48) In the words of Ralph Strode, Bradwardine was the one "who first came upon something of 
value concerning insolubles." Spade ('Insolubilia , 249) quotes Strode and concurs: "with him, 
the insolubilia-iitersLture entered its second and most productive phase." 9) See note 36 above. 
50) "The Influence of Arabic Astronomy In the Medieval West', in Encyclopedia of the History of 
Arabic Science, VI, ed. Roshdi Rashed, (New York, 1996), 303. 
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from Nicole Oresme.51 Y. Tzvi Langermann has suggested that the missing 
link may be a fourteenth century Hebrew text on geometry, known to a fif- 
teenth century Jewish savant, who in turn was in contact with Christian 
savants in Northern Italy.52 

In sum, we have no clear idea how any of Tïisï s work came to be known in 
the West, and, in particular, no reason to suppose that his work on the Liar 
was ever known in the West. 

TusI frames his discussion of the Liar as a response to Abharl. He quotes 
Abharî s presentation of the paradox verbatim, mentions that it is a paradox 
that has been "brought forth by a number of previous thinkers"53 - a tantaliz- 

ing but obscure reference - and proceeds to explain how he thinks the para- 
dox "should be arranged" - that is to say, how the paradox should be 

generated. He then quotes Abharl s solution to the paradox verbatim, briefly 
criticizes that solution, and begins to describe and develop his own solution, 
which depends upon a distinction between the negation ( nafi ) of and the 
nonexistence padaní) of truth and falsity, and upon a restriction of the appli- 
cation of the predicates 'true' and 'false'. 

TusI focuses on (5): when Abharl s says that "its being true is taken to be 
the conjunction of its being true and false", TusI says, if he meant that "its 

being true is the obtaining of the conjunction" then that is something "which 
we should not concede."54 Tïisï ventures an alternative interpretation: perhaps 
Abharl means that "its being true is the necessitating of its being true as a 
result of its being false". TusI seems to be replacing Abharl s conjunctive truth 
condition ("its being true and its being false") with a conditional truth condi- 
tion ("its being true if it is false"). He does not say anything to clarify what, 
exactly, this might mean. 

But his critical point does not depend on this. Tïisï argues that whatever 

fancy thing (conjunction, conditional) Abharl wants to identify as the truth 
condition for the Liar Sentence, it will not matter, because pace Abharl, 
we can generate the paradox without inferring, from the negation of a com- 

plex truth condition, the negation of one of its parts. We can argue directly 
that its being false entails the negation of its being false, and so entails its being 
true. 

50 'The Rolling Device of Nasïr al-Dïn al-Tusï in the De spera of Nicole Oresme?', Isis 62 
(1971), 497. 
52) 'Medieval Hebrew Texts on the Quadrature of the Lune', Historia Mathematica 23 (1996), 
34-35. 
53) Tadīl al-miyãr fi naqd tanzīl al-afkãr , 235. 
54) ibid., 236. 
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Tutsi is making a point we made above: Abharl fails to undercut several 
obvious and apparently valid lines of argument from false to true , and there- 
fore fails to show that the paradox rests on the fallacy he describes. 

Tus! s preferred solution requires setup. He begins by telling us,55 

If a declarative sentence, by its nature, can declare-something-about anything, then it is 
possible that it itself can declare-something-about another declarative sentence. 

In other words, if there are no constraints on the possible subject matter of a 
declarative sentence, then it is possible to have a meta-linguistic declarative 
sentence: a sentence that has as its subject another declarative sentence. 

He proceeds to describe a case in which one declarative sentence, (D^, 
declares another declarative sentence, (D2), to be false, as in 

(D^ (D2) is false. 

(D2) Zayd is sitting. 

Of such a case, he makes two points: 

The second declarative sentence would become that-about-which-something-is-declared in 
one respect, and a declarative sentence in another. If the first declarative sentence declares 
the second declarative sentence to be false, then the first declarative sentences being true 
and the second declarative sentence s being false are concomitant. 

Tïisî is here belaboring two points. First, once we have a sentence declaring 
something about a sentence, we have a single sentence that plays two gram- 
matical or logical roles: (D2) is the grammatical subject of (Dļ), and it is also 
a declarative sentence in its own right. The second point concerns the logical 
relations between sentences like (Dx) and (D2): if (D^ is true, then (D2) is 
false (and, presumably, vice versa). 

Armed with these distinctions, we can consider the case that matters: a 
sentence that declares something about itself - that is, a sentence that has 
itself as subject. As Tusī sets it up, we are asked to imagine that our first 
declarative sentence, (Dj), declares itself to be false, rather than (D2): 

(Dj) (D,) is false. 

55) ibid., 235. 
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Of such a case, TusI tells us:56 

Moreover, if the first declarative sentence declares itself to be false, then [both] its being 
true, insofar as it is a declarative sentence, and its being false, insofar as it is that-about- 
which-something-is-declared, are concomitant. 

This is just an application of the two points made above. The sentence plays 
two grammatical roles - subject and sentence - and corresponding to each 
role, we can consider its truth or falsehood, and the logical relations between 
them. 

Now we are ready to consider the paradox:57 

Thus, the following paradox can be generated: The first declarative sentence, which is a 
declaration {khabar) about itself, namely that it is false, is either false or true. If it is true, 
then it must be false, because it declares itself to be false. If it is false, then it must be true, 
because if it is said falsely, then it will become true, which is absurd. 

It is hard to overemphasize how remarkable this passage is. The contemporary 
reader will be familiar with the idea that the Liar Paradox is a paradox of self- 
reference. But Tusī is, as far as we know, the first person to express this idea. 
This passage has no precedent in any tradition. 

Tusī has performed three remarkable feats in short order. First, his Liar 
Sentence is singular: its subject is itself, and it declares itself to be false. Gone, 
then, is the choice between universal or particular Liar Sentence, and the 
associated problem of adding further assumptions to generate a genuine para- 
dox.58 Second, he has characterized the paradox as one of self-reference. 
Third, he has identified a key assumption that might be responsible for gen- 
erating the entire problem: the assumption that a declarative sentence, by its 
nature, can declare-something-about anything. 

ļusī begins to develop his own response in the guise of a recommendation 
to Abharî:59 

It would have been better for the author to have said that it follows that, if it is false, then 
what it declares about itself, namely that it is false, is true at the same time. 

56) ibid., 236. 
57) ibid. 
58) It is puzzling that Tusï does not mention this himselr, and, as we will see, makes no attempt 
to apply his solution to non-singular Liar Sentences. 
59) Tadtl al-miyãr fi naqd tanzïl al-afeãr, 236. 
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TusI immediately retracts this advice, in the following difficult passage:60 

As for the claim that its being true is necessitated by its being false, the denial of its being 
false does not necessitate the affirmation of its being true. For the denial of the latter [its 
being false] will not necessitate the former [its being true].61 Rather what is necessitated is 
the denial of its being true. Thus, it is impossible for such a sentence to be true, because 
its being true necessitates its falsity; and its being false is not impossible, because its being 
false necessitates the nonexistence Ç adam) of its being true. 

How can he, in the same breath, both accept the validity of the inference 
from false to true , and then present an argument against it? 

Tusī seems to recognize this. He suggests, in response to the argument just 
quoted, that one might respond by once again repeating the basic argument 
from false to true: 

If it is false, then what it declares about itself, namely that it is false, is true, and thus the 
paradox is regained. 

This is, in essence, the same argument that Abharl put forth when he pre- 
sented the paradox; it is, in essence, the same argument Tusī held up in 
response to Abharīs solution. And now Tūsī seems to have both accepted and 
rejected it in short order. What is going on? 

Tusī knows that the ultimate solution, if it is going to succeed, must 
explain what is wrong with this argument. He appears to be calling our atten- 
tion to the fact that Abharīs solution fails to provide such an explanation, 
and that the confusing argument just vetted - even if it is moving in the right 
direction - has not done so either. 

Tusī responds to this challenge by making a distinction between two dif- 
ferent arguments from false to true:G1 

The response to this is that its being true, insofar as it is a declarative sentence, and its being 
false, insofar as it is that-about-which-something-is-declared, are concomitant. However, 
this is not the issue here. Rather, it is that its being false, insofar as it is a declarative sen- 
tence, does not necessitate its being true. 

^ ibid. 
61) The brackets represent our judgment as to the proper interpretation of 'former and 'latter. 
Note that they cannot refer back to the main clause in the previous sentence ('the denial of its 
being false does not necessitate the affirmation of its being true'). Hence we interpret them as 
referring back to the former and the latter parts of the first clause of the previous sentence 
('. . . its being true is necessitated by its being false 
62) Ta dīl al-miyãr fi naqd tanzīl al-afkãr , 237. 
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TusI wants us to distinguish an argument that trades on the role of the Liar 
Sentence as subject (as that-about-which-something-is-declared) and an argu- 
ment that trades on its role as declarative sentence. The former argument, he 
seems to want to say, succeeds; the latter does not. 

The argument that TusI has now repeated several times, 

If it is false, then what it declares about itself, namely that it is false, is true, 

is the argument that TusI accepts, and so must be the argument that he takes 
to trade on the role of the Liar Sentence as subject. To bring this out, we 
abstract the form of the argument: 

If S is P, then what 'S is P' declares about S, namely, that it is P, is true. 

The general principle we are relying on here is familiar: if a subject is as a sen- 
tence declares it to be, then that sentence is true: 

(PI) A sentence is true if things are as it declares them to be. 

TusI s idea is that, when (PI) is brought to bear in the argument from false to 
true, the argument begins by focusing on the role of the Liar Sentence as 
subject - the 'S' role - rather than its role as declarative sentence - the 'S is 
P' role. 

What is the other sort of argument that TusI has in mind, the argument 
that begins by focusing on the role of the Liar Sentence as declarative sen- 
tence? Picking up where we left off, he says:63 

... its being false, insofar as it is a declarative sentence, does not necessitate its being true. 
Instead, its being false necessitates the denial of its being false, insofar as it is that-about-which- 
something-is-declared, and [necessitates] its being false, insofar as it is a declarative sentence. 
Hence, we should not concede that, in this way, the denial of its being false necessitates its 
being true. 

The key move is in italics. Again, we abstract the form of the argument: 

'S is P s being false necessitates the denial of Ss P-ing, insofar as S is that-about-which- 
something-is-declared. 

63) Ibid., our emphasis. 
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The underlying principle is: 

(P3) If a sentence is false, then the subject of the sentence is not as the 
sentence declares it to be. 

How does (P3) get us an argument from false to true? For simplicity, let our 
Liar Sentence be: 

(L) L is false. 

Assume that 

'L is false is false. 

By (P3), we can infer that 

L is not false. 

But, ļusī wants to say, without bringing to bear something like (PI) - with- 
out, following Tusī's rubric, returning to consider the Liar Sentence insofar as 
it is that-about-which-something-is-declared - we cannot get any further; in 
particular, we cannot infer, from 

L is not false 

to 

L is true. 

So Tusī needs to show that there is a way that L can fail to be false without 
being true. In his words, 

. . . We should not concede that in this way the denial of its being false necessitates its 
being true. 

To establish this, he appeals to the fact that the Liar Sentence is self-referential:64 

M) ibid. 
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If the declarative sentence is the same as that-about-which-it-declares, then it cannot be 
conceived to be true and false. For agreement cannot be conceived except as between two 
things, and we cannot conceive them as opposed. For if one thing is affirmed, then noth- 
ing will be denied, and if one thing is denied, then nothing can be conceived to be 
affirmed. 

Tiāsī is arguing that a declarative sentence that "is the same as that-about- 
which-it-declares" - that is, a sentence that has itself as subject - can be nei- 
ther true nor false. The argument rests on two principles governing truth and 
falsehood: 

(T) Truth is an agreement between subject and declarative sentence. 
(F) Falsehood is a disagreement between subject and declarative sentence. 

These principles are not new to Tusī. We have already seen them at work 
within the Arabic tradition with Baghdad!:65 

Truth is an agreement with that-about-which-something-is-declared, and falsity is the 
opposite of that. 

However, (T) and (F) are open to interpretation. 

On one interpretation, (T) is simply the conjunction of (PI) and (P2), 

(P1&2) A sentence is true just in case things are as it declares them to be. 

(P1&2) is consistent with a minimalist theory of truth: it does not impose 
upon us any particular account of the metaphysics of truth. 

But the argument makes it clear that ļusī thinks that the agreement and 
disagreement required by (T) and (F) go beyond this. His central claim is 
that agreement and disagreement both require distinctness:66 

Agreement cannot be conceived except as between two things, and we cannot conceive 
them as being opposed. 

Both agreement and disagreement, he says, require "two [distinct] parts". In 
the case of a sentence that is its own subject, there are not two distinct 

65) Usül al-dïn, 217. 
66> ibid. 
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parts - just the same thing playing two different roles - so there cannot be 

agreement, so there cannot be truth. Likewise, there cannot be disagreement, 
so there cannot be falsehood. So self-referential sentences are neither true nor 
false. 

In very broad strokes, it appears that Tusī has some sort of correspondence 
theory of truth (and falsehood) in mind. Truth requires some sort of real rela- 
tion of agreement between subject and sentence, and real relations require 
distinct relata. 

If we grant Tusī this, then he can make a distinction between two ways in 
which a sentence can fail to be true. First, a sentence can fail to be true 
because it is false: it is not true because there is no agreement; there is no 

agreement because there is disagreement. But, second, a sentence can fail to 
be true because it is self-referential: it is not true because there is no agree- 
ment; there is no agreement (or disagreement) because there are not two dis- 
tinct parts. Tusī expresses this by saying that we can conceive of the 
nonexistence padaní) of agreement and truth in two ways: the way that 

"opposes the natural disposition" (the way of disagreement and falsity), and 
the way that involves the negation (naß) of agreement and truth (the way of 
neither agreement nor disagreement):67 

We can conceive in that case the nonexistence i^adam) of an agreement, not in the sense 
that opposes the natural disposition - i.e., falsity - but rather nonexistence padaní) in the 
sense of the negation ( nafi ) of an agreement - i.e., the nonexistence padaní) of truth. 

Where, then, does this leave matters? Tusī says that the Liar is68 

the result of a judgment that applies truth and falsity to something to which they in no 
way apply, and to apply them in any way is the misuse of a predicate. 

In other words, the fallacy is to suppose that the predicates 'true' and 'false' 

apply to a self-referential sentence like the Liar. 
Many of the problems for this sort of solution are well-known and obvi- 

ous, so we here focus on problems that seem especially pressing given Tusī s 
concerns. 

Many self- referential sentences are non-paradoxically true or false, e.g., 
"This sentence is six words long" and "This sentence is a sausage". Moreover, 
it seems right to say that "This sentence is six words long" is true because the 

67) ibid. 
68) ibid. 
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subject agrees with the sentence, and that "This sentence is a sausage" is false 
because the subject disagrees with the sentence. So whatever senses of agree- 
ment and disagreement are here in play, it does not seem that the identity or 
distinctness of subject and sentence matters. 

It is puzzling that Tusī s solution does not directly address the Liar Sen- 
tences provided by his immediate predecessors, including Abhari. Does the 
sentence 'All that I say at this moment is false' declare something about itself? 
There is a clear sense in which it does: the sentence itself is among the things 
I say at this moment, so it is among the things the sentence declares some- 
thing about. But if we extend Tusī s solution to cover this sentence in this 
way, the embarrassments of the previous paragraph become more pro- 
nounced: the sentence, "All declarative sentences are sentences", for example, 
declares something about itself, and so is neither true nor false.69 

'All that I say at this moment is false' generates a paradox only when we 
assume that it is the only thing I say at this moment. So perhaps Tusī could 
distinguish sentences that declare something about themselves alone and 
sentences that declare something about themselves and other things as well. 
Such a distinction would allow his solution to cover the Liar Sentences 
found in Abhari and Amidi without forcing him to deny the truth of every 
meta-linguistic universal proposition. Perhaps some similar move could be 
made to handle Baghdādī's version of the paradox, based upon a particular 
proposition. 

Finally, we return to the beginning. Recall that Tiisī began with the claim 
that, 

If a declarative sentence can, by its nature, declare-something-about anything, then . . . 

Does he, or does he not, accept the antecedent of this conditional? Are there, 
for Tusī, self-referential declarative sentences or not? 

Neither Tusī nor Abhari frame the Liar as a counterexample to the defini- 
tion of "declarative sentence". But it is clear that, for Tusī, no self-referential 
sentence is truth-apt: they are not the sorts of sentences that are capable of 
being true or false. If he accepts the definition of the Mutakallimùn, that a 
declarative sentence is one that obeys bivalence, then he should conclude that 
a self-referential sentence is not a declarative sentence, and so conclude that 

69) A consequence Bertrand Russell endorses, but TusI doesn't seem to notice. See Russell, 
'Mathematical Logic as Based on The Theory of Types', American Journal of Mathematics, 
30 (1908), 224; reprinted in his Logic and Knowledge (London, 1956), 63. 
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it does not declare something about itself, but instead fails to declare any- 
thing about anything at all. 

In the Arabic tradition, that view does not appear for another century, in 
the work of Sad al-Dīn Taftazānī (d. 1390) - but that is for another paper.70 

4. Conclusion 

We have attempted to describe and analyze three important chapters in the 
history of the Arabic Liar: its earliest appearance in the work of the early 
Mutakallimūn; Abharls attempt to solve the paradox by appeal to a special 
truth condition for the Liar Sentence; and Tusí s remarkable, if inadequate, 
attempt to appeal to a correspondence theory of truth in support of the claim 
that self-referential sentences, like the Liar Sentence, are neither true nor false. 

Much remains to be done. The Arabic Liar continues for at least another 
four centuries after Tusl. Broader historical questions of inter-traditional 
influence remain unanswered; or, rather, the only answer we can give at the 
moment is a negative epistemic: no inter-traditional lines of historical influ- 
ence have come to light. 

Appendix 

Translation from Al Āmidī, ' On the Truth of the Khabar and its Divisions' 71 

The Mutazilah, such as Abu 'All al-Jubba I, his son Abū Hāshim, Abī cAbd 
Allah al-Basrl and al-Qādī 'Abd al-Jabbār and others said that the declarative 
sentence {khabar) is a speech (kalām) that is pervaded by truth and falsehood. 
There are four problems brought against this definition. 

First, [this definition] can be undermined by the sentence "Muhammad 
and Musaylimah are truthful in proclaiming the prophecy". This sentence 
cannot be true, because [then] Musaylimahs claim would be true, and this 
sentence cannot be false, because [then] Muhammad's claim would be false. 
And furthermore, by he who said to be false all of his declarative sentences by 
saying, "All my declarative sentences are false". This declarative sentence can- 
not be true, for if it were true, then all of his declarative sentences would be 
false, and this declarative sentence is his only declarative sentence. And it 

70) Taftazānī, Sharh al-Maqãsid , ed. Abd al-Rahmān Umayrah (Beirut, 1989), 286-287. 
71) al-Ihkãm fi usül al-ahkãm, v2, 250-252. 
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cannot be false, for if it were, then all of his declarative sentences - this being 
his only declarative sentence - would be false. And therefore he would have 
spoken truly when he said, "All my declarative sentences are false". 

Second, the definition of the declarative sentence - that which is either 
true or false - is a circular definition. For the determination of the true and 
the false depends on knowing the declarative sentence, since something is 
true if it agrees with that-about-which-something-is-declared, and it is false if 
it does not, and that is impossible. 

Third, truth and falsehood are opposite to each other, and it is inconceiv- 
able that they be together in one declarative sentence. And that necessitates 
that either it is impossible for the declarative sentence to exist in an absolute 
sense, which is absurd, or the declarative sentence exists together with the 
impossibility of the possibility of truth and falsehood pervading through it, 
and thus the defined thing would be understood without it saying anything 
about the thing which is defined by it, and that too is absurd. 

Fourth, God s [word] must be a declarative sentence, but God's word can- 
not be false. 

With respect to the first objection, Abu All al-Jubbaī replies to the one 
who utters 'Muhammad and Musaylimah are truthful', that this sentence 
{kalām) signifies the truth of one of them provided the truth of the other, 
that is, one of them says the truth provided that the other says the truth [. . .] 

Abù Hāshim replies that this declarative sentence acts as two declarative 
sentences, one declares the truth of the prophet and the other declares the 
truth of Musaylimah [. . .] 

Al-Qādī cAbd al-Jabbār replies that what we mean by "A declarative sen- 
tence is either true or false" is that language does not prevent us from judging 
a speaker by saying, "what you said is true or false" [. . .] 

Abù cAbd Allah al-Basrl replies that it is false because in such a sentence 
truth is applied to both [. . .] 

With respect to the second part of the first objection, the declarative sen- 
tence either corresponds to that-about-which-something-is-declared or not. 
If the former then it is true; if the latter, then it is false, for it is impossible to 
have together the two contradictories in the case of affirmation or in the case 
of negation. 

With respect to the second objection, al-Qādī 'Abd al-Jabbār replies [. . .] 
With respect to the third objection, it has been said in reply that the 

defined thing is the species of the declarative sentence, and it admits the per- 
vading of truth and falsehood through it in same way that black and white 
are conjoined in the species of color. This is not correct because even if the 
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definition is of the species of the declarative sentence, the definition must 
exist in every individual declarative sentence, since otherwise an individual 
declarative sentence would exist without its definition, and that is impossible. 
And it is clear that in each individual declarative sentence there is no con- 

junction of truth and falsehood, because even though it appears to be an 
absolute conjunction, what is intended by the conjunction and' is the repe- 
tition of the two parts in a figurative sense. 

With respect to the fourth objection, it has been said that the reply to it is 
the same as the reply to the previous objection, which we have already explained. 

Translation ofTūsīy 
' On the logical fallacies ' from his The Refinement of Crite- 

ria: A Critique of 'Inspired Thoughts72 

He [Abharl] says: One of the difficult fallacies is the conjunction of the two 
contradictories (jam al-naqīdyan) when someone says, "All that I say at this 
moment is false". This sentence (qawl) is either true or false. If it is true, then 
it must be true and false. And if it is not true, then it is necessary that one of 
his sentences at this moment is true, as long as he utters something. But, he 
says nothing at this moment other than this sentence. Thus, this sentence is 
necessarily true and false. 

I say: This fallacy is brought forth by a number of previous thinkers. Let us 
[first] state how it should be arranged: 

If a declarative sentence, by its nature, can declare-something-about any- 
thing, then it is possible that it itself can declare-something-about another 
declarative sentence. Thus, the second declarative sentence would become 

that-about-which-something-is-declared in one respect, and a declarative sen- 
tence in another. If the first declarative sentence declares the second declara- 
tive sentence to be false, then the first declarative sentences being true and 
the second declarative sentence s being false are concomitant. Moreover, if the 
first declarative sentence declares itself to be false, then [both] its being true, 
insofar as it is a declarative sentence, and its being false, insofar as it is that- 
about-which-something-is-declared, are concomitant. 

Thus, the following paradox can be generated: The first declarative sen- 
tence, which is a declaration (khabar) about itself, namely that it is false, is 
either false or true. If it is true, then it must be false, because it declares itself 
to be false. If it is false, then it must be true, because if it is said falsely, then 
it will become true, which is absurd. 

72) Tadîl al-mîyâr fi naqd tanzil al-afkãr , 235-237. 
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He says: To solve the paradox we say: we should not concede that if it is 
false then one of his sentences {kalām) is true. For its being true is taken to be 
the conjunction of its being true and being false. Therefore its being false 
necessitates the non-conjunction of its being true and being false. And the 

non-conjunction of its being true and being false does not necessitate its 

being true. 
I say: When he said, "its being true is taken to be the conjunction of its 

being true and being false", he either meant that its being true is the obtain- 

ing of the conjunction, which we should not concede, or that its being true 
is the necessitating of its being true as a result of its being false. [But if that is 
the case] then we should not concede that its being false necessitates the non- 
existence i^adarn) of that necessitating. Rather, it necessitates the negation 
(nafi) of the falsity of the sentence {kalām). Hence, the sentence {kalām) is 
not false, and what we mean by 'being true' is exactly that. Hence, it appears 
that its being false necessitates its being true. Thus, the paradox can be 

regained. 
It would have been better for the author to have said that it follows that, if 

it is false, then what it declares about itself, namely that it is false, is true at 
the same time. What I mean by this is that being true and being false are 

contradictory, so that to deny one is to affirm the other. As for the claim that 
its being true is necessitated by its being false, the denial of its being false 
does not necessitate the affirmation of its being true. For the denial of the lat- 
ter [its being false] will not necessitate the former [its being true].73 Rather 
what is necessitated is the denial of its being true. Thus, it is impossible for 
such a sentence to be true, because its being true necessitates its falsity; and 
its being false is not impossible, because its being false necessitates the nonex- 
istence {' adam) of its being true. 

One may respond by saying: Just as its being true necessitates its being 
false, concomitantly, its being false necessitates is being true. Because, if it is 
false, then what it declares about itself, namely that it is false, is true, and 
thus the paradox is regained. 

The response to this is that its being true, insofar as it is a declarative sen- 
tence, and its being false, insofar as it is that-about-which-something-is- 
declared, are concomitant. However, this is not the issue here. Rather, it is 
that its being false, insofar as it is a declarative sentence, does not necessitate 
its being true. Instead, its being false necessitates the denial of its being false, 
insofar as it is that-about-which-something-is-declared, and [necessitates] its 

73) See note 61 above. 
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being false, insofar as it is a declarative sentence. Hence, we should not con- 
cede that, in this way, the denial of its being false necessitates its being true. 

Upon investigation, truth and falsity apply to every declarative sentence 
that is distinct from that-about-which-it-declares,74 so that one can conceive 
a declarative sentence and a declarative sentence opposite to it standing on 
contrary sides, so that, if one of truth or falsity is assigned to that-about- 
which-it-declares, the other should not be assigned to it, so that one of them 
will be true and the other of them will be false. Furthermore, the denial of 
one of them will result in the affirmation of the other, and the affirmation of 
one of them will result in the denial of the other. 

However, if the declarative sentence is the same as that-about-which-it- 
declares, then it cannot be conceived to be true and false. For agreement can- 
not be conceived except as between two things, and we cannot conceive them 
as opposed. For if one thing is affirmed, then nothing will be denied, and if 
one thing is denied, then nothing can be conceived to be affirmed. 

Moreover, if this declarative sentence declares itself to be false, then we 
cannot conceive in that case an agreement between its two parts such that it 
is true. But we can conceive in that case the nonexistence padaní) of an agree- 
ment, not in the sense that opposes the natural disposition - i.e., falsity - but 
rather nonexistence padani) in the sense of the negation of an agreement - i.e., 
the nonexistence (ť adam ) of truth. 

Therefore, it is not true that this declarative sentence is either true or false, 
and judging it to be either results in an impossibility. Rather, it is true that 
this sentence is neither true nor false. And the affirmation of the one does 
not result from the negation of the other, and so no impossibility follows. 

Now, from what we have discussed, it is clear that this fallacy arises as the 
result of a judgment that applies truth and falsity to something to which they 
in no way apply, and to apply them in any way is the misuse of a predicate. 

74) Literally, "its that-about-which-something-is-declared." 
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In a survey article in the Lexikon des Mittelalters on philosophical and theological disputations, 
Ludwig Hödl remarks that "the academic and textual development of the disputation de quoli- 
bet in the 13th and 14th century. . . is not yet fidly elucidated" (vol. 3: 1 1 17). One may doubt 
that it ever will be, but the two volumes edited by Chris Schabel constitute a colossal contribu- 
tion towards the attainment of this goal, and they are destined to become an indispensable tool 
for future research. Due to the particular nature of quodlibetal disputations - anyone in the 
audience was allowed to raise questions about any imaginable topic {a quolibet and de quoli- 
bet) - they provide unique insight into the issues of current interest during the century between 
their appearance and the end of written records, that is, roughly 1230-1330. 

Schabels two volumes are the most extensive single work on theological quodlibets since 
Palémon Glorieux pioneered research with his two volumes on this hitherto neglected literary 
genre (1925 and 1935). Schabel describes the objective of his volumes as threefold: "to provide 
a convenient and stimulating guide to the quodlibetal writings of theologians in a format differ- 
ent from that chosen by Glorieux; to update and correct Glorieux; to encourage further research 
on and publications of these texts" (vol. 2: 13). Twenty-five scholars of medieval theology, phi- 
losophy, history, and economics contribute to the success of the editors goal. In twenty-eight 
chapters they not only review the state of the research, but they also press on to new territory by 
offering surveys of doctrine, by clarifying the textual history of printed and unprinted quodli- 
bets, and by composing critical editions of some quodlibetal questions. 

A numbered list of the chapters will facilitate reference to them (some tides are abbreviated): 
Volume 1: (1) Jacqueline Hamesse, "Theological Quaestiones Quodlibetales"; (2) Kevin White, 
"Thomas Aquinas"; (3) Girard Etzkorn, "Franciscan Quodlibeta 1270-1285"; (4) Hans Kraml, 
"William de la Mare"; (5) Pasquale Porro, "Henry of Ghent"; (6) Giorgio Pini, "Giles of Rome"; 
(7) John Wippel, "Godfrey of Fontaines"; (8) Elsa Marmursztejn, "A Normative Power in the 
Making"; (9) Sylvain Pirón, "Franciscan Quodlibeta 1280-1300"; (10) Roberto Lambertini, 
"Political Quodlibeta"; (11) Giovanni Ceccarelli, "Economic Thought in Quodlibeta"; (12) Jean- 
Luc Solére, "Was the Eye in the Tomb?" Volume 2' (13) Martin Pickavé, "The Principle of Indi- 
viduation in Quodlibeta"; (14) Chris Schabel, "Peter of Auvergne"; (15) Timothy Noone and 
Francie Roberts, "John Duns Scotus"; (16) Ludwig Hödl, "John of Pouilly" ; (17) Cecilia Trifogli, 
"Thomas Wylton"; (18) Lauge Nielsen, "Peter Auriol"; (19) Sylvain Pirón, "Nicholas of Bars 
Collection"; (20) William Courtenay, "Reflections on Vat. lat. 1086 and Prosper of Reggio 
Emilia"; (21) Thomas Sullivan, "Canons Regular and the Monks"; (22) Russell Friedman, 
"Dominican Quodlibetal Literature, ca. 1260-1330"; (23) Chris Schabel, "Carmelite Quodlibeta" ; 
© Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 2009 DOI: 10. 1 163/1 56853408X383033 
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(24) Chris Schabel and William Courtenay, "Augustinián Quodlibeta after Giles of Rome"; (25) 
William Duba, "Continental Franciscan Quodlibeta after Scotus"; (26) Rondo Keele, "Oxford 
Quodlibeta from Ockham to Holcot"; (27) William Courtenay, "The Demise of Quodlibetal 
Literature"; (28) Richard Cross, "Natural Philosophy: An Analytic Index." 

In what follows, I will outline the achievements of the chapters under six headings: (1) the 
characteristics of quodlibetal disputations; (2) doctrine; (3) the masters' self-awareness; (4) sur- 
vey chapters on groups of religious; (5) textual history and (future) editions; (6) question lists 
and indices. Chapters on single authors will be taken into account in the section on doctrine and 
to some degree in other sections. 

The Characteristics of Quodlibetal Disputations 

Jacqueline Hamesse offers an introduction into the literary genre of theological quodlibets 
(chapter 1). Quodlibetal disputations arose out of the quaestio disputata in the 1230s, at first 
apparently in the study houses of the mendicant orders and soon afterwards in the University of 
Paris. The University would suspend courses twice a year during Lent and Advent to make room 
for the solemn public quodlibetal disputations. Only masters who desired to do so actively par- 
ticipated, assisted by a bachelor who would give the initial response to the arguments of the 
opponent. The oral disputation took place in two stages: during the first session, questions were 
asked in random order, and for each question, arguments pro and contra were advanced. A few 
days later, during a second oral session, the master reorganized the questions according to a 
logical scheme and answered each question (determinatio) . In many cases, during the months 
following the disputation, the master would revise his notes for publication (ordinario). The writ- 
ten records preserved in the manuscripts may either be the ordinatio or notes (reportationes) from 
the first or second session. By the 1270s, quodlibetal disputations spread from the Paris Faculty 
of Theology to Oxford and to the Papal Curia as well as to the Paris Faculty of Arts. 

Throughout the book, we learn more about general features of the oral and written quodlibets. 
In several instances the master may have suggested beforehand that he be asked specific ques- 
tions. There are also some cases of quodlibetal determinations by bachelors outside the Univer- 
sity of Paris (prominent examples are the first Quodlibet of Giles of Rome and the Quodlibets 
of Peter John Olivi). Pasquale Porro emphasizes that quodlibets allow the master a more personal 
style than other literary genres and gives the example of Henry of Ghent witnessing publicly of 
having been pressured by the Papal legate, the bishop, his destined successor, and the university 
chancellor to take a position against the unicity of substantial forms (vol. 1: 199-200). Quodli- 
bets are in general the literary genre most suited for questions about current issues, be they his- 
torical events such as the fall of Acre in the Holy Land, or new forms of economic practice such 
as perpetual annuities of the Beguines. 

The studies contained in this book disprove some general suppositions of Glorieux. Pace 
Glorieux, we are given examples of quodlibets that were held outside the Universities of Paris 
and Oxford, determined by masters who were not actually regent, and even by those who 
had advanced to major administrative positions such as minister general of a religious order. 

The sudden cessation of written records of quodlibets is a puzzle that is addressed repeatedly, 
most systematically by Hamesse and Courtenay (chapters 1 and 28). Hamesse points to the 
disapproval of quodlibetal disputations by Pope John XXII as well as disenchantment on the part 
of the masters themselves due to the nature of some questions asked. Courtenay underscores that 
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while written records diminish abruptly in the 1330s, the oral sessions continue to be practiced. 
Some masters elaborated their quodlibetal disputations into separate treatises or included 
such material in their Sentences commentaries. Keele points out that some quodlibets were 
so linked to the local debates that they were difficult to understand in isolation from this context 
(vol. 2: 692). 

Doctrine 

In their heyday, quodlibetal disputations offered the occasion for students to ask their master to 
deepen or to clarify material from the classes they attended, for colleagues to press their adversar- 
ies on hotly debated issues, and for the broader audience to raise questions about practical 
matters or ethical dilemmas of any sort. From the vast range of topics contained in theological 
quodlibets - reaching far beyond the boundaries of theology - numerous topics are discussed 
at some point or another in Schabel's volumes. In what follows I will provide examples from 
different fields of inquiry. 

Theology / philosophical anthropology. Aquinas s position on the identity of Christ's body dur- 
ing the triduum , that is, the time after his death and before his resurrection, is the main object of 
chapter 12 by Jean-Luc Solére. Aquinas was asked in three subsequent quodlibetal disputations 
to clarify how he can account for the generally accepted idea that the hypostatic union (the 
union between the humanity and divinity in the single person of Christ) continued during the 
triduum with Christ's soul and body , when in fact in his view the dead body is no longer substan- 
tially and numerically the same as the living body. The proponents of a plurality of forms in a 
human individual argued that Christ's divinity continued to be united to the form of corporeity 
which remained intact after death. In the quodlibetal disputations, Aquinas's adversaries tried to 
force him to admit that his denial of any additional substantial forms in a human being apart 
from the soul implies unacceptable absurdities. Aquinas answered that in the case of Christ, 
identity has a different basis than in other human beings. The dead body of Christ has the same 
being (esse) as the living one, because its identity is rooted in the union with the second person 
of the Trinity, rather than in the union with the soul. Yet the dead body is "body" only in an 
equivocal sense, when compared to the living body. 

Theology of creation / metaphysics-. A topic frequently discussed in the volume is the eternity of 
the world (see chapters 3, 4, 15, and 16). For example, William de la Mare is asked whether God 
knows the first moment in which he could have created the universe. William denies that an 
actually infinite time is possible; nevertheless there is no first moment before which the world 
could not have been created, for God could have chosen any moment before the one he actually 
chose. Since no such first moment exists, God does not know it (chapter 4). 

Metaphysics-. Martin Pickavé examines discussions of the principle of individuation in printed 
quodlibets from 1277 to about 1320 (chapter 13). In addition to the doctrinal interest of such a 
diachronic study, this chapter constitutes also a case study of how fruitful a methodical explora- 
tion of quodlibets belonging to a larger span of time can be. Recurring issues are the principle of 
individuation for immaterial substances, the role of accidents in individuation, and the distinc- 
tion between an external and an internal principle of individuation. The almost seamless study 
of quodlibetal questions on individuation brings to light that despite the originality of Scotus s 
solution, his critique of previous accounts was highly indebted to earlier authors. Also Ockham 
is not as innovative as one may think: his view that beings are individuated by themselves rather 
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than by an added entity is found before in Roger Marston and John of Naples. Pickavé shows 
that there were two main conceptions of individuation current among the medieval thinkers: in 
the strict sense as limitation and contraction of common forms or essences; in the broad sense as 
what accounts for the individuality of individuals. 

Logic / metaphysics : Less famous than Ockham's razor is Chatton's "anti-razor," or the "Chat- 
ton Principle," discussed by Rondo Keele (chapter 26). For Chatton, one must posit as many 
entities as are required to make a proposition true. This implies that the transition from a given 
state to the contradictory state involves the generation or corruption of some thing (res). Accord- 
ingly, Chatton posited respective accidents, such as production, and successive accidents, such as 
motion. For Ockham, conversely, motion is simply a connotative term, primarily signifying a 
moving object and secondarily signifying that it successively exists in different places. To refute 
Chatton, Ockham gives an example in which there is a real difference without a change in enti- 
ties involved: a moment after an angel is created, the proposition "an angel is being created" is 
false, although the same entities are involved (namely, God and the angel). 

Moral psychology: One of the most hotly debated topics in the quodlibets is freedom and its 
foundation in intellect and will. A diachronic study on freedom like Pickavés on individuation 
would be fascinating, although hardly suited for a book like Schabel s because it could easily 
grow into a sizable monograph on its own. Yet some accounts of freedom are discussed in the 
volume, even if briefly, such as Giles of Rome's (Giorgio Pini in chapter 6) and John of Pouillys 
(Ludwig Hödl in chapter 16). A central issue in these discussions is the question of whether 
volitional defects are traceable to cognitive defects. A key text on freedom by Duns Scotus is 
edited in chapter 1 5 by Timothy Noone and Francie Roberts. 

Ethics-. Godfrey of Fontaines' Quodlibet XIV contains a lengthy discussion of the virtue of 
justice, the object of chapter 7 by John Wippel. Godfrey argues that justice is a general virtue 
distinct from the other moral virtues, and that apart from charity (a supernatural virtue) and 
prudence (an intellectual virtue), justice is the only general virtue, indeed the only general natu- 
ral moral virtue. Against James of Viterbo, for whom friendship is a general moral virtue, God- 
frey argues on Aristotelian grounds that friendship is a particular moral virtue. As a moral virtue, 
justice resides in the sense appetite, and as a general virtue, justice has the common good as its 
principal object and end. 

Politics : Throughout the book there are discussions of political thought - especially Church 
politics - and in addition, an entire chapter is dedicated to this topic (chapter 10 by Roberto 
Lambertini). An issue of Church politics recurrent in the book is the debate about mendicant 
privileges (discussed especially in chapters 8, 10, and 16). What started out as a debate about the 
right of mendicants to hear confessions (a privilege granted by the Pope) soon evolved into a 
controversy over the nature and limits of papal power in the Church, and more deeply about 
rival ecclesiologies: Who receives power directly from Christ - the pope alone, or also the bish- 
ops and prelates? Medieval masters also discussed secular forms of government, such as the 
advantages of elective over hereditary monarchy (chapter 10). 

Economy : Chapter 1 1 by Giovanni Ceccarelli is on economic topics: usury, rent contracts, fair 
trade and fair price, life annuities, etc. Questions about economic issues were particularly fre- 
quent in those quodlibetal disputations that were held in the economically dynamic cities of 
southern France and of Italy (see also chapter 9). One can observe in the debates a trend in 
economic thought that prepared modern financial systems. While the masters provided numer- 
ous accounts of the immorality of usury, they also discussed cases in which taking monetary 
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compensation for a loan does not fall under usury, and some critiqued the Aristotelian theory of 
the sterility of money, on which an important argument against usury was based. 

Some quodlibetal questions are rather strange: "Does a wife whose husband died and comes 
back to life have a greater marital obligation to this man than to another?"; "How should a 
monster be baptized that is born with two heads?" etc. As Solére shows, questions like these are 
not about casuistry or sacramental practice, but rather bear on the philosophical problem of 
personal identity. 

The Self-Awareness of the Masters 

Some quodlibetal questions are self-referential in that they reveal the masters' self-awareness as 
teachers of theology. For example, Aquinas is asked whether someone who can devote himself to 
care of souls sins if he gives his time to study. For Aquinas, teachers of theology are builders of a 
spiritual edifice; they are architects who investigate how to care for salvation of souls and teach 
others to do so. Thus, apart from situations of imminent necessity, teachers should rather teach 
sacred doctrine than give individual care to the salvation of souls. Likewise, Aquinas s determina- 
tions about the use of rational arguments versus arguments from authority incidentally inform 
us about his own method of inquiry (Kevin White, chapter 2). 

Elsa Marmursztejn investigates systematically the quodlibetal questions that reflect the masters' 
self-consciousness, arguing that the quodlibets were a sort of "mirror of the doctors" in analogy to 
the specula principům (chapter 8). The masters not only considered themselves exclusively suited to 
train the higher clergy, but they also laid claim to the competence to evaluate the doctrinal power 
of the clergy. Henry of Ghent, for instance, denouncing unconditional obedience, argued that it is 
"absolutely licit and extremely advantageous" to dispute the power of prelates. In particular in the 
aftermath of the Condemnations of 1277 by bishop Etienne Tempier, academic freedom became 
a burning issue. Godfrey of Fontaines argued that the intellectual climate after 1277 no longer 
encouraged the search for truth, but rather fostered an atmosphere of suspicion and fear of excom- 
munication. He called for pressure on the bishop to revoke the Condemnations. 

An example of the cautionary attitude after 1277 is found in the first two University Quodli- 
bets of Giles of Rome. In his second Quodlibet, Giles addresses a number of condemned articles 
directly (chapter 6). Numerous explicit references to condemned articles are also made by Henry 
of Ghent (chapter 5, with a list on p. 207). The 1277 Condemnations still provide the back- 
ground to John of Pouilly s discussions of human freedom, although John witnesses to the fact 
that the theologians were increasingly freeing themselves from the restrictions imposed by the 
Condemnations (chapter 16). 

Groups of Religious 
This books collective effort to advance our knowledge of historical and textual issues concerning 
quodlibets is gigantic. Although most of this kind of scholarship is presented in volume 2, the 
contributions of the first volume are likewise the fruit of great learning and careful examination. 
The chapters on single authors appear to be based on a comprehensive (or almost comprehensive) 
reading of the quodlibets, something which is quite impressive when treating prolific quodlibet 
authors like Thomas Aquinas, Giles of Rome and even more so Henry of Ghent. John Wippel 
focuses mainly on a single quodlibetal disputation in order to ponder evidence in favor of or against 
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its characterization as a quodlibet, settling in the end in its favor (chapter 7). The chapters of the sec- 
ond volume are largely based on unpublished material, constituting pioneer work of highest rank. 

From the rich material contained in these chapters I can only provide some highlights. This 
section will briefly discuss the surveys of the quodlibetal literature of the various groups of reli- 
gious. The next section will review the chapters that explore unpublished material with an eye to 
future complete critical editions. Many details will have to remain unmentioned, such as efforts 
to clarify matters of dating. 

Groups of Franciscans are discussed in chapters 3, 9, and 25. In particular, chapter 25 by William 
Duba, covering all known Franciscan authors of quodlibets after Scotus, is a tremendous fount 
of information. For each of these authors, Duba gives biographical information, a treatment 
of the quodlibets and textual problems, and a question list. The quodlibets of three Franciscans 
are discussed in extenso : those of Francis of Marchia, of Francis of Meyronnes, and of Gerard 
Odonis, whose Quodlibet is the last written record of Franciscan quodlibetal disputations held 
on the Continent that is extant. Gerard's Quodlibet, controversial for defending a position on 
the beatific vision associated with the view of Pope John XXII, survives in a single question and 
in a single manuscript. The appendix to the chapter discusses an important codex for the study 
of medieval Scotism. 

Russell Friedman performs an analogous service for Dominican quodlibets and impugnationes 
of quodlibets ("anti-quodlibets"), covering the entire period of Dominican quodlibetal writings 
after Aquinas (chapter 22). Friedman provides the status quaestionis on the Dominican quodli- 
betal literature and discusses what light they shed on quodlibetal disputations more generally. 
Numerous authors are discussed; Hervaeus Natalis's collection of quodlibets gets the most 
detailed attention because of its size and its wide distribution. Friedman concludes that "Domin- 
ican quodlibetal literature reflects in full the dynamic, evolving, and creative nature of early 
Thomism" (vol. 2: 475). In the appendix, Friedman transcribes Bernard of Auvergnes impugna- 
tiones of Henry of Ghent's Quodlibet 5.9 and 6.1, as well as Robert of Orfords anti-quodlibet 
against Henry's Quodlibet 5.9. 

The Carmelites were a very prolific religious order, although their activity in Paris started 
rather late, with Gerard of Bologna as their first master of theology in 1295. Building upon 
scholarship by the Catalan writer Bartomeu Xiberta, Chris Schabel not only makes Xiberta's 
research known to the English-speaking community, but also corrects and supplements his dis- 
coveries concerning attribution, dating, manuscripts, nature and reception of Carmelite quodli- 
bets (chapter 23). Numerous writers are discussed, with special emphasis on Gerard of Bologna, 
Guy Terrena, and John Baconthorpe. The interest of studying early fourteenth-century Carmel- 
ites lies in the fact that "loyal to neither Scotus nor Aquinas, they are 'impartial' and independent 
contemporary participants in discussions of topics on which, with notable exceptions, the lines 
had already been drawn between Franciscans and Dominicans" (vol. 2: 539). In the appendix, 
Schabel reconstructs Baconthorpe's Quodlibet 1.10-12, where the early modern editions show 
some irregularities. He also transcribes Quodlibet q. 1 5 of Peter Swanington: "An angelus cog- 
noscat certitudinaliter futura contingentia?" 

Similar in structure but much shorter is the subsequent chapter by Schabel and William 
Courtenay on Augustinians after Giles of Rome. It is here that James of Viterbo's popular four 
quodlibets are discussed. 

Another tremendous work of scholarship is Thomas Sullivan's contribution on Canon Regulars 
and Monks (chapter 21). Most authors are discussed in lexicographic style, but the Canon Reg- 
ular Servais of Guez or Servais de Mont-Saint-Eloi (who figures also prominently in chapters 8, 
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1 1 and 19), the Benedictine Pierre Roger (the future Pope Clement VI), and the Cistercian James 
of Thérines are treated in some detail, providing a précis of some of the themes they discussed. 

Textual History and (Future) Editions 
Schabel's two volumes will be a mandatory handbook for future editors of quodlibets. It contains 
the current state of research on manuscript evidence and dating, and it goes beyond a mere 
survey of existing scholarship. 

Chris Schabel's chapter 14 on Peter of Auvernes six Quodlibets is based on a complete reading 
of all 108 questions and an inspection of its nineteen known medieval manuscripts. The chapter 
contains a list of all explicit citations by Peter, a list of all medieval manuscripts, an analysis of 
the apparatus criticus of each of the existing editions employing multiple manuscripts, a brief 
assessment of each manuscript, a question list, and an edition of Quodlibet 1.1, "Utrum Deus sit 
infinitae virtutis in vigore." 

In preparation of a complete edition of Duns Scotus's Quodlibet, Timothy Noone and 
Francie Roberts examined 42 of the 63 known manuscripts that contain the work. In chapter 1 5 
they discuss its complex manuscript tradition and edit its question 16 (on the compatibility of 
freedom of will and natural necessity) by collating ten manuscripts in their entirety. They also 
provide quantitative and qualitative patterns for each of the ten manuscripts employed, as well 
as a tentative stemma. 

Chapter 17 by Cecilia Trifogli consists of a systematic collection of the results of previous 
studies on Thomas Wylton's single Quodlibet. Eighteen questions are contained in the single 
manuscript plus fragments, but five more questions were recently discovered by Stephen Dumont. 
For each of the eighteen questions, Trifogli lists the manuscripts that contain them, mentions 
editions whenever they exist, provides a bibliography, and refers to related questions in other 
works. She also summarizes each question. She adds an edition of question 1 1 (on the act of the 
beatific vision) and question 12 (on the multiplicity of really distinct perfections in God). 

Several manuscripts and an early modern printed edition contain Peter Auriols Quodlibet or 
parts thereof. In chapter 18, Lauge Nielsen lists its prologue and sixteen questions, providing 
references to the manuscripts that contain them. He edits question 7 (on the soul as form of the 
body), which the early modern edition did not print in its entirety, as well as Guy Terrenas 
Quodlibet 5.14, in which Auriols philosophical anthropology is attacked. 

The next two chapters are each dedicated to a single manuscript. The topic of Chapter 1 9 by 
Sylvain Pirón is a manuscript that belonged to Nicholas of Bar-le-Duc, containing a collection 
of 170 quodlibetal questions by eighteen authors, almost exclusively concerned with practical 
moral cases. One of Pirons contributions in the chapter is his attempt to identify the authors' 
names not given in full by the manuscript. Chapter 20 by William Courtenay discusses a manu- 
script containing material and information from theologians active in Paris in the 1310s. It 
includes Prosper of Reggio Emilias Sentences commentary as well as his "notebook" that contains 
many personal reportationes of quodlibetal questions. Courtenay considers in some detail the 
dating and context of the Sentences commentary, in preparation for which Prosper seems to have 
assembled the "notebook." Courtenay includes a table of authors cited in the Sentences commen- 
tary and in the "notebook" and attempts to identify some abbreviated names. 
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Question Lists and Indices 

Numerous chapters contain question lists that are corrections of Glorieux's lists or that Glorieux 
did not include in his volumes. In addition, the book contains four indices: an index of ancient 
and medieval names (vol. 1), an index of main treatments of quodlibetal authors, a long index 
of manuscripts, and an index of names (ancient, medieval, and contemporary) and locations 
(vol. 2). Schabel decided not to include a bibliography of primary sources and refers instead to a 
tremendously useful website by Sylvain Pirón et al., www.quodlibase.org. 

One index deserves special attention. Richard Cross provides a lengthy analytical index to the 
abundant quodlibetal questions on natural philosophy (chapter 28). Since natural philosophy in 
the Middle Ages is inseparable from theological issues such as transubstantiation, the location 
of angels, the Immaculate Conception and so on, Cross includes not only questions that ask 
explicitly about matters of natural philosophy, but also theological questions that involve issues 
in natural philosophy, lhe index is organized by major headings and subheadings. For instance, 
under the general heading "Self-motion" one finds four more specific headings, including "Will 
as self-mover," containing seven questions. Besides being a useful research instrument, the index 
is itself a witness to the breadth and depth of medieval quodlibets. 

Appraisal 
The two copious volumes on theological quodlibets are the outstanding result of teamwork and 
of careful work by the editor. As Schabel remarks in the preface, "some chapters required an 
extraordinary amount of work and could easily have been developed into small books" (vol. 1 : 
vii). Despite a great variety of approaches by the authors, the book has an overall unity. The top- 
ics are thoughtfully chosen and attuned to one another; there are numerous cross-references 
among the chapters. The book not only surveys the state of the question on quodlibetal litera- 
ture, but it greatly advances research and lays the basis for future studies and editions, at times 
even giving concrete suggestions for future research possibilities. 

Like Glorieux, Schabel did not seek pure perfection, for otherwise a work of these dimensions 
would have never seen the light of day. For example, though he initially envisaged a chapter on 
Gerard of Abbeville, a contemporary and adversary of Thomas Aquinas and the author of twenty 
rather short quodlibets, he was unable to get an original piece by the expert on Gerard, Adriaan 
Pattin. This lacuna is partly compensated by the fact that Gerard is repeatedly discussed in other 
chapters. 

We are in great debt to Chris Schabel and his contributors for having assembled such a highly 
informative and useful work. The book sets the standard for analogous works on different literary 
genres that are still major desiderata. 

The Catholic University of America, Washington , D. C. Tobias Hoffmann 
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Adriano Oliva, O.P., Les débuts de l'enseignement de Thomas d'Aquin et sa conception de la 'Sacra 
doctrina' (avec l'édition du prologue de son Commentaire des 'Sentences'), Paris, J. Vrin, 2006 (Bib- 
liothèque thomiste, 58); 416 pp. ISBN 978271 1618279. 

This is a work of great diligence and learning, written without haste, which is destined to become 
required reading for all concerned with Aquinas' Commentary on the Sentences and its tradition. 
The book represents an engaging first instalment of the 'Leonine* critical edition of Aquinas' 
Scriptum in Sententias: the long-awaited vol. 17 of the Opera omnia. President of the Commission 
for the critical edition of the writings of Thomas Aquinas (the 'Leonine Commission , so-called in 
honour of Pope Leo Xlllth, who first established it) and member of the French CNRS, Oliva here 
publishes the core of his Ph.D. thesis in theology, completed in 2002 under the direction of Jean- 
Pierre Torrell, O.P., at the Swiss University of Fribourg. Structurally, the book is opened by a short 
Présentation (pp. 7-9), and unfolds in seven chapters, followed by a concise conclusion (pp. 341- 
346). These are supplemented by a bibliography (pp. 347-386) and two accurate indices: a table 
of writings, both manuscript and printed, quoted in the apparatus of Prologues edition (pp. 387- 
404), and table of proper names (pp. 405-41 1). A table of contents follows (pp. 413-416). 

The first chapter (pp. 1 5-24) touches on the 'Leonine' tradition of textual criticism, which is 
described in detail in chapter seven (pp. 289-300). 1 Oliva introduces the reader to the school of 
philology and historical criticism developed by Aquinas editors from the end of the 19th century 
onwards. Oliva sums up the elements of this method, which one finds scattered throughout the 
masterful prefaces to the volumes of Aquinas' works. Through Oliva (who enjoyed the privilege 
of being a longtime associate of the late René-Antoine Gauthier, O.P.), speaks the voice of a long 
tradition of distinguished scholars, built up over several generations. In particular, given that the 
In I Sententiarum was transmitted as a university text (i.e. transmission) , Oliva focuses 
here on the system of peciae . Each "piece" represents "the basic textual cell" of an organic whole, 
so that each merits singular and distinct criticism (p. 20). 

l) Concerning orthography, the Leonine Commission champions "la restitution de la graphie 
médiévale" (pp. 290-295). Concerning the 'criticity of any edition, the emphasis rightly falls 
upon the editor's introduction rather than upon the text itself. The problem of sources, then, is 
solved by means of a twofold apparatus: quotations ("les sources proprement dites, c'est-à-dire les 
citations indiquées dans le texte meme, soi par le renvoi à l'auteur ou à l'oeuvre, soit par un 
renvoi anonyme, comme par ex. le simple alii") and implicit references ("les textes qui pour- 
raient avoir influencé ou inspiré l'auteur au moment de la rédaction"). Furthermore, all biblical 
quotations are checked not only against the editio princeps of the Latin Bible cum Glossa Ordi- 
naria (Strasbourg 1481), but also against the so-called Biblia parisiensis (e.g. Ms: Paris, Bibl. Nat., 
la. 15467) and the Correctorium by Hugh of St. Cher (e.g. Ms: Vatican City, Ottob. Lat. 293). 

© Koninklijke Brill NV, Leiden, 2009 DOI: 10.1 163/156853408X345936 
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The second chapter (pp. 25-66) contains descriptions of extant manuscripts and old printed 
editions of In I Sent.. Oliva builds upon previous research by Hugues V. Shooner, adding useful 
details: about the Ms. Vat. Borgh 362, which had previously belonged to and been annotated 
by Pierre Roger, and the Ms. Vat. Rossinianus 160 (VIII. 99) which was richly glossed by at least 
three "hands" (pp. 51-58). Codicological analysis is also found in other parts of the text (e.g. 
Ch. 5, pp. 214-220, concerning the Ms. Naples, Bibl. Naz. I. B. 54), of which I will here 
present only a sample: "Trois différents types de parchemin sont facilement repérables dans ce 
ms. (. . .) Type B: le même genre de parchemin, mais un peu moins fin; le folio est aussi moins 
souple, quand on le tourne, il fait un son comparable au doux crépitement d'un feu ou à la 
fraction d'une hostie ; le fait qu'il ait été moins lissé, produit une légère différence dans la 
couleur. . ." (p. 215). 

Chapter three (pp. 67-101) is a masterpiece in its genre. Having identified distinct families 
of codices (a, ß and e), Oliva is able to establish a genealogical tree. His stemma (p. 101) consists 
of a single branch, a result of "university transmission". The family a presents a twofold charac- 
ter, being both "primitive and revised" (p. 82); a first sub-portion of a (which Oliva calls a*) 
depends upon a single exemplar which rapidly deteriorated and was thus replaced by a second, 
corrected and newly interpolated text. The second family ß, "evidently" depends upon the first 
(a and, a priori , a*), even though it represents a new version revealing further (substantial) 
changes: notably with reference to a passage on theology as subalternated science (In I Sent., 
Prol., a. 3). The third family e does not derive from any university model, even though its text 
depends again on the university tradition (a, with contaminations from ß) and does not repre- 
sent any "parallel textual transmission". Having also considered the printed editions (pp. 95- 
100), Oliva is able to judge their respective reliability: the Vivès edition (Paris 1873) and 
Mandonnet's (Paris 1929) more closely correspond to a (a text which, as we have seen, had 
already been once revised). 

The following chapter (pp. 103-185) shows the variants among distinct versions of In I Sent., 
dealing with the successive revisions introduced early on by Aquinas himself. Significant modi- 
fications concern the notion of verbum {Sent. I, d. 27, a. 2; pp. 108-109 and 123-130), the divine 
attributes {Sent. I, d. 2, a. 2 resp.' pp. 109-1 17 and 130-139) and both the concept of scholastic 
theology and the theory of subalternation (Sent. I, Prol., a. 3; pp. 104-107, 117-123 and 1 39- 
144). At least five extant manuscripts bear witness to "when" and "how" such revisions were 
inserted into the exemplar itself, which was already in circulation (p. 116). The last modification 
(called by Oliva "rectification D") belongs to Aquinas' Prologue and is elegantly edited at the end 
of Olivas book. Thirty-one manuscripts have it as a first hand text (all those belonging to the 
family ß share such a characteristic); eight other manuscripts include it only as a marginal addi- 
tion, while thirty-seven manuscripts have no traces of it. A very ancient testimony (N3) attests to 
a reader's gloss : "à la marge supérieure du f. 2r [. . .] la main U2 écrit la rectification D" (p. 119; 
Oliva considers U2 as "le premier utilisateur" of N3). This rectification D is added by way of a vel 
dicendum, as an alternative, though optional, answer. Such an optional character distinguishes 
the last modification from the others and explains, at least according to Oliva, why fewer manu- 
scripts take it into account. Some fine remarks on the "opening formulas" employed by Aquinas 
(cf. pp. 136-139) provide the reader with useful information on Aquinas' style as well as its 
evolution. A rich appendix (pp. 166-185) studies the reception of D (the modification concern- 
ing "theology as science") by Annibaldo de' Annibaldi and two of Aquinas' other first "disciples": 
the Dominicans Bambolognus of Bologna and Romānus Orsini of Rome. This is preceded by an 
analysis of the parallel texts on theologia ut scientia by "certains auteurs un peu antérieurs ou 
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presque contemporains de Thomas": Odo Rigaldi, William de Melitona, Alexander of Hales (or, 
more precisely, the eponymous Summa), Albert, and Bonaventure (pp. 144-152). At the close of 
his codicological and textual analysis, Oliva also confirms P. M. Gils' remark on Aquinas' atti- 
tude towards his own writings: "Thomas s'en désintéressait une fois qu'elles lui étaient sorties des 
mains" (quoted at p. 165). 

Chapter five (pp. 187-253) takes a biographical turn. Oliva reconsiders the biographical doc- 
uments in order to establish the time, duration, and division of Aquinas' teaching of the Sen- 
tences at Paris. He does this and clarifies much more, casting doubt on the fact that Aquinas 
required a papal license due to his excessively young age (pp. 198-202), analyzing Aquinas' Lec- 
tura super Isaiam , which had been read already at Paris (p. 223), and incidentally adding an 
interesting footnote concerning theologia ut scriptum. He also thoroughly studies Thomas' auto- 
graphs in order to determine the evolution of his handwriting, and then calculates "combien de 
temps durait, vers 1252 et à l'Université de Paris, l'enseignement en classe des 'Sentences' que 
donnait le bachelier" (p. 225). There is, as Oliva makes clear, a consistent relation between the 
contents of his lectures and the divisio textus of the Sentences (p. 237). An auxiliary investigation 
into the meaning of the expression c lectio (pp. 226-238), precedes a study of internal cross-refer- 
ences made by Aquinas, wherein Oliva introduces a subtle distinction between cross-references 
dating from the edition of the Scritpum and those going back to the actual classes themselves 
(pp. 238-253, esp. p. 243 n. 147). Even though not everything can be established with the same 
degree of certainty, Oliva is able to create a picture of the historical context of Thomas' early 
teaching. On p. 253, the author summarizes the results of his investigation as follows: "Passant 
du Studium de Cologne à l'université de Paris, en 1251, ou en 1252 au plus tard, Thomas com- 
mence par l'enseignement cursif de la Bible (d'Isaïe et Jérémie), ce qui l'occupa pendant une 
année environ. Il se consacra ensuite, pendant deux ans, à la lecture des Sentences , commentant 
l'un après l'autre les quatre livres du Lombard. Ensuite, pendant un ou deux ans, il travailla à la 
révision de son Scriptum et aux tâches qui lui incombaient comme bachelier ayant lu les Senten- 
ces (. . .), attendant l'admission à la licence, qui advint avant le 3 mars 1256". 

The sixth chapter (pp. 255-287), precedes the elegant edition of Aquinas' Prologus to his Scrip- 
tum super primum librum Sententiarum Petri Lombardi (text at pp. 302-340). Oliva compares 
Thomas' Prologue to those of his predecessors who commented on the Sentences of Peter Lom- 
bard before 1255. The author focuses on formal aspects, as found in the Prologues of Alexander 
of Hales, Hugh of St. Cher, Roland of Cremona, Odo Rigaldi, Richard Fishacre, Albert the 
Great, Richard Rufus, Bonaventure and Richard Kilwardby. A sober analysis of Aquinas' own 
text, also from the point of view of content, concludes the chapter (pp. 269-287) and shows the 
manifold acceptance of the Thomistic notion of sacra doctrina, although perhaps not sufficiently 
well to justify its inclusion in the title of the volume. Oliva does however further develop this 
aspect of his research in his article '"Doctrina" et "sacra doctrina" chez Thomas d'Aquin et 
quelques-uns de ses contemporains', in: Ph. Büttgen et al. (eds.), 'Vera doctrina'. Zur Begriffige- 
schichte der Lehre von Augustinus bis Descartes. L ' idée de doctrine de saint Augustin à Descartes , 
Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz, forthcoming (Wolfenbütteler Forschungen). 

Two final points. First, as a substantial complement to Chapters II, IV and V, readers are also 
advised to consult A. Oliva, 'La questione dell' "alia lectura" di Tommaso d'Aquino. A proposito 
dell'edizione delle note marginali del ms. Oxford, Lincoln College Lat. 95', in Quaestio , 6 
(2006), pp. 516-521 (to which Oliva himself refers in footnote 14 on p. 36; but see also p. 143 
n. 70), an article in which Oliva presents his critical review of Thomas Aquinas, Lectura romana 
in primum Sententiarum Petri Lombardi , ed. L. E. Boyle and J. F. Boyle, Toronto, Pontifical 
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Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 2006.2 Second, it is notable that the author neglects the signifi- 
cance of Aristotle's Topics for Aquinas' conception of theological science. Although the domi- 
nance of the Posterior Analytics in this regard is unquestionable, Olivas exclusive stress on this 
text risks being one-sided, lhe very idea of 'Scripture as doctrine', of the unity of the Canon', as 
well as the problem of theological certitude', it seems to me, already entail a more comprehen- 
sive theological hermeneutics than that which may be derived from the notion of 'deductive 
necessity' present in the Analytics. The Analytics , in other words, was not used by Aquinas to the 
exclusion of the Topics , as a new and alternative model, but was more likely regarded as a par- 
ticular, though more rigorous, development of the 'traditional' theological hermeneutics. The 
same fact, one might add, may also be true in the case John Duns Scotus, although recent schol- 
arship has tended in the opposite direction. An integrated approach (that is, one which reads the 
Analytics in the shadow of the Topics ) could allow for a more comprehensive view of thirteenth 
and fourteenth century theology. Apart from the above, there are only a few very minor points 
of criticism, which do not merit discussion.3 The last word, however, must be one of grateful 
praise for Oliva and his work: a book which, one may safely wager, shall pass over the next dec- 
ades without diminution. 

(Alexander von Humboldt Stiflung, 
Philosophisches Seminar 
Albert- Ludwigs- Universität, Freiburg im Br.) 

Andrea A. Robiglio 

2) As a useful complement, the reader could furthermore look to the unpublished dissertation by 
Nancy K. Spatz, Principia: A Study and Edition of Inception Speeches delivered before the Faculty of 
Theology at the University of Paris, ca. 1180-1286 (Ph.D. Cornell University 1992). 
3) Disregarding sparse and inconsequential misprints, I limit myself here to the following 
remarks. At p. 16, n. 4: since the Chronicon of Lanercost, for its testimony concerning the 
Summa of Alexander of Hales, may not depend upon Roger Bacon, one should not write: "(. . .) 
fondée sur le seul témoignage de Roger Bacon". On p. 191, nn. 13-14, the circumstantial infor- 
mation provided by Gui s Flores chronicorum may have been too easily trusted by Oliva and 
unfairly preferred to Bartholomew of Capua's. On pp. 192-193 (esp. n. 20): it would have been 
advisable to take medieval numerology into consideration (cf. H. Meyer, Die Zahlenallegorese 
im Mittelalter , München 1975). On p. 188, that Mrs. le Brun-Gouanvic is credited with having 
alone "soigneusement reconstitute la tradition manuscrite de la biographie écrite par Guillaume 
de Tocco" seems not entirely fair, as H. V. Shooner had the substantial merit of it (le Brun- 
Gouanvic, by the way, had fully acknowledged her debt). On p. 317, commentary to lines 47- 
49: the findings of B. Geiger (1941) on "participation" had been anticipated by C. Fabro 
already in 1939. 
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The Cambridge Companion to Renaissance Philosophy , ed. James Hankins, New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2007. ISBN 978-0-521-84648-6 (hb), 978-0-521-60893-0 (pb). 

Renaissance philosophy has at times been compared to a barren valley bordered by two lofty 
mountains, one summit occupied by the great scholastic philosophers, the other by the grand 
system builders of the seventeenth century. This image reflects the opinion that Renaissance 
philosophy, as James Hankins describes it in his introduction to The Cambridge Companion to 
Renaissance Philosophy , resembles a "swampland inhabited by what seem mere epigones of the 
great scholastics, by sententious moralizers and littérateurs , by philologists and compilers, by 
wiled-eyed magicians and Naturphilosophen, as fertile in propagating new ideas as they were 
incapable in defending them" (339). The implication of this image is, of course, that the Renais- 
sance is a period over which students of philosophy should skip over, for fear that they lose their 
way among the lesser thinkers of this shadowy period. 

Although scholars have diligently labored to erode this view of the Renaissance, Hankins still 
faces enormous challenges in editing a collection of essays that aims to present Renaissance phi- 
losophy to both intellectual historians, and non-specialist readers, many of whom may be largely 
unfamiliar with philosophy in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and who may believe that 
the Renaissance is in fact philosophically barren and has little or nothing to contribute to phi- 
losophy today. Hankins also faces difficulties that concern the very nature of philosophy itself, as 
well as those that stem from detailing the cultural developments that affected Renaissance phi- 
losophy and the way it was written. The editor and the contributors certainly prove themselves 
up to the challenge, and the result is that they have provided a rich resource on Renaissance 
philosophy. 

The volume is divided into two parts that reflect a Janus-like structure. The first part, which 
consists of eight essays, focus on the revival of ancient philosophical traditions in the Renais- 
sance, as well as its philosophical inheritance from Medieval scholasticism. While the first part 
looks backward, the ten essays that constitute the second part look forward to modernity, while 
at the same time dwelling on some of the original contributions that Renaissance philosophers 
made to metaphysics, cosmology, psychology, the philosophy of language, and ethics. 

In Part I Hankins examines the culture of Humanism, its relationship to scholasticism, and 
the movement s overall conception of philosophy. Focusing mainly on Petrarch's critique of scho- 
lastic philosophy, Hankins also discusses the failure of Humanist philosophers to produce great 
philosophy, and he explains why it is comprehensible that Humanism "bracketed the deepest 
questions about nature and human existence in the desire to make its peace with religious 
authority" (46). In an essay on the revival of Platonic philosophy, Christopher Celenza surveys 
the history of Plato's dialogues from Petrarch to Leibniz, but saves the bulk of his discussion 
for Marsilio Ficino. In so doing Celenza situates Ficino at the center of the narrative history of 
the dialogues in the Renaissance, while at the same time nicely revealing the central features of 
Ficino's own interpretation of Plato's dialogues. While Celenzas discussion of Ficino is crystal 
clear, his treatment of the history of Platonism is, at times, opaque and difficult to follow. Jill 
Kraye adds an excellent essay on the revival of Hellenistic philosophies in the Renaissance. Kraye 
argues that although the three schools of Hellenistic philosophy each went through a compli- 
cated revival in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, they nonetheless remained on the "margins 
of Renaissance philosophical culture" (97), which was dominated by Aristotelianism. With clar- 
ity Kraye outlines the difficulties of incorporating Hellenistic philosophies, especially Stoicism 
and Epicureanism, into a Christian philosophical framework; she concludes her interesting 
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discussion of Epicureanism in the Renaissance by recognizing that it was not until the seven- 
teenth century that the "abhorrent doctrines" were neutralized. Brian P. Copenhaver closes 
Part I with a provocative discussion of the philosophical nature and aims of Renaissance magic. 
Copenhaver focuses most of his attention on Ficino's magical practices, especially De vita III, 
compares Ficino with Aquinas, and finally reveals the theological risks that were associated with 
magic in the Renaissance. Copenhaver claims that Ficino's theory of magic is a "tour de force of 
caution and evasion" (164). The essays by Celenza and Copenhaver illustrate the practical side to 
Ficino that earned him the reputation as a medicus animarum, and both chapters lessen the ste- 
reotype of the Florentine Platonist as a philosopher divorced from the body and its concerns. 
Celenza says that Ficino's unique brand of Platonism was not "mentalistic, divorced from the 
body, with ethics and the realities of everyday life decidedly in second place to metaphysics" (84); 
Copenhaver explains how Ficino's De vita uses the "primordial knowledge" of Persia and Egypt 
to show "his contemporaries how to use ordinary natural objects to better themselves in magical 
ways" (137). Both essays reflect the opinion, dominant today, that the creative, imaginative, and 
magical elements of Ficino's thought, rather than the more systematic aspects, more accurately 
capture the peculiar character of his thought. 

Part II looks forward to modernity. It opens with an essay by Dermot Moran on the philoso- 
phy of Nicholas of Cusa, and its influence on modern philosophy. Moran argues that Cusa is 
a "lone figure with no real successor" (173), even if some of his ideas would resonate in some 
modern philosophers. Although Moran attempts to show how Cusa is both "profoundly tradi- 
tional" and modern in his epistemology, he fails to make any real connection to modernity itself. 
Lodi Nauta contributes a lucid essay on Lorenzo Valla and the rise of humanist dialectic that 
focuses mainly on the theories of Valla and Agricola because they are "largely responsible, each 
in his own way, for having inaugurated the transformation of Aristotelian-Scholastic logic into a 
humanist dialectic" (193). Nauta describes how the study of language, especially the common 
usage Latin based on classical authorities, was for Valla a "sharp-edged tool for exposing all kinds 
of errors and misunderstandings" (195), especially in the realms of metaphysics and ontology. 
Nauta weaves what he understands to be the shortcomings of this approach into his rich discus- 
sion of Valla. Part II also includes an excellent discussion, by John P. Doyle, of Hispanic scholas- 
tic juridical, moral, and theoretical philosophy that takes the reader to regions far afield from the 
Iberian Peninsula itself. The book concludes on a strong note with lucid discussions of human- 
istic and scholastic ethics by David A. Lines, and the problem of the prince by Eric Nelson. 

The contributions are largely excellent, and the volume as a whole skillfully illuminates the 
rich and distinctive texture of Renaissance philosophy by carefully situating it in the historical 
context of both Medieval and modern philosophy. One problem is that this approach causes 
some amount of repetition which cannot be avoided. The volume also includes a chronology of 
important events, and brief biographies of Renaissance philosophers that will be helpful to the 
general reader. At times, however, one may get the feeling that the connection between Renais- 
sance and modern philosophy is thin and unsubstantiated, and that some threads are dropped as 
soon as they are picked up; this is especially evident in Moran's essay on Cusa, where there is only 
casual evidence given for Cusas "subterranean influence" on Spinoza and Leibniz. The connec- 
tion between the Renaissance and modernity, therefore, is suggested mostly on the level of innu- 
endo. An essay that considered, in part, the legacy that the Renaissance recovery of Hellenistic 
philosophies had on the development of modern philosophy would have perhaps solved this 
problem, and complemented Kraye's essay nicely. This shortcoming, if anything, is excusable, 
since there are certain understandable limitations that must be placed on a book with this scope 
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and nature. Hankins also provides a polemical tone to the introduction and conclusion, which 
is in principle not out of place in a book that seriously considers the Humanist critique of scho- 
lastic philosophy. Hankins discusses the different values, positive and negative, that intellectual 
historians and philosophers place on Renaissance philosophy, and sermonizes on the state of 
contemporary philosophy. Hankins tries to convince contemporary philosophers that they would 
benefit from putting aside their familiar conversational partners from history, and open a dia- 
logue with Renaissance philosophers. While it is uncontroversial that intellectual historians writ- 
ing on modern philosophy today "cannot fail to give Renaissance philosophy a central place" (3), 
Hankins has unfortunately failed to provide any satisfactory reasons (perhaps even for those who 
are sympathetic to his view) for showing that contemporary philosophers should converse with 
Renaissance philosophers. In spite of Hankins s best efforts to show that the historical situation 
of the Renaissance is a mirror to philosophy and culture today, the eighteen essays that constitute 
the body of this volume stand in sharp contrast, and paint a portrait of Renaissance philosophy 
that is, in terms of its nature and aims, mostly foreign from contemporary philosophy. 

Marist College James G. Snyder 
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Interpretations of Renaissance Humanism, ed. Angelo Mazzocco (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 2006). ISBN 
9789004152441. (Brill's Studies in Intellectual History, 143) 

A tribute to the memory of Hans Baron, Paul Oskar Kristeller, and Eugenio Garin, Interpreta- 
tions of Renaissance Humanism is a tour de force by some of the leading scholars of the day. Their 
essays engage to varying degrees with the theories of these twentieth-century giants, and together 
present a survey of the state of scholarship at the outset of the twenty-first century. 

The book begins with a sketch of the general trends and questions in the historiography of 
Renaissance humanism from the late 19th century through the 1950s, establishing the lay of the 
land for the authors of this volume. The essays of Part I treat the development of humanism from 
its inception in the Duecento to its establishment as a movement by the mid-Quattrocento. 
Those of Part II treat some principle aspects of the movement itself. Part III considers some of its 
major agents and intellectual landmarks. Each of the essays, according the editor, Angelo Maz- 
zocco, is meant to 'stand on its own' (p. 17 n. 64). However, as these essays began from series of 
papers presented at the RSA annual meetings in 2003 and 2004, it might not be surprising that 
the dialogue between them constitutes one of the more stimulating aspects of the book. 

In Part I, the dialogue between the contributions of, respectively, Ronald Witt, Robert Black, 
Paul E Grendler, Massimo Miglio, and Giuseppe Mazzotta is particularly important for under- 
standing the ideological and social factors which initially shaped the humanist movement. Both 
Witt and Black place the origins of the movement in the mid-Duecento. They also follow 
Kristeller in emphasizing the influence of professional and political considerations on the early 
humanists. Black, however, critiques Witt for focusing too much on the criterion of literary 
emulation. He claims, rather, that changes in education and class struggle were the significant 
causal mechanisms. Mazzotta offers a valuable qualification of both arguments. He demonstrates 
that the intellectual foundations of humanism were connected to Duecento theological debates 
between the Franciscan and Dominican orders - namely on the hierarchy of knowledge and on 
the question of poet as vates. Mazzottas essay thus suggests that the origins of humanism were 
potentially less - or at least less directly - secular and political than is perhaps appreciated. 

Grendler and Miglio focus on the institutionalization of the humanist movement, beginning 
in the mid-Quattrocento. Their interpretations of what is meant by 'institutionalization' differ, 
but are not uncomplimentary. Grendler sees humanism as a force of cultural innovation operat- 
ing through criticism. He posits, however, that humanisms impact on a given region depended 
largely on the extent to which it was incorporated by the regions schools and universities. 
Grendler goes on to contend that the movements institutionalization in the theology depart- 
ments of Germany led to the birth of the Reformation and to the Reformation's strength in that 
area. His measuring-stick for 'impact' (used in a positivist sense) is disciplinary change. This 
could be usefully augmented with further evidence from non-academic institutional appoint- 
ments and from the book trade - with respect to the circulation of both classical and humanistic 
works. Miglio s essay, for example, considers the privileged circulation of bulls, documents, and 
epistolary correspondence penned by the curial humanists. He argues that their distribution, as 
well as the papal library itself, was instrumental in transmitting humanism, its canon, scholarly 
practices, and modes of thought. A curial post would not only have enabled the circulation of a 
humanist s ideas and works, it would also have lent them a certain exemplary status. Thus curial 
humanism and its works came to dominate the culture of Europe - providing new models 
for standardization, as Miglio notes, as well as starting points for innovation. One might thus 
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suggest that specifically academic' institutionalization could, in some cases, be more of a sym- 
bolic affirmation or recognition of an already extant cultural and intellectual impact. 

The second and third parts of Interpretations treat aspects and agents of that impact. These 
parts feature, respectively, Riccardo Fubini, James Hankins, Charles G. Nauert, Eckhard Kessler, 
Arthur F. Kinney, Angelo Mazzocco, John Monfasani, and Alison Brown. The essays by Kessler 
and Kinney will be of particular interest to those studying the theoretical and practical aspects of 
humanisms appropriation of classical rhetoric and its influence on Renaissance culture. Mon- 
fasani contributes a skillful and succinct example of Renaissance cultural politics at work, namely 
in 'Chapter 90' of Poliziano 's Miscellaneorum centuria prima. This analysis illustrates the extent 
and nature of the cultural politics which could potentially be attached to a single philological 
emendation. Perhaps as striking, as Monfasani notes well, is the ease with which circumstances 
could permit posterity to overlook and even forget such things. His establishment of a reliable 
text and translation of 'Chapter 90' (pp. 253-65) will further benefit students of Poliziano, the 
tradition of Aristotle, and the history of melancholy. 

Hankins' contribution on the modernity of the humanist movement and Alison Brown's essay 
on reinterpreting it, perhaps not coincidentally, base their arguments on uses of Lucretius. They 
also concur that Lucretius was one of the Renaissance's most controversial ancient authors. Par- 
ticularly in a volume of fourteen essays (including the introduction), this suggests that the full 
significance of Lucretius for our understanding of Renaissance humanism is only beginning to 
be appreciated. Indeed, the relatively recent resurgence of interest in the topic by such eminent 
scholars as Hankins and Brown, as well as among the rising generation, would indicate just that. 
To their insights I should like to add that my own research corroborates Hankins suggestion of 
Ficino s primacy. The attack, which Ficino mounts in his Theologia Platonica , book XIV chapter 
10, does actually seem to be the first attested against 'the materialistic etiology of religion 
(p. 150) found in Lucretius' De rerum natura , though it does not systematically address Lucre- 
tius' account {DRN V. 1 161-1240, introduced in I. 62-148). The Theobgia Platonica itself also 
seems to represent the first time that we find a Renaissance text distinguishing between 'Lucre- 
tians' and 'Epicureans'; the former explicitly constitute Ficino's target in the three-pronged attack 
of XIV. 10. 

Finally, scholars interested in the historiography of Renaissance humanism will find useful the 
'Introduction' by Angelo Mazzocco, as well as his essay on Petrarch's role in the renovatio Romae. 
The latter juxtaposes post-World War II interpretations to those of the Quattrocento humanists. 
The bibliography of the volume also provides a guide of the secondary literature essential to the 
debates in contemporary scholarship. 

Taken as a whole this collection of essays is an invaluable resource for any scholar interested in 
the humanist movement and its origins, particularly with respect to its Italian context, as well as 
for those interested in the contemporary history of historiography. 

University of the Arts & Rutgers University, Camden Pamela Zinn 
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